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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
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0.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Hall of Fame Village Land Use and
Transportation Study aims to connect
communities to improve quality of life and
create economic opportunities. This can be
accomplished by leveraging the eventual Hall of
Fame Village development to benefit the wider
community. This study uses scenario planning
to lay out different tiers of recommendations
based upon different levels of Hall of Fame
Village development and fluctuations in
visitorship.
SCRPC hired Gannett Fleming and Envision as
consultants to conduct this study. The team
began the study process by establishing five
study goals and numerous study objectives.
These goals helped to keep the study
focused. A steering committee was formed by
gathering representatives from local agencies
and institutions and seeking their input and
knowledge of local needs, conditions, etc.
Stakeholders and the public were also heavily
involved in the development of the study.
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Identification of the Greater Canton Area’s
existing conditions was completed by visual
assessments and talking to the public, steering
committee, and stakeholders. The team began
compiling existing studies and plans for the
area, which provided insight into the issues,
opportunities, and solutions that had already
been explored. Over 90 recommendations from
these documents were compiled and analyzed
for relevance to this study. The list of existing
recommendations was pared down to help form
a foundation for new recommendations.
The Streetlight Data analytics company used
cloud generated Big Data to analyze data
related to Hall of Fame visitorship. The analysis
helped verify claims about visitorship and
parking from people and previous studies. The
data showed the origin of Hall of Fame visitors
during Enshrinement Week, gateway usage,
and parking usage in Downtown Canton, the
fairgrounds, and at the Hall of Fame.

Lawhon & Associates completed an environmental
overview of the study area. Maps were created depicting
environmental justice (low income populations),
community facilities, cultural resources, ecological
resources, and environmental site assessment (ESA)
hazardous material sites.
Public involvement was a critical component of this study;
many of the past studies involving the Hall of Fame had
not involved the public as part of the planning process.
In order for the public to benefit as much as possible
from the future Hall of Fame Village development, it was
important for them to steer and contribute to the study.
Three interactive public forums were held to gather ideas
from residents, assess proposed recommendations, and
review the draft plan. A survey was sent to the community
and to Hall of Fame visitors. Stakeholder groups were
interviewed through a series of 8 meetings, and one
neighborhood meeting was held. Surveys and information
boards were available at two of Canton’s First Friday
events in order to reach a wider audience.

After organizing the recommendations, the study team
and steering committee established decision making
criteria and prioritized the recommendations into a
matrix. Through the scenario planning process, the
recommendations were also sorted into three scenarios:
baseline, moderate, and forecast. The scenarios were
based on potential increases to visitorship. The decision
criteria that the steering committee helped to establish
were weighted, which created prioritization tiers for
recommendations within the decision matrix.
Once the recommendations were sorted and prioritized,
an implementation strategy was established to drive the
study recommendations forward. The implementation
strategy was sorted into a matrix that includes the lead
agency that will push the recommendation forward,
partner agencies, cost, funding strategies, beneficiaries,
and next steps. Five recommendations were targeted for
more detailed development and had applicable funding
sources identified. The study concluded with a look at
the next steps.

Building upon public input and existing recommendations,
a new set of recommendations was formed. They were
organized into subareas within the larger study area,
and then further organized into transportation modes,
placemaking, parking, and development improvements.
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1.
INTRODUCTION
& GOALS
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

1.2

PURPOSE

In 2017 the Stark County Regional Planning
Commission (SCRPC) and the Stark County
Area Transportation Study (SCATS) received a
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Every
Day Counts grant that focused on creating
community connections to improve quality
of life, access to employment and economic
development within the region. The purpose
of the grant is to consider multiple modes of
transportation to better connect the future
Johnson Controls Hall of Fame Village (HOFV)
to the surrounding community and leverage
future HOFV development to enhance land use
in the surrounding area. A goal of the grant
was to develop a decision matrix to help local

The purpose of the Hall of Fame Village Land
Use and Transportation Study is to identify
opportunities to connect the Pro Football
Hall of Fame Village to the greater Canton
Area and Stark County so that all of Stark
County can benefit from this new economic
generator. The study also examined the areas

communities prioritize and implement projects
to better connect communities. Due to the
potential impact of the HOFV development on
the state highway system, The Ohio Department
of Transportation (ODOT) matched the grant
funding awarded to SCATS from FHWA to
allow for a more thorough investigation of how
future HOFV development scenarios would
affect traffic flow in the area. The Hall of Fame
Village Land Use and Transportation Study is
a response to the wide array of impacts and
opportunities that the surrounding community
may be presented with based on the potential
number of visitors to the new development.

directly adjacent to the HOFV site and the
infrastructure needs necessary to create better
community connections to the HOFV as well
as accommodate a yearlong rise in visitors to
the area. The result will be a decision-making
matrix for stakeholders to utilize in programming
projects as needed.
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1.3

HALL OF FAME VILLAGE (HOFV)
Care & Wellness
Center

C.F.P.

Donn Scott
National
Youth Sports
Complex

C.F.E.

McKinley
High School

Hall of
Fame Hotel

Mixed
Tom Benson
Use
Hall of Fame
Hall of
Stadium
Fame

Hall of Fame
Experience

Fig. 1 - HOF V site

The HOFV is a new mixed use “Smart City” development adjacent to the Pro Football Hall of Fame Museum, Canton McKinley
High School, and Canton Symphony Orchestra (Figure 1). The site will contain a wide array of active uses included a national
youth football sports complex, indoor water park, and Hall of Fame experience. Other uses include a hotel, dining/entertainment,
player care and research facilities, and a center for excellence. This new economic generator will have both impacts and
benefits to the surrounding community including a projected $15 billion net economic output over 25 years. The HOFV is a
nearly $1 billion development that is projected to create 13,000 jobs and attract 3 million visitors annually. To gain a sense of
the magnitude that 3 million visitors annually can have on a region, visitation records of other large attractions across the
State were tabulated (Figure 2). Currently, the Pro Football Hall of Fame attracts around 225,000 visitors a year, which is a
relatively small number when compared to the most popular attractions in the state. If the HOFV is successful in meeting its
goals, the development would attract annual visitorship similar to Kings Island and Cedar Point. With such a wide spectrum
of future annual visitorship to the HOFV, this plan must be flexible and adaptable to encompass any future scenario.
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The HOFV is an extremely important asset to the region and has the potential to be a major driver of future economic
development in the area. To aid with the HOFV’s development, Stark County created the first and only Tourism Development
District in the State to help fund the development. The District allows for an additional 2% sales tax and 5% admissions tax to
be collected within its boundaries for “fostering and developing tourism”. The hope is the HOFV is successful in attracting new
visitors to the region, creates jobs for local residents and spurs spin-off development within the immediate area and region.

CEDAR
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OHIO ATTRACTIONS
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Fig. 2 - Ohio attractions annual visitorship
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The focus of this study centered around
nodes of activity at the HOFV, Downtown
Canton, Stark County Fairgrounds and
the areas in between that connect these
nodes together. The study area includes
the City of Canton and suburban Plain
and Canton Townships. Within Meyers
those
jurisdictions many regional stakeholders
Lake
also have an interest in this study
including SARTA, Stark Parks, ODOT and
Canton City Schools. Though the majority
of recommendations are within the
study area, this study also gathered input
and ideas from the public and regional
stakeholders throughout Stark County.
Broader, general recommendations will
have an impact on Stark County beyond
the study area limits described. The
nodes of activity identified by the public
and stakeholders within the study area
can be seen in Figure 3.
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1.4

STUDY AREA

1.5

STUDY GOALS
Working with the steering committee, the study team established five goals and multiple objectives
for the study. The primary goal of the study was to improve community connections throughout the
region. Additional goals included land use considerations, extensive public engagement and the
creation of an actionable plan. Study goals and objectives are listed below.
1.

Improve
Connections

Forecast Land
Use Impacts

Improve and establish physical and non-physical connections between The Hall of Fame
Village (HOFV) and local community.
a.
Encourage partnerships between HOFV and community stakeholders/businesses.
b.
Evaluate and leverage community benefits from the HOFV development.
c.
Form physical connections within the immediate area of the HOFV to connect
		
residents and key community assets.
d.
Assess regional connections to county wide assets.

2.

Forecast the potential impacts of various HOFV build-out scenarios on future land use
development in the surrounding community.
a.
Consider market trends to evaluate potential development impacts.
b.
Ensure local zoning codes allow desired development to thrive.

15

Adapt the
Regional
Transportation
Network

Engage the
Public &
Stakeholders

Develop an
Actionable
Plan
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Adapt the regional transportation network to various HOFV build-out scenarios to allow
for efficient traffic flow throughout the community.
a.
Create a safe environment for all modal users.
b.
Ensure access for all users by encouraging alternative modes of transportation.
c.
Utilize technology to create a dynamic system to manage traffic, parking and other
		visitor information.
d.
Ensure Fulton Road can accommodate future event traffic volumes.
3.

Engage the public and local stakeholders to create a plan tailored to the community’s
needs.
a.
Create a transparent planning process by engaging the public through various
		
methods of outreach throughout the plan.
b.
Maximize public participation and input through attendance and targeted outreach
		
at a diverse mix of community events and programming.
4.

Develop an actionable plan for the future.
a.
Create a decision matrix to assess various HOFV build-out scenarios and prioritize
		
recommendations within future plan scenarios.
b.
Establish an implementation strategy to prioritize improvements and future funding,
		
guide regional stakeholders, identify funding strategies, and detail next steps.
5.

2.
EXISTING
CONDITIONS
& DATA
GATHERING
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2.1
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INTRODUCTION
The study team began the planning process by working with SCRPC, steering committee members,
stakeholders, and the public to gather information on the existing conditions of the study area,
available data, and previous studies. This step in the process was critical in setting the stage for
understanding the needs, impacts, changes, and opportunities the study area may experience with
an increase in visitors to the Hall of Fame/HOFV area. Stakeholder and public outreach played a large
role in this effort and is summarized in Section 3. This section provides a summary of the existing
conditions identified, data collected, and previous study recommendations.

2.2

DOWNTOWN CANTON
Downtown Canton sits approximately 2 miles southeast
of the HOFV site and is the job and cultural center of the
region. Though many of the surrounding manufacturing
jobs have left the area, the Downtown still attracts around
9,400 daily workers (2016 Canton Comp Plan), which is by
far the largest job center in the area. Downtown is also
home to many cultural institutions including The National
First Ladies’ Library, Canton Palace Theater, Memorial Civic
Center, Arts Museum, a growing arts district and many
public institutions and private businesses. Even with this
influx of workers and cultural events, many of the over 80
downtown parking lots/garages sit underutilized. Similar
to many midwestern manufacturing cities, large portions
of the Downtown are devoted to parking.

Canton Palace Theatre

Stark County Cour thouse

“Cr i tt e r s ” s c u l p t ur e s e r i e s b y
Patrick Buckohr
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Despite the magnitude of available parking, the Downtown
remains very walkable with small blocks, pedestrian
facilities along every corridor and buildings at the street.
The Downtown corridors are generally wide and can
easily handle additional vehicular volumes. Many have
outdated or disinvested streetscapes that are uninviting
to pedestrians and cyclists. Multiple SARTA bus routes
service Downtown locations and many converge at
SARTA’s Cornerstone Transit Center along Cherry Avenue.

Market Avenue S.

The Downtown feels isolated from the remainder
of the City in large part due to the tremendous
disinvestment in the neighborhoods that immediately
surround the Downtown. Blight is rampant within these
neighborhoods, many of which formerly housed middle
class, manufacturing workers. Many homes in the area
have either been abandoned or torn down leaving
whole blocks undeveloped in some cases. These inner
ring neighborhoods create the biggest challenge to
connecting Downtown Canton to the HOFV.

Blighted proper ty

Oppor tunity for
investment

2.3

SURROUNDING AREA
The City of Canton is surrounded almost exclusively by
townships with the exception being the City of North
Canton. The Hall of Fame Village sits on the western
border of the City of Canton, and Plain and Canton
Townships. In general, the Townships offer relatively
cheap land, newer homes and lower taxes than the
City. With the relatively easy commute in and out of
Canton, many have flocked to the Townships, which
have seen an increase in population recently, though
the region’s population is relatively stagnant. With
the shift in population to the Townships there is some
increased congestion on the urban fringe.
The areas immediately to the west of the HOFV, within
Plain and Canton Townships, are predominantly
filled with single family residences and sprawling
subdivisions. In general, these areas are entirely
serviced by car, there are few pedestrian facilities on
many streets and few transit routes in these areas.
The immediate area around the Hall of Fame site does
experience traffic congestion during large events,
including events held at McKinley High School and
the Canton Symphony Orchestra. If Village expansion is
successful, these problems could increase in frequency.

Residential community

Lack of sidewalks
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2.4

PREVIOUS STUDIES
Over the past 6 years many studies have been completed that encompass the area around the Pro
Football Hall of Fame and new HOFV site. The studies are a mix of local targeted efforts and long
range regional efforts. In addition, the HOFV developers also commissioned studies to inform their
own planning and work efforts including a study that focused on creating a stronger connection
between downtown Canton and the HOFV site.
This study process differs from many of the previous study processes in the level of public engagement.
Previous studies had limited public engagement. The HOFV Land Use and Transportation Study was
heavily driven by public and stakeholder engagement. It is also the first study to look at how all
areas surrounding the HOFV site can leverage the increase in visitors to the area for their gain.
The previous studies and plans listed in this section were reviewed for their comprehensiveness
and recommendations related to the area around the HOFV. Initially, the recommendations were
compiled into one of eight thematic categories:
•
•
•
•

Art, Placemaking
Bikes, Trails, Pedestrians
Roadways, Cars
Shuttle

•
•
•
•

Parking
Commercial (Property or Use)
Development
Technology

Overall, 97 existing recommendations were pulled from the previous studies. Based upon relevance
to this study, repetition, and feasibility, several recommendations were removed from the list. Many
that remained were used to guide and develop new recommendations that are more specific to
the area around the HOFV.
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The Canton Connection Proposal – HKS – 2017
28 Recommendations
This study focuses on reinforcing physical, visual, emotional, and economic connections between Canton and the Pro Football Hall of Fame.
Downtown Development Plan – City of Canton – 2013
27 Recommendations
The Downtown Development Plan seeks to reprogram and resize Downtown Canton so that it can positively impact future markets and
neighborhood stabilization.
Smart City Proposal – SARTA – 2016
8 Recommendations
SARTA submitted a proposal to deploy a smart city system that interfaces with SARTA’s and Canton’s infrastructure/assets to enhance user
experiences, improve safety, and increase the efficiency of transit and energy.
Transportation and Land Use Study – SCATS – 2013
3 Recommendations
The purpose of the study was to evaluate future transportation improvements alongside anticipated land use changes to make sure they support
economic development and improvement of quality/level of service.
Year 2040 Transportation Plan – SCATS – 2017
10 Recommendations
This long-range plan seeks to provide a balanced multimodal transportation system by addressing concerns of Stark County residents.
I-7 7/US 62/Fulton Road Interchange Feasibility Study – MS Consultants, Inc. – 2018
3 Recommendations
A concept plan for long-term improvements to the I-77/US 62/Fulton Road interchange was proposed in 2017 to prepare for an increase of traffic
from the HOFV; this feasibility study explores whether or not the concept is viable.
Plain Township Comprehensive Mini-Master Plan – SCRPC – 2012
17 Recommendations
As an update to Plain Township’s 2002 plan, this comprehensive plan is meant to guide the Township’s decisionmakers toward appropriate land
use, transportation, and capital improvements in order to reduce urban sprawl and spur economic development.
Five-Year Plan, 2014-2018 – SCRPC – 2014
1 Recommendation
This is an update to the 2006 five-year plan and gives updates on the progress of projects while prioritizing projects for the next five years.
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2.5
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STREETLIGHT
StreetLight is a transportation data analytics
program that was used in an effort to collect
and analyze empirical data for this study. The
program collects probe data using GPS and
LBS (location-based services), relying heavily
on smart phone data. Smart phones emit “pings”
which can be used to generate information
about where the phone has traveled. Data
gathered by StreetLight is scrubbed so that
it is anonymous. StreetLight uses an index
to portray the results of analyses instead of
showing an exact number of people or trips.

steering committee. StreetLight was utilized to
investigate these questions within the study
area.

For this study, StreetLight was used to assess
visitorship, travel patterns, and parking. During
the study, questions about parking usage and
visitorship arose through meetings with the

• Gateways were established to see which
segments of specific roadways were used
more than others (Figure 8).

• A map of North America showed where
visitors started their trips to the HOFV
(Figures 4-5 on the following page).
• Parking at the Stark County Fairgrounds,
the Hall of Fame, and Downtown Canton
was analyzed for Enshrinement Week 2018
(Figures 6 & 7).

Origin of Visitor
Hall of Fame

Fig. 4 - US Visitorship to HOF
Enshrinement Week 2018

Ohio Visitorship to HOF
Enshrinement Week 2018
Fig. 5 - Visitor Activity Index
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Most visitors originated
within 25 miles of the
Hall of Fame during
Enshrinement Week in
2018 and during off-peak
dates.
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20.4%

Most Used

1.1%
Most Used

Least Used

78.5%

3.8%

Least Used

Fig. 7
Parking Usage Downtown
Enshrinement Week 2018

64.2%

18.3%

Fig. 6 - Parking Usage
Enshrinement Week 2018

Parking at the Stark County
Fairgrounds, the Pro Football Hall of
Fame site, and Downtown Canton
was analyzed for Enshrinement Week
2018 (Figure 6). A surface parking
lot downtown, a parking garage
downtown, and the Pro Football Hall
of Fame site had the highest parking
use.
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2.4%
The parking lots most used during
Enshrinement Week 2018 in
Downtown were a church parking
lot and the Parkway Market Avenue
Garage, located immediately south
of the National First Ladies’ Library
(Figure 7). Downtown Canton is
heavily accessed via Fulton Road and
the Fulton Road exit (exit 107A) from
I-77 South (Figure 8).
4.9%

6.6%

Gateways to Downtown

% Visitors Passing Through a Specific
Gateway to Get to Downtown
Canton

Fig. 8 - Usage of
Gateways to Downtown
Enshrinement Week 2018

2.6

ENVIRONMENTAL OVERVIEW
As part of the data collection efforts, an environmental overview of the study area was performed to
assist with future project scoping and understanding the types of environmental resources present.
A series of five maps were created using secondary source materials and databases identifying
environmental and community resources in the study area. The maps show community facilities,
cultural resources, ecological resources, environmental justice (low income populations) and
environmental site assessment hazardous material sites. Below are brief summaries of the findings
illustrated on the maps (Figures 9-13).
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Environmental Justice (Low
Income Population):

Blake Ave. NW

22nd St. NW
21st St

. NW

Si

Legend

Study A

0.00% -

R
Monument

The Low Income Population Map (Figure 9)
is generated using data from the Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
These State-level data sets provide estimates
of the number of low and moderate income
individuals (LMISD) by block group based on
the American Community Survey (ACS). The
data used is from the 2014 survey. Low income
populations are more prevalent in the southern
half of the study area. The full map is available
in Appendix E.
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Land Use and
Transportation
Environmental J
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Fig. 9 - Environmental justice map
Source: OSIP
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Date:

July 2018

File Name: Environment Justice.m

Community Facilities:

Blake Ave. NW

The Community Facilities map (Figure 10)
was created using data from the Stark County
GIS Department. Data includes the location
of schools, parks and recreation areas, police
stations, fire stations and houses of worship.
The most notable parks include Stadium Park,
McKinley Memorial Park and Water Works
Park. All three of these parks are located west
of Monument Road NW, between Monument
Road and IR-77. The full map is available in
Appendix E.
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Legend
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Fig. 10 - Community facilities map
Source: OSIP

Date:

July 2018

File Name: Comm Facilities.mxd
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The Cultural Resources Map (Figure 11) was
generated from the Ohio Historic Preservation
Office’s database. Resources and information
provided included known Archaeological
Sites, Historic Structures (greater than 50
years old), National Register of Historic
Places (NRHP) sites and Determinations of
Eligibility, and Cemeteries. Also included are
areas of previous Phase I Cultural Resource
Studies, previously surveyed areas, and
National Register Boundaries. Notable
National Register Boundaries located on
the map include the William McKinley
Tomb located in McKinley Memorial Park,
and the Upper Downtown Canton Historic
District located in the extreme southeast
part of the study area. A total of 479 Historic
Structures including homes, businesses and
churches are identified in the study area on
the database. In addition, four cemeteries
are located in the study area. The full map is
available in Appendix E.
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Fig. 11 - Cultural resources map
Source: OSIP
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July 2018
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The Ecological Resources Map (Figure
12) was generated using FEMA floodplain
mapping, the National Hydrology Dataset
(NHD) and the National Wetland Inventory
(NWI). The major ecological resource in the
study area is the West Branch of Nimishillen
NW area from
Creek which bisects22nd
theSt.study
north to south. The only FEMA Flood Zone
identified is associated with the West Branch
of Nimishillen Creek. Wetlands, though not
prevalent in the study area, are broken down
by type including Freshwater Emergent
Wetlands and Freshwater Forested/Shrub
Wetlands. In general, the wetlands that are
identified are associated with and adjacent
to streams in the study area. The full map is
available in Appendix E.
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Fig. 12 - Ecological resources map
Source: OSIP
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The ESA Sites Map (Figure 13) was generated
using the Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency’s GIS Database. The only sites
identified in the study area from the various
layers of the database are those listed by the
Ohio Division of State Fire Marshal Bureau
of Underground Storage Tank Regulations
(BUSTR). Sites include facilities that currently
contain underground storage tanks as well
as sites with former underground storage
tanks. The majority of sites are current or
former gas stations, but also include some
medical and community facilities. These
sites are concentrated along major streets
including Cleveland Avenue, Tuscarawas
Street, Fulton Road and 12th Street NW. The
full map is available in Appendix E.
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Fig. 13 - ESA map
Source: OSIP
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3.
PUBLIC
INVOLVEMENT
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3.1

INTRODUCTION
Public involvement was a critical component
of this study. The HOFV is bringing big changes
to the community around it. Some of the
changes can be viewed as negative impacts
while others can be seen as positive impacts.
To understand these viewpoints the study team
engaged stakeholders, visitors and the public in
a series of meetings, surveys and conversations
throughout the study process. It was important

to understand the concerns, needs, wants
and mindsets of the people impacted by this
development to create recommendations that
could improve the resident’s quality of life as
well as visitors’ experiences. This robust effort
to engage the community makes this study
different from the previous studies outlined in
Section 2.4.

Public Forums

Public Survey

+ Conduct 3 Forums
+ Short Survey - 10 to 15 Questions
1st to Gather Ideas/Vision
Goals/Improvements
2nd to Assess Recommendations
Current Mode Use
3rd to Review Draft Plan
Demographics
+ Interactive in Nature
+ Distributed in Paper and Online
Idea Stations
+ Goal is to Gather Feedback from
Sticker Boards
Cross Section of Population
Real-Time Voting
+ Short Presentation
Public &

Stakeholder
Involvement

+ Define Stakeholder Groups
Neighborhoods
Transportation
HOF Village
Institutional, etc.
+ Conduct Small Group Interviews
+ Have Joint Stakeholder Charrette to
Review & Discuss Recommendations

Stakeholder Outreach
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+ Utilize Existing Social Media
SCATS
Other Stakeholders
+ Will aid in Public Survey Distribution
+ Create “Traveling Boards” and Rotate
Locations Throughout City
+ Have Exhibit Stand at Local Events
First Fridays
Summer Festivals/Flea Markets

Social Media & Event Exposure

3.2

30 Members
7 Meetings

WHO WAS INVOLVED?
Throughout the planning process, a variety
of people, entities, and institutions were
involved in the study’s development. These
partners included stakeholders and a steering
committee. Stakeholders are partners that
represent groups of people or services identified
as having a direct stake in the outcome of the
study. The steering committee is a hands-on
group of stakeholders who helped guide the
technical development of the study.

The public also played an essential role in
guiding the study through surveys and feedback
at public meetings. Residents and visitors had
the opportunity to give public input for the
study via two survey methods – one geared
toward locals and one toward visitors. They also
had the opportunity to provide feedback at two
First Friday events, where project boards and
surveys were available, and 3 public meetings.

45 Members
7 Meetings
152 Total Attendees

1 Steering
Committee

9 Stakeholder Groups

3 Public Meetings

30+
Attendees

2 First
Fridays

1 Neighborhood
Meeting
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3.3

STEERING COMMITTEE
The steering committee was comprised of 30 individuals representing 21 different agencies/
organizations who participated in focused meetings throughout the study process. The committee
was key in providing detailed feedback, data and other information for this study. The group
consisted of representatives from the following agencies/organizations:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Canton Chamber of Commerce
Canton City Engineering
Canton City Parks
Canton City Planning
Canton City Schools
Canton Township
Convention and Visitors Bureau
FHWA
Hall of Fame
Industrial Realty Group (IRG)
Jackson Township

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ODOT Central Office
ODOT District 4
Plain Township
SARTA
SCRPC
Stark Community Foundation
Stark County Engineer
Stark Economic Development Board
Stark Parks
Welty Construction

The following page provides a summary of the steering committee meetings.
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GOAL

Members suggested past studies
to review.

•

Public involvement strategies were
discussed.

Members focused on improving
existing transpor tation
infrastructure.

•

A visitor app and visitor survey
were discussed as positives.

Criteria weightings were
established.

•

Recommendations were placed
into baseline, moderate, or
forecast scenarios.

AUG. 21, 2018

JULY 11, 2018

•

Recommendations were
struck and changed based on
relevancy, feasibility, and public
perception.

•

Bus and rideshare were
discussed heavily as well as
parking.

GOAL

REVIEW
IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN, DECISION
MATRIX, AND
TARGETED
RECOMMENDATIONS

REVIEW
RECOMMENDATION
PRIORITIES FOR EACH
SCENARIO

PRIORITIZE CRITERIA
WEIGHTING
AND SCENARIO
RECOMMENDATIONS

Scenario planning workshop.

•

GOAL

GOAL

•

MAY 23, 2018

•

•

•

Discussion of implementation
plan.

•

Emphasis placed on promoting
public meetings, safety, and
looking at existing and past
studies.

OCT. 17, 2018

SWOT analysis showed strengths
and opportunities outweighing
weaknesses and threats.

REVIEW SUBAREAS
FOR PAST/CURRENT
RECOMMENDATIONS
AND DISCUSS
PRIORITIES

REVIEW EXISTING
CONDITIONS
AND DISCUSS
CONNECTIVITY AND
LAND USE

MARCH 3, 2018

JAN. 18, 2018

•

GOAL

GOAL

DISCUSS GOALS
GENERATED FROM
SCATS’ BUILDING
COMMUNITY
CONNECTIONS
WORKSHOP (JUNE
2017)

•

Suggestions made for
implementation partners.

•

Discussion about visitor app.
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There were nine stakeholder groups formed and interviewed for this study. Each group was
comprised of multiple entities that were grouped together thematically (ex. Connectivity, Adjacent
Communities, etc.). Groups expressed concerns related to the development of the HOFV, as well as
current issues and amenities that the area has to offer. Below is a quick summary of each of the
groups and highlights from the interviews. An attempt was made to form a 10th group comprised
of safety service members, but there was a lack of interest.

CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU

STARK COUNTY ECONOMICDEVELOPMENT BOARD

MARCH 3, 2018

TIMKEN FOUNDATION
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Business group interviewed with
Institutions group - see Institutions
for interview information.

INSTITUTIONS

ADJACENT
COMMUNITIES

STARK COUNTY FAIR BOARD
CANTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
CANTON CITY SCHOOLS
AULTMAN HOSPITAL
MALONE UNIVERSITY
MERCY HOSPITAL
Concerned about parking at
schools and the symphony, safety
for students, and losing the ability
to program due to HOF events.
Idea for visitor app with maps,
parking, dining, etc., concern from
Visit Canton about app.

CANTON TOWNSHIP
JACKSON TOWNSHIP
MEYERS LAKE
PLAIN TOWNSHIP

MARCH 4, 2018

BUSINESSES

MARCH 3, 2018

3.4

STAKEHOLDERS

Concerned about impacts of traffic,
parking from HOF events, and being
totally annexed into Canton.
Want restaurants and hotel options
to grow and accommodate people
during events.
Residents are generally not
interested in walking or busing.

OUTLYING
CITIES

Disperse hotels and restaurants
regionally to accommodate HOF
and HOFV visitors.

AKRON-CANTON REGIONAL
AIRPORT
CANTON CITY PARKS
CUYAHOGA VALLEY SCENIC
RAILROAD
SARTA
STARK PARKS

CANTON CITY ENGINEER
FHWA
ODOT CENTRAL OFFICE
ODOT DISTRICT 4
STARK COUNTY ENGINEER

Mixed opinions on the feasibility of
light rail.

Event traffic is handled by local
police, and causes residential
streets to act as high capacity
streets.

Connections needed between
transit hubs via park-and-ride,
autonomous vehicles, multi-use
trails, bike shares, rideshares, and
signage.

MARCH 6, 2018

Connectivity (physical and
technological) are important.

MARCH 6, 2018

MARCH 4, 2018

ALLIANCE
CANAL FULTON
LOUISVILLE
NORTH CANTON
MASSILLON

Currently have amenities and
events that could attract visitors
(Sax in the City, art galleries, etc.),
so getting HOFV visitors to them
could boost business and event
attendance.

TRAFFIC

CONNECTIVITY

Use an “Olympic Model” where one
city isn’t building every amenity/
structure.

Reverse Disneyland mentality:
instead of keeping people in
HOFV, allow them to see the whole
community.
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DOWNTOWN

NEIGHBORHOODS

Downtown needs a “jolt” and
marketing to promote amenities
and draw workforce housing.
Market Square is the center of
Downtown – leverage it.

MARCH 8, 2018

MARCH 8, 2018

CANTON PLANNING
CIVIC CENTER

Concerns with traffic congestion
(blocks driveways, backs up into
neighborhoods), noise and light
pollution, and lack of sidewalks.
Improve Fulton Rd., Monument Dr.,
and Stadium Park Dr. to increase
connectivity and not put off visitors.
Issues include spot zoning, blight,
absentee owners, and fragmented
planning.
Opportunities for redevelopment.
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WELTY CONSTRUCTION
JOHNSON CONTROLS
HALL OF FAME LLC
IRG

MARCH 8, 2018

AVONDALE
MERCY
SHORB
STARK COMMUNITY
FOUNDATION
VASSAR PARK

ARTS DISTRICT
CANTON DEVELOPMENT
PARTNERSHIP

Concerns with speeding traffic,
one-way streets, lack of corridor
aesthetics, lack of pedestrian
infrastructure.

HALL OF FAME

3200 parking spaces are proposed
within HOFV, Fairgrounds parking
will still exist.
HOFV proposed to be a mini-smart
city, which includes a future villagewide app.
Waterpark proposed as a part of
the Village with HOF Experience.

3.5

PUBLIC MEETINGS
Three public meetings were held to keep the
public informed about the study’s progress
and to gather feedback. The public meetings
started with presentations giving an overview
of the project to date and the goals of the
meeting. Informational boards were organized
into interactive/ conversation stations, allowing
people to ask questions, make comments, and
engage by placing pins into boards to express

their opinions on topics such as land use
priorities, connectivity enhancements, and
visitor amenities. Comment cards and surveys
were distributed and collected at each meeting
to gain insight/data on specific and general study
items. Please see Appendix A for more detailed
information from each meeting, including full
results from public participation boards, sign-in
Smart
sheets, etc. Traffic

“Smart” Technology -

Below are some emerging “Smart”
technology improvements. Which
would you most like to see utilized in
the area to manage and inform
travelers?

Apps

Autonomous
Shuttle

Adaptive
Street
Lighting

Variable
Message
Signs

Integrated
Visitor
Info

Smart
Parking

Fig. 14 - Smar t Technology
Station
Digital
Wayfinding
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Dockless

Traffic

March 20, 2018 - McKinley High School - 100+ Attendees
Goal: Find out where connections are currently lacking and how to bridge those gaps
Stations:
Land Use
• People were most interested in having more restaurants, single family homes, and grocery stores
• People were least interested in big box retail, office/professional, condos/townhomes, and hotels
Downtown Connectivity
• The mode of transportation that was heavily favored was car, followed by walking
• People were most interested in driving to McKinley Memorial Park, walking to the Hall of Fame, and biking to Avondale Arboretum
Regional Connectivity
• People’s first choice for regional destinations for visitors included the Hall of Fame, Gervasi Vineyard (which had an similar number of pins
in each ranking category), Downtown, and McKinley Memorial Park
• People’s second choice included Massillon Museum and Towpath Trail, Downtown, and Gervasi Vineyard
• People’s third choice included Gervasi Vineyard, Jackson Bog State Park/Community Parks, and Hartville Marketplace
Smart City Technology
• This was an informational station about smart city technologies and how they could be incorporated into the region to assist with things
such as visitor parking, shuttle service, lighting, wayfinding, traffic control and visitor information
• People were generally interested and excited about the possibilities shown on the board (see Figure 14 on previous page)
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June 12, 2018 - Downtown McKinley Campus - 25 Attendees
Goal: Gather feedback on draft recommendations
During this meeting, the public was given pins to put next to recommendations
that they strongly agreed with (green pins) or disagreed with (red pins). This
was to provide feedback on draft recommendations. Some recommendations
had an equal amount of red and green pins, so they show up in both “Agreed
with” and “Disagreed with” categories.

Goals for Tonight

Recommendation Type
Transit

Roadway/Trafﬁc

Placemaking

Parking

Development

Ped/Bike

P

Who made Recommendation
Relevant Past
Planning Study

vela

Existing Railroad

ue

Aven



Our Current
Recommendation

SARTA Autonomous Shuttle Loop

nd

Relevant Past
Planning Study

Ped/Bike

Legend

Downtown/Shorb
Cle

Development



Market Aven

P

Cherr

P

y Ave
nue

nue

ley Ave

Stree
t

McKin

rawas

Avenue

5th Str
eet

Tusca

Court

P



Place Pins
Here

ue

12th Street

Current Recommendations

Relevant Past Recommendations

Improve Streetscape and add Digital
Wayﬁnding Along Major Corridors

Need Autonomous Loop Shuttle
Connecting Downtown to HOF & Airport

P

Identify Speciﬁc HOF Shuttle/Uber/Lyft
 Parking Lots Downtown

P

Create Workforce Parking Lot at Former
CVSR Parking Lot
Improve Streetscapes & Consider Road
Diets Along McKinley & Cleveland Ave.
Split Fulton Road Trafﬁc onto 5th &
Tuscarawas Street to Provide Connections
to Arts District & Downtown

Improve Streetscape & Signage along
Court Ave.

Place Pins Here

Place Pins Here

Placemaking

Sample Board
Relevant Past Recommendations
& Current Recommendations

ad

Parking

Roadway/Trafﬁc

Green Pin on Recommendations you Agree with
Red Pin on Recommendations you Disagree with

n Ro

Transit

Please Provide Feedback on the Draft
Recommendations Shown by Placing a....

Fulto

+ Provide Feedback
Stations: on Draft Recommendations
Green Hall
Pin of=Fame
Agree with Recommendation
Red Pin = Disagree with Recommendation
Recommendations:
Agreedatwith:
Explore
to increase connectivity under I77, Consider
+ Comment• Cards
Tables
foroptions
Additional
parking deck and pedestrian bridge over I77 for HOF workers, Need
Comments/Suggestions
autonomous loop shuttle connecting Downtown to HOF and airport,
Realign Hall of Fame Drive to Fulton/23rd Street intersection
+ Recommendations
by Subarea
• DisagreedSegregated
with: Improve Stadium
Park Drive, Establish/improve walking
- Downtown/Shorb
route from Fairgrounds to McKinley High School/HOF, Reconstruct I77/
- Parkway/Fairgrounds
Fulton Road interchange
- Hall of Fame/Near West
- Fulton Road Corridor
Downtown/Shorb
Recommendations:
+ Recommendations also Segregated by Mode
Legend • Agreed with: Improve streetscapes and consider road diets along McKinley
and Cleveland
Ave., Identify specific HOF shuttle/Uber/Lyft parking lots
Recommendation
Type
Downtown, Focus revitalization efforts in Shorb neighborhood, Establish
P Market Square as Downtown’s public space anchor (add events, etc.)
• Disagreed with: Split Fulton Road traffic onto 5th and Tuscarawas Street
Who made Recommendation
to provide connections to Arts District and Downtown, Create workforce
parking lot at former CVSR parking lot, Redesign Tuscarawas St. to slow
down traffic and encourage pedestrian activity, Remove parking at Market
Square

Draft Recommendation Boards
Instructions:

Establish Market Square as Downtown’s
Public Space Anchor (Add events, etc.)

P

Remove Parking at Market Square

Redesign Tuscarawas St. to Slow Down
Trafﬁc & Encourage Pedestrian Activity

Enhance Cherry Ave. Streetscape/Signage
to Establish Southern Downtown Gateway

Target Blighted Properties in Shorb
Neighborhood and Position to Redevelop

Upgrade Pedestrian Facilities (ADA Ramps,
Walk Maintenance)

Preserve Historic Character of Market &
Cleveland Corridors

If you have additional
Comments or Suggested
Recommendations Please
Fill out a Comment
Card Provided at each Table.

Our Current
Recommendation
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Fairgrounds
Recommendations:
• Agreed with: Add roundabout and realign Stadium Park Drive south of 7th to better
align ramp, Upgrade portions of Fairgrounds parking to use as flex lot for events/
workforce, Need autonomous loop shuttle connecting Downtown to HOF and airport,
Create intermodal facility for bus shuttle, bike share, Uber/Lyft, future light rail, Construct
bike facilities along 13th Street
• Disagreed with: Improve Stadium Park Drive pavement, Establish/improve walking
route from fairgrounds to McKinley High School/HOF, Need autonomous loop shuttle
connecting Downtown to HOF and airport, Create intermodal facility for bus shuttle,
bike share, Uber/Lyft, future light rail, Construct bike facilities along 13th Street

Fulton Road
Recommendations:
• Agreed with: Establish consistent lane configuration along Fulton Road, Improve
streetscape and pedestrian facilities along Fulton, Focus revitalization efforts in Shorb
neighborhood, Reconstruct I77/Fulton Road interchange
• Disagreed with: Split Fulton Road traffic onto 5th and Tuscarawas Street to provide
connections to Arts District and Downtown, Improve streetscape and pedestrian
facilities along Fulton, Need autonomous loop shuttle connecting Downtown to HOF
and airport
Fulton Road – Typical Section:
• Agreed with: Decorative walk along corridor, new sidewalks
• Disagreed with: Increase tree canopy, bury utilities
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January 24, 2019 - Stark County Main District Library - 25 Attendees
Goal: Presentation of study
During this meeting, the study and planning process were presented to the public via
a presentation. Four stations with main components of the study allowed the public to
ask questions and provide feedback.
Stations:
Regional Parking
• Conduct a comprehensive regional parking study
• Investigate viability of an intermodal facility near HOFV for bus shuttle, ride shares,
bike shares, etc.
• Integrate parking information into ITS and digital wayfinding system
• Establish smart parking policy for public lots and spaces
Fulton Road
• Consistent/defined lane configuration
• 25th Street intersection redesign
• Enhanced pedestrian experience and streetscape, improved wayfinding signage
Pedestrian Promenade
• Lengthen I-77 bridge (from 50’-200’) to allow for promenade
• Create 24’ wide pedestrian promenade to connect HOFV to park and intermodal facility
• Allow for 4 lanes along Harrison Avenue extension
Plain Township Overlay
• Balance needs of all users along the street with wide sidewalks, on-street parking,
and streetscaping (trees, street furniture)
• Encourage mixed-use development at pedestrian scale
• Allow outdoor dining and temporary merchant space on sidewalk
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3.6

46

FIRST FRIDAY
To better engage the community and gather additional feedback from the public on critical issues
the plan team attended two First Friday events. First Friday is an event that takes place once per
month within the Arts District in Downtown Canton and includes live music, local stores, art galleries,
performance art, and other components of the local culture. The event is free to the public and is
heavily attended by residents across the region. The team attended both the June and July 2018
First Friday events. During each of these events display boards that were used at public meetings
1 and 2 were set up to allow the public to get information about the study and provide feedback.
Print surveys were also available for attendees to complete. Information gathered at these events
helped better shape study recommendations and identify needed connectivity improvements.

First Friday booth

3. 7

SURVEY
In an effort to expand public involvement and gather data, two online surveys were developed.
One survey was comprised of 19 questions and was geared toward the local community. The other
survey was an abbreviated version geared toward visitors. The local survey was also handed out in
person at public meetings and First Friday events. A total of 322 community surveys and 193 visitor
surveys were completed.
The results pointed to:
• People using their personal automobiles for the vast majority of their trips;
• A lack of interest on the part of locals in using public transportation;
• Respondents saying that they would hardly ever or never use light rail to get to/from the airport;
• A perceived traffic congestion issue;
• A perception of a lack of parking citywide;
• Interest in adding sidewalks, trails, parks, restaurants, and mixed-use developments to the study
area; and
• Visitors typically staying in Canton for one day.
Please refer to Appendix B for detailed survey questions and results. A sampling of survey results
follow in Figures 15-20.
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Sample Survey Results

Fig. 15 - Area attractions
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Fig. 16 - Length of stay

Sample Survey Results

Fig. 17 - Utilization of transit modes

Fig. 18 - Transit challenges
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Sample Survey Results

Fig. 19 - SARTA improvements
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Fig. 20 - Improvements along Fulton Road

4.
RECOMMENDATIONS
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4.1

RECOMMENDATIONS
Due to the multitude of relatively recent studies that overlap the study area there were many recommendations
that remained relevant to consider as part of this study. The study team and the steering committee
evaluated each recommendation for its relevance to the goals of this study and reduced the list down to
37 recommendations to be carried forward in the study process. New recommendations developed by the
study team and the steering committee through the stakeholder and public feedback were then added
to the previous recommendations list to create a comprehensive list of recommendations for the study
area that supported the goals of this study.
To organize the combined 37 recommendations, planning subareas were established based on
recommendation groupings. The subareas were identified as Hall of Fame and West Canton (Plain and
Canton Townships), Parkway and Fairgrounds area, the Fulton Road Corridor, and Downtown and the Shorb
area, plus an additional category for general recommendations. This was done to make visualization and
discussion of the recommendations easier for the study team, steering committee, stakeholders and the
public.
As shown in the subarea recommendation maps (Figures 21-25), recommendations were categorized
by transportation mode (transit, roadway/traffic, bike/ped), placemaking, parking or development
improvements. Due to the regional scale of some of the recommendations, some are repeated on multiple
subarea maps.
In addition to recommendations housed within the identified subareas, general recommendations were
also established that focused on regional connectivity and broader smart technology efforts. These
recommendations are listed on Page 56.
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Once all the recommendations were compiled and organized, the study team and the steering committee
began the process of establishing decision making criteria and prioritization of recommendations into a
decision-making matrix. This was accomplished through a scenario planning process conducted over 2
steering committee meetings.

Fig. 21 - Subareas
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Relevant Past Recommendations
& Current Recommendations

Legend
Recommendation Type

77

Hall of Fame/West

Transit
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Parking

Roadway/Traffic

Placemaking

Development

Relevant Past Recommendations
& Current Recommendations

Legend
Recommendation Type
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Ped/Bike

Existing Railroad
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Market Av
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Broad Avenue

Existing Railroad
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Who made Recommendation
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Planning Study

Transit
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D9
Tusca

rawa

s Stre

et

ad

D4

Current Recommendations

77
13th Street

Current Recommendations

y Ave

nue

D11

Ro

H9

D1 P

Conduct a Regional Parking Study that
analyzes existing and future inventory and
usage rates as well as Identifies Specific
HOF Shuttle/Uber/Lyft Parking Lots

H1 P

Consider Parking Deck and Pedestrian
Bridge over I-77 for HOF Workers

H2

Establish/Improve Walking Route from
Fairgrounds to McKinley High School/HOF

H7

Need Autonomous Loop Shuttle
Connecting Downtown to HOF & AIrport

Workforce Parking Lot at Former
D2 P77Consider
CVSR Parking Lot

H3

Create Walking Route for Western
Residents to HOF Village

H8

Create Intermodal Facility for Bus Shuttle,
Bike Share, Uber/Lyft, Future Light Rail

D3

Improve Streetscapes & Consider Road
Diets Along McKinley.

H4

Develop Pedestrian Promenade under I-77

H9

Construct Bike Facilities along 13th St.

D4

H5

Encourage SkyLift Development from
Downtown to HOF Village

Enhance Cherry & Market Ave.
Streetscape/Signage to Establish Southern
Downtown Gateway

H10

Realign Hall of Fame Drive to Fulton/23rd
Street Intersection

D5

Upgrade Pedestrian Facilities (ADA Ramps,
Walk Maintenance)

H6

Establish a Landscaped Buffer around
Athletic Fields

H11

Reconstruct I-77/Fulton Road Interchange

D6

Encourage SkyLift Development from
Downtown to HOF Village

Relevant Past Recommendations

Fig. 22 - Hall of Fame/West Recommendations
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Relevant Past Recommendations

D7

Need Autonomous Loop Shuttle
Connecting Downtown to HOF & Airport

D8

Establish Market Square as Downtown’s
Public Space Anchor (Add events, etc.)

D9 P

Remove Parking at Market Square

D10

Redesign Tuscarawas St. to Slow Down
Traffic & Encourage Pedestrian Activity

D11

Preserve Historic Character of Market &
Cleveland Corridors

Fig. 23 - Downtown/Shorb Recommendations

Relevant Past Recommendations
& Current Recommendations
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Who made Recommendation
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Transit

Broad Avenue

Parkway/Fairgrounds

Legend

Relevant Past Recommendations

FR6

Need Autonomous Loop Shuttle
Connecting Downtown to HOF & Airport

FR7

Create Intermodal Facility for Bus Shuttle,
Bike Share, Uber/Lyft, Future Light Rail

Relevant Past Recommendations

P5

Need Autonomous Loop Shuttle
Connecting Downtown to HOF & Airport

FR8

Realign Hall of Fame Drive to Fulton/23rd
Street Intersection - 23rd Street Extension

P6

Construct Bike Facilities along 13th St.

FR9

Reconstruct I-77/Fulton Road Interchange

Fig. 24 - Parkway/Fairgrounds Recommendations
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General Recommendations
G1: Create an integrated visitor app that provides real-time updates on traffic, parking, current events, dining options,
and leisure activities, etc. for the Greater Canton Region that can easily be used by visitors to help relay important
information.
G2: Install infrastructure and encourage the adoption of Smart Parking both on-street and within public parking
lot/garages.
G3: Expand bike share to more locations within Stark County.
G4: Within neighboring townships, ensure zoning codes specify sidewalk construction within new developments
around the HOFV.
G5: Continue to promote and brand SARTA as an efficient, safe, and cost-effective means of transportation in the
region.
G6: Develop a comprehensive digital wayfinding system (from airport to downtown and points in between) to aid
in guiding visitors to their destinations and promote local attractions.
G7: Explore unique branding for SARTA or shuttle loops/routes connecting the HOFV to other attractions.
G8: Conduct a Regional Parking Study that analyzes existing and future inventory and usage rates as well as identifies
specific HOF Shuttle/Uber/Lyft parking lots.
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5.
SCENARIO
PLANNING
& DECISION
MATRIX
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5.1

INTRODUCTION

5.2

WHAT IS SCENARIO PLANNING?

Due to the scale and economic impact the HOFV project could have on the community, future connectivity and
mobility needs could vary greatly. When the HOFV is complete, will the Hall of Fame area be much like it is today,
a quality regional attraction or will the addition of the HOFV spur year-round, national interest from visitors and
be the front-door to the Greater Canton Region? The answer is that no one can predict what the area will become
and what future needs may materialize. This study has chosen to embrace this future variability and not attempt to
predict exactly what will become of the area in a single, outcome-focused plan. Instead, the Hall of Fame Village Land
Use and Transportation Study employed a process called scenario planning which allows the study team, steering
committee, stakeholders and the public to plan for multiple future scenarios and an array of outcomes.

Scenario planning allows people to plan for uncertain outcomes. It asks, “What do you think might happen?” as
opposed to “What would you like to see happen?” It seeks to find “baseline” recommendations to establish alternative
scenarios, and ultimately helps plan for a variety of outcomes.
For this study a number of potential scenarios and triggers (event that would signal a particular scenario was
unfolding) were discussed that would influence decision making when it comes to future transportation and land
use decisions in the study area. Some examples included HOFV buildout progress, Hall of Fame success, total annual
visitorship, downtown revitalization, and rate of integration of smart technology.
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Due to the fact that the ultimate success of the HOFV project will be measured by annual visitorship and that
visitorship in turn will generate the need for improved multimodal connections, traffic and parking improvements and
future development; annual visitorship was used as the trigger to determine when recommendations are needed.
Scenario planning then allowed the stakeholders to group and prioritize projects based on visitorship thresholds.
For example, if 3 million visitors a year is achieved then priority may be given to larger, more complex projects
that focus on improving traffic capacity like a rebuild of the I-77/Fulton interchange. If a lesser level of visitorship
materialized, then priority may be given to smaller projects focused on visitor experience, mobility and safety. The
scenario planning process allowed the steering committee and stakeholders to explore the “what if” impacts and
how they may react (make decisions) to prioritize expenditures based on the level of visitorship increase the area
experiences (actual need).

5.3

SCENARIO PLANNING
The scenarios established for this study were Baseline,
Moderate, and Forecast. The Baseline Scenario is the Hall
of Fame Museum/HOFV attracts the same number of people
that it currently does (300,000/year). The Moderate Scenario
is the HOFV attract 3 to 5 times the current visitation level
(1-1.5 million/year). The Forecast Scenario is the HOFV’s
projection of 3 million visitors per year. The steering
committee was tasked with sorting recommendations into
the three scenarios based on their opinions and knowledge
of the area. The scenarios are meant to build on each other.
For example, if the Forecast Scenario occurs, then there
will still be a need to consider recommendations from the
Baseline and Moderate Scenarios.

Baseline

300k Visitors

Moderate

1-1.5M Visitors

Forecast

3M Visitors
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5.4

DECISION CRITERIA
Fig. 26 - Decision criteria

As part of the scenario
planning process the steering
committee was asked to
rank 10 decision criteria for
each scenario. This ranking
provided the weight that each
criterion would be given in the
decision matrix. The criteria to
be ranked are shown in Figure
26.

Table 1 - Consensus rankings

The consensus rankings of
those criterion are shown in
Table 1.
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5.5

DECISION MATRIX
To build the decision matrix the criteria ranks were input by scenario to create a weighting system for the
scoring each recommendation against the criteria. The recommendations were populated in the matrix by
scenario. The study team, SCRPC/SCATS staff, and steering committee then scored each recommendation
1-5 based on how well that recommendation matched the criteria and supported the goals of the study.
Recommendations that were heavily in line with supporting the criteria were scored a 5 (highest) and
recommendations that did not meet the criteria or the criteria did not apply were scored a 1 (lowest). This
score was then multiplied by the weighting for that criteria and the scores for each of the criteria were
totaled for a total recommendation score as shown in Figure 27.
The recommendation scoring and prioritization process was iterative and scoring was refined based on
reviews by the study team, SCRPC staff, and steering committee. During that process some recommendations
were eliminated or combined due to repetitiveness or inability to satisfy enough of the study’s goals to
be included.

Fig. 27 - Scenario scoring
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Decision Matrix
After scoring each recommendation, they were sorted into three tiers. Tier I has the highest weight (score above 125),
Tier II is a moderate weight (score between 100 and 125), and Tier III has the lowest weight (score below 100). These
groupings represent a high level of prioritization. It is not meant to be a step by step list of projects, but an initial
grouping of projects based on how well they meet the goals of this study relative to the established decision criteria/
priority weightings for the 3 scenarios. Due to changes in political priority or available funding, some recommendations
that scored lower than more highly scored recommendations within the decision matrix may be prioritized ahead of
others. The matrix is meant to be flexible but also guide decision makers towards improvements that will provide the
largest connectivity benefit to the community.
The decision matrix is a planning tool that decision makers can use as a reference when making decisions regarding
the need and potential funding priority for area project recommendations. It is the basis for the implementation plan
in the next section and was utilized in selecting the “targeted” projects presented as part of the implementation plan.
Results of scenario planning can be found in Tables 2 - 4.
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Table 2 - Baseline Scenario

Tier 1

Tier

Code

Transformative
Project

Total
Score

5

5

149

Political
Priority

Project
Readiness

Public
Desire

Economic
Impact

Connectivity
Enhancement

Traffic
Impact

5

5

3

5

4

4

4

2

1

5

4

4

3

3

5

5

3

Quality of Visitor
Life Benefit Benefit

2

Establish Market Square as Downtown’s Public
Space Anchor (Add events, etc.)

G1

Create an integrated visitor app that provides realtime updates on traffic, parking, current events,
dining options, and leisure activities, etc. for the
Greater Canton Region that can easily be used by
visitors to help relay important information

4

3

2

3

5

5

3

2

5

5

147

FR5

Create Cohesive Wayfinding Along Fulton

4

4

3

4

3

4

3

3

5

4

145

5

3

5

2

3

3

4

4

5

2

144

3

4

2

4

2

4

2

4

3

4

125

3

4

2

4

2

3

2

4

4

4

125

5

3

5

1

2

3

3

3

4

3

125

5

3

4

2

4

2

2

3

3

3

122

5

3

4

3

3

1

1

3

4

3

117

4

2

4

4

1

3

2

4

4

1

116

4

3

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

113

Upgrade Portions of Fairgrounds Parking to use as
Flex Lot for Events/Workforce

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

111

Establish a Consistent Lane Configuration along
Fulton Road

5

5

4

3

2

1

2

2

2

2

106

2

4

2

3

1

4

4

2

3

2

105

3

3

3

3

2

3

2

3

2

2

102

4

1

3

4

1

4

1

4

1

1

96

3

3

3

5

1

1

1

5

1

2

95

4

2

3

2

1

1

1

2

3

1
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G8, D1

FR3
G5

FR4
D11

Tier 2

Criteria & Weightings

Project
Cost

D8

D3

D5
G3
P1
D9
FR2
H9, P6

Tier 3

Recommendation

Baseline Scenario

H3
H6
P4

Conduct a Regional Parking Study that analyzes
existing and future inventory and usage rates as
well as Identifies Specific HOF Shuttle/Uber/Lyft
Parking Lots
Improve Streetscapes & Consider Road Diets
Along McKinley Ave.
Improve Streetscape and Pedestrian Facilities
Along Fulton
Continue to promote and brand SARTA as an
efficient, safe, and cost-effective means of
transportation in the region
Establish an Overlay District within Plain Twp.
similar to the City of Canton's to Create a
Consistent Look & Feel to the Corridor
Preserve Historic Character of Market & Cleveland
Corridors
Upgrade Pedestrian Facilities (ADA Ramps, Walk
Maintenance)
Expand bike share to more locations within Stark
County

Remove Parking at Market Square

Construct Bike Facilities along 13th St.

Create Walking Route for Western Residents to
HOF Village
Establish a Landscaped Buffer around Athletic
Fields (assume right of way is needed)
Pave West Branch Trail within Park
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Table 3 - Moderate Scenario
Tier

Code

Tier 1

G2

G6

FR7, H8

Tier 2

D4

Install infrastructure and encourage the adoption
of Smart Parking both on street and within public
parking lot/garages
Develop a comprehensive digital wayfinding
system (from airport to downtown and points in
between) to aid in guiding visitors to their
destinations and promote local attractions
Create Intermodal Facility for Bus Shuttle, Bike
Share, Uber/Lyft, Future Light Rail
Enhance Cherry & Market Ave.
Streetscape/Signage to Establish Southern
Downtown Gateway

Project
Cost

Political
Priority

Project
Readiness

Public
Desire

Economic
Impact

Connectivity
Enhancement

Traffic
Impact

2

3

1

3

4

4

3

3

1

3

4

2

4

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

3

Tier 1
Tier 2

5

3

Total
Score

5

5

2

4

5

5

4

145

3

4

4

5

3

135

3

5

2

3

5

4

130

4

3

3

1

4

4

4

125

2

1

5

3

5

2

3

4

4

125

D10

Redesign Tuscarawas St. to Slow Down Traffic &
Encourage Pedestrian Activity

3

4

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

116

3

3

3

3

2

4

4

2

3

2

113

4

2

1

3

1

4

4

3

3

3

110

5

1

1

2

3

3

2

4

3

1

103

4

2

4

3

1

3

1

3

3

1

96

Transformative
Project

Total
Score

P2
FR1

H2, P3

Add Roundabout & Realign Stadium Park Drive
South of 7th to Better Align to Ramp
Study Roundabout Reconfiguration of
Fulton/25th/Harrison Intersection
Within neighboring townships, ensure zoning
codes specify sidewalk construction within new
developments around the HOF Village
Establish/Improve Walking Route from Fairgrounds
to McKinley High School/HOF

Code

Forecast Scenario

D7, H7, P5

D6, H5
FR8, H10

G7
D2
H1

Criteria & Weightings

Project
Cost

Political
Priority

Project
Readiness

Public
Desire

Economic
Impact

Connectivity
Enhancement

Traffic
Impact

Need Autonomous Loop Shuttle Connecting
Downtown to HOF & Airport

2

4

1

2

2

5

Encourage SkyLift Development from Downtown to
HOF Village

3

4

2

1

2

Realign Hall of Fame Drive to Fulton/23rd Street
Intersection - 23rd Street Extension

3

3

2

2

1

3

2

1

Explore unique branding for SARTA or shuttle
loops/routes connecting the HOFV to other
attractions

4

1

3

4

3

1

1

Recommendation

FR9, H11 Reconstruct I-77/Fulton Road Interchange

Tier 3

5

Transformative
Project

2

4
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3

Quality of Visitor
Life Benefit Benefit

Develop Pedestrian Promenade under I-77

Table 4 - Forecast Scenario
Tier

Criteria & Weightings

H4

G4

Tier 3

Recommendation

Moderate Scenario

Consider Workforce Parking Lot at Former CVSR
Parking Lot
Consider Parking Deck and Pedestrian Bridge over
I77 for HOF Workers

4

3

3

5

5

3

Quality of Visitor
Life Benefit Benefit
5

5

2

3

3

4

4

125

4

2

1

4

5

110

1

4

4

2

3

2

103

1

4

4

3

3

2

101

1

1

4

2

3

4

2

98

4

1

3

2

2

3

1

1

87

1

1

2

3

2

3

1

2
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6.
IMPLEMENTATION
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6.1

66

INTRODUCTION
The most critical piece of any plan is to define the implementation strategy to move study
recommendations forward after the plan is complete. This chapter pulls together all of the
recommendations within each scenario and provides guidance on how to begin implementing
each recommendation. Implementation of the Baseline Scenario can begin right away while
implementation of Moderate and Forecast Scenario recommendations can begin once visitorship
thresholds at the HOFV are reached. Based on feedback from SCRPC, the steering committee, and
the public, a few select recommendations were desired to be detailed further. The details will help
provide more insight on implementation including preliminary costs, sample design guidelines,
case studies or project phasing as appropriate. The above-mentioned recommendations
have been branded as “targeted recommendations” and are included within this chapter.

6.2

IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX
To provide a concise path forward for each recommendation an implementation matrix was
developed. The matrix is meant to help guide SCRPC and stakeholders through implementation
of recommendations by providing information on critical project elements including project
leadership and partners, timeframe to completion, relative cost, funding strategy and next
steps. The matrix organizes each recommendation by scenario and priority tier. Targeted
recommendations are highlighted within the matrix and described in detail later in this chapter.
Funding sources or tools recommended under the funding strategy column are summarized in
Section 6.3, Tables 5 - 8. Larger versions of the matrix can be found in Appendix C.
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Hall of Fame Land Use & Transportation Study - Implementation Matrix

Table 5 - Baseline Scenario Matrix - Tier 1

6FHQDULR
Scenario
7DUJHWHG
Targeted
7LHU
& Tier

5HFRPPHQGDWLRQ
Recommendation

Partner7LPHIUDPH &RVW )XQGLQJ6WUDWHJ\
/HDG$JHQF\
3DUWQHUVKLSV
%HQHILFLDULHVNext Steps
1H[W6WHSV
Lead Agency
Cost Funding Strategy
Beneficiaries
Agencies

&DQWRQ&KDPEHURI
&LW\RI&DQWRQ
Canton Chamber
of
&RPPHUFH3ODLQ7ZS
WRPRQWKV
&UHDWH&RKHVLYH:D\ILQGLQJ$ORQJ)XOWRQ
City of Canton
(QJLQHHULQJ
Create Cohesive Wayfinding Along Fulton
$$
2'27 Commerce, Plain
Engineering
Fulton Road
Twp., ODOT
Corridor
&DQWRQ'HYHORSPHQW
&RQGXFWD5HJLRQDO3DUNLQJ6WXG\WKDWDQD\O]HV
Canton Development
3DUWQHUVKLS6WDUN
&LW\RI&DQWRQ
Conduct a Regional Parking Study that analyzes
H[LVWLQJDQGIXWXUHLQYHQWRU\DQGXVDJHUDWHVDV
Partnership, Stark
City of Canton
WRPRQWKV
&RXQW\)DLU%RDUG
(QJLQHHULQJ

existing and future inventory and usage rates as
ZHOODV,GHQWLILHV6SHFLILF+2)6KXWWOH8EHU/\IW
County Fair Board,
Engineering &
$
$UWV'LVWULFW+2)
3ODQQLQJ
well as Identifies Specific HOF Shuttle/Uber/Lyft
Regional3DUNLQJ/RWV
Parking
Arts District, HOF
Planning,
9LOODJH
Parking Lots
Strategy
Village

Tier 1

7LHU
Baseline

%DVHOLQH

Improve Streetscapes
& Consider Road Diets
Along City of Canton
,PSURYH6WUHHWVFDSHV
&RQVLGHU5RDG'LHWV$ORQJ
&LW\RI&DQWRQ
McKinley Ave.
Engineering
0F.LQOH\$YH
(QJLQHHULQJ

Improve Streetscape and Pedestrian Facilities Along City of Canton
,PSURYH6WUHHWVFDSHDQG3HGHVWULDQ)DFLOLWLHV$ORQJ &LW\RI&DQWRQ
Fulton
Engineering
Fulton Road
)XOWRQ
(QJLQHHULQJ
Corridor

WR\HDUV$$$

$$$

WR\HDUV

Arts in Stark, Canton
Establish Market Square as Downtown’s Public
City of Canton$UWVLQ6WDUN&DQWRQ
Chamber of
N/A
(VWDEOLVK0DUNHW6TXDUHDV'RZQWRZQ·V3XEOLF
&LW\RI&DQWRQ
Space Anchor (Add events, etc.)
Planning
&KDPEHURI
2QJRLQJ
Commerce
6SDFH$QFKRU $GGHYHQWVHWF
3ODQQLQJ
&RPPHUFH
SCRPC, ODOT, HOF
Create an integrated visitor app that provides real&UHDWHDQLQWHJUDWHGYLVLWRUZHEVLWH RUDSS WKDW
6&53&2'27+2)
Village, All
time updates on traffic, parking, current events,
SURYLGHVUHDOWLPHXSGDWHVRQWUDIILFSDUNLQJ
Cities/Townships
Visit Canton 9LOODJH$OO
dining options, and leisure activities, etc. for the
$
FXUUHQWHYHQWVGLQLQJRSWLRQVDQGOHLVXUHDFWLYLWLHV
WR\HDUV
&LWLHV7RZQVKLSV
9LVLW&DQWRQ
within Stark County,
Integrated
Visitor Greater Canton Region that can easily be used by
HWFIRUWKH*UHDWHU&DQWRQ5HJLRQWKDWFDQHDVLO\
ZLWKLQ6WDUN&RXQW\
SARTA, Stark Parks
visitors to help relay important information
EHXVHGE\YLVLWRUVWRKHOSUHOD\LPSRUWDQW
App
6$57$6WDUN3DUNV
LQIRUPDWLRQContinue to promote and brand SARTA as an
&RQWLQXHWRSURPRWHDQGEUDQG6$57$DVDQ
SARTA
efficient, safe, and cost-effective means of
N/A
HIILFLHQWVDIHDQGFRVWHIIHFWLYHPHDQVRI
6$57$
2QJRLQJ
transportation in the region
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQLQWKHUHJLRQ

Targeted Column - A

&RPSOHWH&RUULGRU6WXG\WR
Complete Corridor
Study to
'HWHUPLQH:D\ILQGLQJ1HHGVRI

86'27%8,/'*UDQW7$
USDOT
Grant, TA
$$BUILD
3URJUDP
Program, TIF Funding (If

Determine Wayfinding
Needs of
)XOWRQ5RDG
Fulton Road

Pursued)

6&$76&RPPXQLW\
SCATS$Community
7UDQVSRUWDWLRQ3ODQQLQJ*UDQW
Transportation Planning Grant

&RPSOHWH3DUNLQJ6WXG\
Complete Parking Study

TA Program,7$3URJUDP&0$43URJUDP
Innovation

Complete Corridor
Study to
&RPSOHWH&RUULGRU6WXG\WR

$$$Funds
District
,QQRYDWLRQ'LVWULFW)XQGV

Determine Road
Diet Locations
'HWHUPLQH5RDG'LHW/RFDWLRQV
Complete Corridor Study to
&RPSOHWH&RUULGRU6WXG\WR
Determine Complete Street
'HWHUPLQH&RPSOHWH6WUHHW
Improvements Along Fulton
,PSURYHPHQWV$ORQJ)XOWRQ
Road
5RDG

USDOT BUILD Grant, TA

Program, TIF86'27%8,/'*UDQW7$
Funding (If

$$$

Pursued)

N/A

N/A

3URJUDP

Continue to Build off of Market
&RQWLQXHWR%XLOGRIIRI0DUNHW
Square Plan Recently
Approved

1$

by Canton City6TXDUH3ODQ5HFHQWO\$SSURYHG
Council
E\&DQWRQ&LW\&RXQFLO
Establish a Committee

Consisting of Regional
(VWDEOLVKD&RPPLWWHH&RQVLVWLQJ
Stakeholders, Led by Visit
RI5HJLRQDO6WDNHKROGHUV/HGE\
Canton, that meets
regularly to
9LVLW&DQWRQWKDWPHHWVUHJXODUO\

Philanthropic or Foundation

Assistance, Local Funds, Public
3KLODQWKURSLFRU)RXQGDWLRQ
$ Partnership
Private
$VVLVWDQFH&RXQW\)XQGV

N/A

N/A

define the scope
of the app
WRGHILQHWKHVFRSHRIWKHDSS
Continue Branding and
&RQWLQXH%UDQGLQJDQG
Marketing Efforts

1$

0DUNHWLQJ(IIRUWV

illustrates a targeted recommendation that is an implementation priority and detailed further within the Implementation Chapter.

Cost Column - Denotes an order of magnitude cost scale with $ identifying a relatively
relativly low-cost improvement and $$$$$ identifying a relatively
relativly high-cost improvement.
Funding Strategy Column - Lists potential funding sources to pursue to assist in implementing the proposed improvement. Each source is detailed within the Implementation Chapter.
Beneficiaries Column - Identifies which mode of transportation is positively
positivly effected by the proposed recommendation.
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Pedestrian,

Bicycle,

Car,

Transit

Table 6 - Baseline Scenario Matrix - Tier 2 & 3
Scenario
& Tier

Targeted

Recommendation

Lead Agency

Partner
Agencies

Cost

Funding Strategy

Beneficiaries

Next Steps

Residents,

City Sidewalk Program, Safe

Prioritize Walk Improvement

Groups

Roadway Improvements

Funds Become Available

Hall of Fame Land Use & Transportation Study
- Implementation Matrix
$$
Upgrade Pedestrian Facilities (ADA Ramps, Walk
Maintenance)

7LHUBaseline

5HFRPPHQGDWLRQ

Locations and Construct as

Routes to School, Pair with

Interested

Stark Parks & Stark
Private
Sponsor,)XQGLQJ6WUDWHJ\
TA Program,
/HDG$JHQF\
3DUWQHUVKLSV
7LPHIUDPH
&RVW
Municipalities, Private
$$

Expand bike share to more locations within Stark
County

Neighborhood

Engineering

County District Library

CMAQ Program

Sponsors
&DQWRQ&KDPEHURI

&LW\RI&DQWRQ
&RPPHUFH3ODLQ7ZS WRPRQWKV
&UHDWH&RKHVLYH:D\ILQGLQJ$ORQJ)XOWRQ
Upgrade Portions of Fairgrounds Parking to(QJLQHHULQJ
use as Stark County Fair
$$$
2'27 HOF Village
Regional Parking Flex Lot for Events/Workforce
Board
Strategy
&DQWRQ'HYHORSPHQW
City of Canton
&RQGXFWD5HJLRQDO3DUNLQJ6WXG\WKDWDQD\O]HV
Remove Parking at Market Square
$
3DUWQHUVKLS6WDUN
&LW\RI&DQWRQ
Engineering
H[LVWLQJDQGIXWXUHLQYHQWRU\DQGXVDJHUDWHVDV
WRPRQWKV
&RXQW\)DLU%RDUG
(QJLQHHULQJ 
ZHOODV,GHQWLILHV6SHFLILF+2)6KXWWOH8EHU/\IW
$UWV'LVWULFW+2)
3ODQQLQJ
3DUNLQJ/RWVEstablish a Consistent Lane Configuration along
City of Canton
9LOODJH ODOT, County
$$$$
Fulton Road
Engineering
Engineer
Fulton Road
Corridor
City of Canton
,PSURYH6WUHHWVFDSHV &RQVLGHU5RDG'LHWV$ORQJ &LW\RI&DQWRQ
Construct Bike Facilities along 13th St.
ODOT, SCATS WR\HDUV
Engineering, Stark
$$$
0F.LQOH\$YH
(QJLQHHULQJ
County Engineer
Establish an Overlay District within Plain Twp.

similar to the City of Canton's to Create a
SCRPC
,PSURYH6WUHHWVFDSHDQG3HGHVWULDQ)DFLOLWLHV$ORQJ
&LW\RI&DQWRQ
Plain Twp.
Overlay Consistent Look & Feel to the Corridor
(QJLQHHULQJ
District )XOWRQ

Plain Twp.

N/A

Access Current Usage and
%HQHILFLDULHV
1H[W6WHSV
Identify Future Nodes of Interest

&RPSOHWH&RUULGRU6WXG\WR
Determine Scale'HWHUPLQH:D\ILQGLQJ1HHGVRI
of Parking

86'27%8,/'*UDQW7$
Local $$
Funds, Public
Private
3URJUDP

Upgrades and Seek
Partnerships
)XOWRQ5RDG

Partnership

to Construct

Move Forward with Market

Local Funds

Square Plan

6&$76&RPPXQLW\
7UDQVSRUWDWLRQ3ODQQLQJ*UDQW
USDOT BUILD Grant, STP
Program, OPWC SCIP Program,
TIF Funds (If Pursued)

$

Determine Capacity Needs of
Fulton Road

7$3URJUDP&0$43URJUDP
CMAQ
Program
$$$
,QQRYDWLRQ'LVWULFW)XQGV

&RPSOHWH&RUULGRU6WXG\WR
Secure Funding and Construct
'HWHUPLQH5RDG'LHW/RFDWLRQV

N/A

Create Draft Overlay District
&RPSOHWH&RUULGRU6WXG\WR
Language and Limits.
Work with

WR\HDUV

$UWVLQ6WDUN&DQWRQ
Canton Preservation
Preserve Historic Character of Market & Cleveland Planning, Canton
(VWDEOLVK0DUNHW6TXDUHDV'RZQWRZQ·V3XEOLF
&LW\RI&DQWRQ
2QJRLQJ
Society
Corridors
Chamber of &KDPEHURI
6SDFH$QFKRU $GGHYHQWVHWF
3ODQQLQJ
&RPPHUFH
Commerce

N/A

&UHDWHDQLQWHJUDWHGYLVLWRUZHEVLWH RUDSS WKDW
6&53&2'27+2)
SURYLGHVUHDOWLPHXSGDWHVRQWUDIILFSDUNLQJ
Create Walking Route for Western Residents to
Canton and Plain
9LOODJH$OO
$$
FXUUHQWHYHQWVGLQLQJRSWLRQVDQGOHLVXUHDFWLYLWLHV
HOF Village
Townships
WR\HDUV
&LWLHV7RZQVKLSV
9LVLW&DQWRQ
HWFIRUWKH*UHDWHU&DQWRQ5HJLRQWKDWFDQHDVLO\
Establish a Landscaped Buffer around Athletic
ZLWKLQ6WDUN&RXQW\
HOF Village
Canton City Schools
$$$
EHXVHGE\YLVLWRUVWRKHOSUHOD\LPSRUWDQW
Fields (assume right of way is needed)
6$57$6WDUN3DUNV
LQIRUPDWLRQ
City of Canton Parks,
&RQWLQXHWRSURPRWHDQGEUDQG6$57$DVDQ
Pave West Branch Trail within Park
$$
HIILFLHQWVDIHDQGFRVWHIIHFWLYHPHDQVRI
6$57$ Stark Parks
2QJRLQJ
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQLQWKHUHJLRQ

Targeted Column - A

&RPSOHWH3DUNLQJ6WXG\

Complete Corridor Study to

$$$

'HWHUPLQH&RPSOHWH6WUHHW
Plain Twp. to Implement
,PSURYHPHQWV$ORQJ)XOWRQ

86'27%8,/'*UDQW7$
3URJUDP

5RDG
Create Historic District along

City of Canton

Tier 3

%DVHOLQH

Tier 2

6FHQDULR
7DUJHWHG
7LHU

City of Canton

N/A

N/A

Cleveland Ave. and Encourage
&RQWLQXHWR%XLOGRIIRI0DUNHW
Incentives to Rehabilitate
6TXDUH3ODQ5HFHQWO\$SSURYHG
Properties within Market Ave.
E\&DQWRQ&LW\&RXQFLO
Historic District

1$

Identify Preferred Walking Route
(VWDEOLVKD&RPPLWWHH&RQVLVWLQJ
and Determine if Right of Way is
RI5HJLRQDO6WDNHKROGHUV/HGE\
needed
9LVLW&DQWRQWKDWPHHWVUHJXODUO\
Work with Residents to Establish
WRGHILQHWKHVFRSHRIWKHDSS
Scale of Landscaping

TA Program, Safe Routes to

3KLODQWKURSLFRU)RXQGDWLRQ
$
$VVLVWDQFH&RXQW\)XQGV
Tourism Development District
Funds
School

Recreational Trails Program,

Secure Funding&RQWLQXH%UDQGLQJDQG
and Construct

TA Program,
1$ Funds
N/A Local

0DUNHWLQJ(IIRUWV

illustrates a targeted recommendation that is an implementation priority and detailed further within the Implementation Chapter.

Cost Column - Denotes an order of magnitude cost scale with $ identifying a relatively
relativly low-cost improvement and $$$$$ identifying a relatively
relativly high-cost improvement.
Funding Strategy Column - Lists potential funding sources to pursue to assist in implementing the proposed improvement. Each source is detailed within the Implementation Chapter.
Beneficiaries Column - Identifies which mode of transportation is positively
positivly effected by the proposed recommendation.
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Table 7 - Moderate Scenario Matrix
Scenario
& Tier

Targeted

Recommendation

Lead Agency

Install infrastructure and encourage the adoption of
Regional Parking
Strategy

Smart Parking both on street and within public
parking lot/garages

Develop a comprehensive digital wayfinding system

City of Canton, HOF
Village

City of Canton

Partner
Agencies
Visit Canton

Cost
$$$$

Funding Strategy

Beneficiaries

Next Steps
Weigh the Costs & Benefits of

Public Private Partnership

Implementing Smart Parking

between HOF Village and

Techniques as part of the

Canton

Regional Parking Study

Begin Discussions with Local and

Hall of Fame Land Use & Transportation Study
- Implementation Matrix
$$$
(from airport to downtown and points in between)
to aid in guiding visitors to their destinations and

promote local attractions

Tier 1

6FHQDULR
7DUJHWHG
7LHU

Share, Uber/Lyft, Future Light Rail
&UHDWH&RKHVLYH:D\ILQGLQJ$ORQJ)XOWRQ

Planning

/HDG$JHQF\

Innovation District Financing

HOF Village, SARTA

HOF Village, City of

Moderate

HOF Village, City of

Canton, ODOT
Pedestrian
,PSURYH6WUHHWVFDSHV &RQVLGHU5RDG'LHWV$ORQJ &LW\RI&DQWRQ
Promenade
0F.LQOH\$YH
(QJLQHHULQJ
Redesign Tuscarawas St. to Slow Down Traffic &

City of Canton Parks,

Tier 2
Tier 3

Corridor

City of Canton Parks,
Stark Parks, FHWA

between HOF Village, Canton,

$$$$

WR\HDUV

City of Canton

$$$

Engineering

,PSURYH6WUHHWVFDSHDQG3HGHVWULDQ)DFLOLWLHV$ORQJ &LW\RI&DQWRQ
Add Roundabout & Realign Stadium Park Drive
City of Canton
)XOWRQ
(QJLQHHULQJ
South of 7th to Better Align to Ramp
Engineering
Study Roundabout Reconfiguration of
(VWDEOLVK0DUNHW6TXDUHDV'RZQWRZQ·V3XEOLF
Fulton/25th/Harrison
Fulton Road
6SDFH$QFKRU
$GGHYHQWVHWF Intersection

City of Canton WR\HDUV
Parks,

$$$

ODOT

%HQHILFLDULHV

City of Canton$UWVLQ6WDUN&DQWRQ
&LW\RI&DQWRQ
SCATS
&KDPEHURI
3ODQQLQJ Engineering
&RPPHUFH

TA Program

$

2QJRLQJ

$$$$

1H[W6WHSV

Acquire Needed
Property
&RPSOHWH&RUULGRU6WXG\WR

'HWHUPLQH:D\ILQGLQJ1HHGVRI
)XOWRQ5RDG

Build off of Current Planning

Concepts and Design Necessary
Improvements&RPSOHWH3DUNLQJ6WXG\

6&$76&RPPXQLW\
7UDQVSRUWDWLRQ3ODQQLQJ*UDQW

Tourism Development District
Funds, Public Private

Complete I-77 Connectivity

Canton, Recreational
Trails
7$3URJUDP&0$43URJUDP

Scale of Needed
Improvements
&RPSOHWH&RUULGRU6WXG\WR

Study to determine Scope and

Partnership HOF Village and

$$$(Promenade)
Program
,QQRYDWLRQ'LVWULFW)XQGV

'HWHUPLQH5RDG'LHW/RFDWLRQV

Innovation District Financing,

Study Traffic Calming

86'27%8,/'*UDQW7$
$$$
STP Program,3URJUDP
CMAQ Program

Investigates Alternatives
and
,PSURYHPHQWV$ORQJ)XOWRQ

TA Program, CMAQ Program

Techniques along Corridor
&RPSOHWH&RUULGRU6WXG\WR
Complete a Study
that
'HWHUPLQH&RPSOHWH6WUHHW
their Impact on5RDG
Traffic Flow

Complete a Study that
&RQWLQXHWR%XLOGRIIRI0DUNHW
Investigates Roundabout

USDOT BUILD Grant (Entire

&UHDWHDQLQWHJUDWHGYLVLWRUZHEVLWH
RUDSS
WKDWzoning codes
Within neighboring townships,
ensure
SCRPC, Canton6&53&2'27+2)
and
SURYLGHVUHDOWLPHXSGDWHVRQWUDIILFSDUNLQJ
specify sidewalk construction within new
N/A
9LOODJH$OO
Plain Townships
FXUUHQWHYHQWVGLQLQJRSWLRQVDQGOHLVXUHDFWLYLWLHV
developments around the HOF Village
WR\HDUV
&LWLHV7RZQVKLSV
9LVLW&DQWRQ
HWFIRUWKH*UHDWHU&DQWRQ5HJLRQWKDWFDQHDVLO\
HOF Village, Stark
ZLWKLQ6WDUN&RXQW\
EHXVHGE\YLVLWRUVWRKHOSUHOD\LPSRUWDQW
Establish/Improve Walking Route from Fairgrounds City of Canton,6$57$6WDUN3DUNV
Canton County Fair Board,
$$
LQIRUPDWLRQ
Canton City Schools,
to McKinley High School/HOF
Township
&RQWLQXHWRSURPRWHDQGEUDQG6$57$DVDQ
Canton Symphony
HIILFLHQWVDIHDQGFRVWHIIHFWLYHPHDQVRI
6$57$
2QJRLQJ
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQLQWKHUHJLRQ

Targeted Column - A

Scope and Scale of the System

SCATS, Stark Parks,
Private Partnership
3DUWQHUVKLSV
7LPHIUDPH Public
&RVW
)XQGLQJ6WUDWHJ\

Canton Engineering
& SARTA, Akron Metro,
$$$$ SARTA, Tourism Development
&DQWRQ&KDPEHURI
&LW\RI&DQWRQ
86'27%8,/'*UDQW7$
Cuyahoga Valley
Planning
District
(if boundary
&RPPHUFH3ODLQ7ZS
WRPRQWKV
$$Funds3URJUDP
(QJLQHHULQJ
expanded)
2'27 Scenic Railway

Develop Pedestrian Promenade under I-77

Encourage Pedestrian Activity

Regional Stakeholders to define

(Downtown), Local Funds

&DQWRQ'HYHORSPHQW
&RQGXFWD5HJLRQDO3DUNLQJ6WXG\WKDWDQD\O]HV
Enhance Cherry & Market Ave. Streetscape/Signage City of Canton
Hercules, Cormay
3DUWQHUVKLS6WDUN
&LW\RI&DQWRQ
$$$
H[LVWLQJDQGIXWXUHLQYHQWRU\DQGXVDJHUDWHVDV
to Establish Southern Downtown Gateway
Engineering
Development
WRPRQWKV
&RXQW\)DLU%RDUG
(QJLQHHULQJ 
ZHOODV,GHQWLILHV6SHFLILF+2)6KXWWOH8EHU/\IW
$UWV'LVWULFW+2)
3ODQQLQJ
3DUNLQJ/RWV
9LOODJH

7LHU

%DVHOLQH

5HFRPPHQGDWLRQ

Create Intermodal Facility for Bus Shuttle, Bike

Visit Canton, ODOT,

Engineering &

Corridor), CMAQ Program, STP
N/ATIF1$
Program,
Funds (If
Pursued)

6TXDUH3ODQ5HFHQWO\$SSURYHG
Alternatives and
their Impact on
Traffic Flow E\&DQWRQ&LW\&RXQFLO

N/A

Draft Model Zoning Code
Language and (VWDEOLVKD&RPPLWWHH&RQVLVWLQJ
Present to
Townships for RI5HJLRQDO6WDNHKROGHUV/HGE\
Adoption
9LVLW&DQWRQWKDWPHHWVUHJXODUO\

3KLODQWKURSLFRU)RXQGDWLRQ
$VVLVWDQFH&RXQW\)XQGV
Safe Routes to School,
Recreational Trails Program (If
Trail), TA Program
N/A 1$

$

WRGHILQHWKHVFRSHRIWKHDSS
Determine Walking Route and
Signage Needs
&RQWLQXH%UDQGLQJDQG

0DUNHWLQJ(IIRUWV

illustrates a targeted recommendation that is an implementation priority and detailed further within the Implementation Chapter.

relativly low-cost improvement and $$$$$ identifying a relatively
relativly high-cost improvement.
Cost Column - Denotes an order of magnitude cost scale with $ identifying a relatively
Funding Strategy Column - Lists potential funding sources to pursue to assist in implementing the proposed improvement. Each source is detailed within the Implementation Chapter.
Beneficiaries Column - Identifies which mode of transportation is positively
positivly effected by the proposed recommendation.
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Pedestrian,

Bicycle,

Car,

Transit

6FHQDULR
7DUJHWHG
7LHU

5HFRPPHQGDWLRQ
&UHDWH&RKHVLYH:D\ILQGLQJ$ORQJ)XOWRQ

Table 8 - Forecast Scenario Matrix

Tier 2

&LW\RI&DQWRQ
(QJLQHHULQJ

3DUWQHUVKLSV

7LPHIUDPH

&DQWRQ&KDPEHURI
&RPPHUFH3ODLQ7ZS WRPRQWKV
2'27

&RVW
$$

)XQGLQJ6WUDWHJ\

%HQHILFLDULHV

1H[W6WHSV
&RPSOHWH&RUULGRU6WXG\WR
'HWHUPLQH:D\ILQGLQJ1HHGVRI
)XOWRQ5RDG

86'27%8,/'*UDQW7$
3URJUDP

&DQWRQ'HYHORSPHQW
Partner
3DUWQHUVKLS6WDUN
&LW\RI&DQWRQ
Lead Agency
Cost Funding
Strategy
Beneficiaries
6&$76&RPPXQLW\
Agencies
WRPRQWKV
&RXQW\)DLU%RDUG
(QJLQHHULQJ 
$
ZHOODV,GHQWLILHV6SHFLILF+2)6KXWWOH8EHU/\IW
7UDQVSRUWDWLRQ3ODQQLQJ*UDQW
$UWV'LVWULFW+2)
3ODQQLQJ
HOF Village,
3DUNLQJ/RWV
Need Autonomous Loop Shuttle Connecting
SARTA, City of 9LOODJH
Canton
Akron/Canton Airport, $$$$ Public Private Partnerships
Downtown to HOF & Airport
Planning
Drive Ohio

&RPSOHWH3DUNLQJ6WXG\
Continue to Work with Drive

Encourage SkyLift
Development from Downtown
to City of Canton
,PSURYH6WUHHWVFDSHV
&RQVLGHU5RDG'LHWV$ORQJ
&LW\RI&DQWRQ
HOF Village
Planning
0F.LQOH\$YH
(QJLQHHULQJ

&RPSOHWH&RUULGRU6WXG\WR
Continue to Advocate
'HWHUPLQH5RDG'LHW/RFDWLRQV

&RQGXFWD5HJLRQDO3DUNLQJ6WXG\WKDWDQD\O]HV

Targeted
Recommendation
H[LVWLQJDQGIXWXUHLQYHQWRU\DQGXVDJHUDWHVDV

Realign Hall of Fame Drive to Fulton/23rd Street

City of Canton

Private VendorsWR\HDUV
$$$

Engineering, HOF

Intersection - 23rd Street Extension
Village
,PSURYH6WUHHWVFDSHDQG3HGHVWULDQ)DFLOLWLHV$ORQJ &LW\RI&DQWRQ
)XOWRQ
(QJLQHHULQJ
Reconstruct I77/Fulton Road Interchange

ODOT

(VWDEOLVK0DUNHW6TXDUHDV'RZQWRZQ·V3XEOLF
&LW\RI&DQWRQ
6SDFH$QFKRU
$GGHYHQWVHWF
3ODQQLQJ
Explore
unique branding for SARTA or shuttle

Tier 3

7LHU
Forecast

%DVHOLQH

Tier 1

Scenario
& Tier

/HDG$JHQF\

SCATS, ODOT

$$$
WR\HDUV

SCATS, FHWA, City of

$$$$$

Canton Engineering
$UWVLQ6WDUN&DQWRQ
&KDPEHURI
2QJRLQJ
&RPPHUFH
HOF Village, Visit

loops/routes connecting the HOFV to other
SARTA
$$
Canton
&UHDWHDQLQWHJUDWHGYLVLWRUZHEVLWH
RUDSS WKDW
attractions
6&53&2'27+2)
SURYLGHVUHDOWLPHXSGDWHVRQWUDIILFSDUNLQJ
City of Canton 9LOODJH$OO
Cuyahoga Valley
Consider Workforce Parking Lot at Former CVSR
FXUUHQWHYHQWVGLQLQJRSWLRQVDQGOHLVXUHDFWLYLWLHV
Engineering, HOF
WR\HDUV$$
&LWLHV7RZQVKLSV
9LVLW&DQWRQ
Scenic Railway
Parking Lot
HWFIRUWKH*UHDWHU&DQWRQ5HJLRQWKDWFDQHDVLO\
Village
ZLWKLQ6WDUN&RXQW\
EHXVHGE\YLVLWRUVWRKHOSUHOD\LPSRUWDQW
6$57$6WDUN3DUNV
Mercy Hospitals,
LQIRUPDWLRQConsider Parking Deck and Pedestrian Bridge over
HOF Village
$$$$$
&RQWLQXHWRSURPRWHDQGEUDQG6$57$DVDQ
ODOT
I77 for HOF Workers
HIILFLHQWVDIHDQGFRVWHIIHFWLYHPHDQVRI
6$57$
2QJRLQJ
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQLQWKHUHJLRQ

Targeted Column - A

7$3URJUDP&0$43URJUDP
Private
Funding
$$$
,QQRYDWLRQ'LVWULFW)XQGV

$$$

Modification Study to Improve I&RQWLQXHWR%XLOGRIIRI0DUNHW
77/Fulton Interchange

1$

6TXDUH3ODQ5HFHQWO\$SSURYHG
E\&DQWRQ&LW\&RXQFLO
Explore Branding Ideas

Partnership with Private
Sponsors

(VWDEOLVKD&RPPLWWHH&RQVLVWLQJ
Establish Site Control
and
RI5HJLRQDO6WDNHKROGHUV/HGE\

Public Private Partnership
3KLODQWKURSLFRU)RXQGDWLRQ
between
$ HOF Village and
$VVLVWDQFH&RXQW\)XQGV
Canton
Privately Funded Partnership

Improve Parking
Conditions
9LVLW&DQWRQWKDWPHHWVUHJXODUO\

WRGHILQHWKHVFRSHRIWKHDSS
Begin Discussions Between
Mercy, HOF and ODOT to
&RQWLQXH%UDQGLQJDQG
Determine Viability

between HOF Village and

N/A

Shuttle

,PSURYHPHQWV$ORQJ)XOWRQ
If Traffic Congestion
Increases
5RDG
then Consider an
Interchange

Safety Program

Hospital

Route for an Autonomous

Investigates Alternatives and
&RPSOHWH&RUULGRU6WXG\WR
their Impact on Traffic Flow
'HWHUPLQH&RPSOHWH6WUHHW

86'27%8,/'*UDQW7$
3URJUDP

TRAC Program, Highway

N/A

Ohio to Establish a Testing

Complete a Study that

Highway Safety Program, STP
Program

Next Steps

1$

0DUNHWLQJ(IIRUWV

illustrates a targeted recommendation that is an implementation priority and detailed further within the Implementation Chapter.

Cost Column - Denotes an order of magnitude cost scale with $ identifying a relatively
relativly low-cost improvement and $$$$$ identifying a relatively
relativly high-cost improvement.
Funding Strategy Column - Lists potential funding sources to pursue to assist in implementing the proposed improvement. Each source is detailed within the Implementation Chapter.
Beneficiaries Column - Identifies which mode of transportation is positively
positivly effected by the proposed recommendation.
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6.3

FUNDING SOURCES & TOOLS

USDOT
BUILD GRANT

This program awards funding to
projects on a competitive basis
that will have significant local or
regional impact. Projects compete
on a national level and awards
range from $5M to $25M and
cover 80% of the project costs. A
wide range of projects can apply
including road/bridge, public
transportation, passenger/freight
rail, port and intermodal projects.
Grant applicants must provide a
benefit-cost analysis to show the
economic impact of the project.
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SURFACE
TRANSPORTATION
BLOCK GRANT
PROGRAM
(STBG)
This program provides flexible
funding that may be used by states
and localities for projects to preserve
and improve the conditions and
performance on any Federal-aid
highway, bridge and tunnel projects
on any public road, pedestrian and
bicycle infrastructure, and transit
capital projects, including intercity
bus terminals.

TRANSPORTATION
ALTERNATIVES
PROGRAM
(TA)
This program funds pedestrian
and bicycle facilities, safe routes
for non-drivers, community
improvement activities, and
environmental mitigation. TA funds
can also be used for recreational
trail program projects, safe routes
to school projects, and projects for
planning, designing, or constructing
boulevards and other roadways
largely in the right-of-way of former
Interstate System routes or other
divided highways.

CONGESTION
MITIGATION &
AIR QUALITY
PROGRAM
(CMAQ)

OPWC
STATE CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM
(SCIP)

OPWC
LOCAL
TRANSPORTATION
IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM (LTIP)

CMAQ funds can only be used
for projects that help reduce
traffic congestion and improve
air quality. They may be used for
traffic signal upgrade projects,
bus replacements, bike facilities,
intelligent transportation system
improvements, transit center and
Park-N-Ride construction.

The Ohio Public Works Commission
(OPWC) State Capital Improvement
Program (SCIP) assists local
communities in financing local
public infrastructure improvements.
Eligible applicants are counties,
cities, villages, townships, and
water and sanitary districts. Eligible
projects are for improvements
to roads, bridges, culverts, water
supply systems, wastewater
systems, storm water collection
systems, and solid waste disposal
facilities. Funds are divided into
districts and projects compete
within their district. Stark County is
in District Nineteen and includes all
of Stark County.

The Ohio Public Works Commission
(OPWC) Local Transportation
Improvement Program (LTIP)
assists local communities in
financing local public infrastructure
improvements. Eligible applicants
are counties, cities, villages and
townships. Eligible projects are for
improvements to roads and bridges.
Funds are divided into districts
and projects compete within their
district. Stark County is in District
Nineteen and includes all of Stark
County.
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ODOT - SAFE
ROUTES TO
SCHOOL
PROGRAM

ODOT HIGHWAY
SAFETY
PROGRAM

The purpose of Safe Routes to
School is to encourage and enable
students in grades k-8 to walk
or ride their bicycle to school.
Projects can be either engineering
(improved crossings, sidewalks,
etc.) or non-engineering (education
and encouragement programs). To
be eligible for funding from this
annual program a School Travel Plan
must first be developed identifying
the routes school children travel.
Once completed the Safe Routes
to School Program can fund up to
$400k in physical improvements
with a 20% local match.

This program dedicates about
$102M annually for engineering
improvements at high-crash and
severe-crash locations. This funding
is available to ODOT staff and local
governments, and it can be used to
make improvements on any public
roadway. Funding requests typically
range from $200,000 to $5M, though
the department will consider
funding requests up to $10 million.
Funding is available for all stages of
development and typically requires
a minimum 10% local match. Safety
improvements, such as upgrading
signs, signals, pavement markings
and guardrail are eligible for 100%
funding.

ODOT
TRANSPORTATION
REVIEW ADVISORY
COUNCIL
(TRAC)
TRAC prioritizes and selects the
development and construction
of major new capacity projects
throughout the State of Ohio.
Projects must exceed $12M in
construction cost and increase
the capacity of a transportation
facility or reduce congestion.
Typical projects include: add lanes,
new interchanges, new bypasses
or ITS facilities. Due to increased
maintenance needs throughout the
State, the TRAC program is currently
not accepting applications as TRAC
dollars are only allocated after
ODOT’s system preservation needs
have been met.

SCATS
COMMUNITY
TRANSPORTATION
PLANNING
GRANT

ODNR
RECREATIONAL
TRAILS
PROGRAM

TAX
INCREMENT
FINANCING
(TIF)

This program seeks to encourage
effective planning and improve
multi-modal transpor tation
throughout Stark County.
The grants will provide local
governments the opportunity to
study a variety of transportation
issues including safety, economic
development, accessibility and
multi-modal needs and historic
and environmental transportation
matters. Typical grant awards range
from $15,000 to $25,000 with at
least a 10% local match required.

This program is used generally
for development of urban trail
linkages, trail head and trailside
facilities; maintenance of existing
trails; acquisition of easements and
property or the development and
construction of new trails. Maximum
awards for this grant are capped
at $150k and require a minimum
20% local match. This is an annual
program with funding applications
due February 1st each year.

TIF is an economic development
tool that enables local governments
to finance public infrastructure
improvements and, in select
circumstances, privately owned
economic development projects. TIF
captures the increase in property value
of real property. An existing assessed
value is established prior to the TIF’s
enactment. Future property values
are projected based on proposed
public improvements within the
district. As improvements are made
to the public infrastructure in the
district and/or development occurs,
property values should increase. That
projected increase in property value is
used to fund the public improvements
throughout the district.
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TOURISM
DEVELOPMENT
DISTRICT

CITY OF CANTON
INNOVATION
DISTRICT

This district was created in 2015 to help
fund the HOFV project. It is currently the
only Tourism Development District in the
State. The District allows for an additional
2% sales tax and 5% admissions tax
to be collected within its boundaries
(excluding Canton City School District
events). The current boundaries of the
district encompass the proposed HOFV
site but can be extended to include
up to 600 contiguous acres. Funds
collected within the District can be used
for “fostering and developing tourism”
within the District. If district limits were
expanded this could be a tool used to
help fund recommendations directly
related to the HOFV project (i.e. the
Pedestrian Promenade discussed later).

The City of Canton recently established
a 12-block Innovation District within
Downtown Canton. The district is the
first of it’s kind in Ohio combining the
rehabilitation of historic buildings with
new access to high-speed broadband
and business support resources for
small businesses. The District operates
much like a traditional tax increment
financing (TIF) district would by
allocating a percentage of the increase
in future property value to be used to
fund and finance loans and grants
of building improvements within the
District, infrastructure improvements
and in the case of the Innovation
District, loans and grants to qualified
businesses within the district. Since
Innovation District funds can be used

for infrastructure improvements, it is
possible recommendations within
this plan could be funded in part by
proceeds from the Innovation District
if approved by the district itself. It is
anticipated that these funds would be
a secondary funding source for the
implementation of recommendations
within this plan as the primary use
of these funds is focused on small
business attraction and retention.
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The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017
provided a new tax incentive to spur
private investments in low-income areas
designated by states as Opportunity
Zones. Opportunity Zones are an
economic development tool designed
to stimulate redevelopment and job
creation in distressed communities by
providing tax benefits to investors who
invest capital gains into a Qualified
Opportunity Fund (QOF). A QOF is an
investment vehicle that is set up as either
a partnership or corporation for investing
in eligible property that is located in a
Qualified Opportunity Zone. The City of
Canton has five Qualified Opportunity
Zones (see Figure 28) which are all
contiguous to the HOFV, all of which are
eligible for QOF investments.
The Opportunity Zones program offers

three tax incentives for investing capital
gains in a QOF:
Temporary Deferral - Investors can
defer tax on any prior gains invested
in a QOF until the earlier of the date on
which the investment in a QOF is sold or
exchanged, or December 31, 2026.
Increase in Basis - If the QOF investment
is held for longer than 5 years, there is a
10% increase in basis thereby excluding
up to 10% of the deferred gain. If the
investment is held for more than 7 years,
the 10% increase in basis is increased
to 15%.
Permanent Exclusion - If the investor
holds the investment in the QOF for at
least 10 years, the investor is eligible
for a permanent exclusion from taxable

income of capital gains from the sale or
exchange of an investment in a QOF. This
exclusion only applies to gains accrued
after an investment in a QOF.
Canton’s Opportunity Zones may be
leveraged to incentivize private investment
in real estate development projects,
existing businesses, and public-private
partnership infrastructure projects.
The Community Development Finance
Agency anticipates QOF investments
to account for between 5% and 30%
of the required capital investment in
Opportunity Zone development projects.
As such, Opportunity Zones are likely to
be paired with other applicable incentive
programs (e.g. New Markets Tax Credits,
Tax Increment Financing, etc.) on a
project-by-project basis as part of a
multilayer capital funding stack.
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6.4

TARGETED RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on feedback from SCRPC, the steering committee, and the public, major themes emerged
to improve connectivity and development within the region. These included linking the HOFV
to Downtown Canton, improving pedestrian connectivity to the HOFV, encouraging mixed
use development, addressing parking availability and improving communication between
municipalities and regional stakeholders. To provide further detail and encourage implementation
of these major themes, 5 targeted recommendations are detailed below. Each address a major
theme expressed during the study.
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Many of the targeted recommendations
along with other recommendations
described in the implementation matrix
build off of one another, expanding
gateways, developing corridors, and
connecting community residents
and visitors to the HOFV, Downtown
Canton and other regional attractions.
Individually, these improvements may
not greatly change the connections
and perceptions of the area, but
together these improvements can
create a wonderful front door to
the City of Canton and connect
the region to the HOFV. Figure 29
provides an overview of how these
recommendations build off of each
other recreating the area around the
HOFV. Targeted recommendations
are shown in gray circles and
non-targeted recommendations
are shown in green circles.
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FULTON ROAD CORRIDOR
TARGETED

A major focus of this study was to find ways to better
connect the HOFV to Downtown Canton. Both are
regional draws for visitors and employment, and in
the future could see increased activity with a fully
realized HOFV. Though there are multiple corridors
that connect the HOFV to Downtown today, including
Stadium Park Drive, 12th Street and Tuscarawas
Street, Fulton Road is the most direct route and is
the main highway ingress/egress for the HOFV site
today. Enhancing connectivity between both was a
priority of the steering committee, public and SCRPC
staff.

E xisting Conditions
The Fulton Road Corridor runs for 2.33 miles
between the HOFV and Downtown Canton starting
in the west at Broad Street within Plain Township
running southeast to its terminus at Tuscarawas
Street just west of Downtown Canton. The corridor
has a vastly different character from one end to the
other. The western portion of the corridor is heavily
car-centric and congested with an interchange for
both I-77 and US 62. Fulton Road is 4 to 5 lanes wide
in this area and lined with multi-family housing and
commercial and retail businesses. There is limited
access management in this area and little to no
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pedestrian facilities. The HOF and future HOFV have
their main ingress/egress along this portion of the
corridor. The 25th Street intersection with Fulton is
a confusing, skewed intersection that is adjacent
to both the West Branch of the Nimishillen Creek
and an existing at-grade rail crossing. 25th Street
is used as a neighborhood cut-through to Canton’s
northern neighborhoods.
South of 21st Street to Tuscarawas Street the corridor
changes character to more of a neighborhood
collector. Fulton Road is marked as a two-lane road
in this section with occasional left turn lanes at
major intersections and on street parking in some
locations. On street parking is allowed but spaces
are not marked so traversing the corridor can be
confusing. There are sidewalks and treelawns
along this section but much of the infrastructure
and streetscaping, particularly south of 12th
Street within the Shorb Neighborhood is outdated
and in need of repair. Most land use along this
section is single family homes with a few scattered
neighborhood businesses and multi-family
dwellings. This section, particularly south of 12th
Street, is uninviting and at times uncomfortable
for a visitor to travel.

E xisting Conditions (cont ’d)

South of 7th St. - Shorb

14th St. - Taggar ts

North of 14th St. - On-Street Parking

18th St. Intersection

Railroad Looking Nor th

Blake Ave. Looking South
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Fig. 30 - Phasing map

Recommendations
From discussions with SCRPC, stakeholders,
City of Canton, and the public, upgrades to
the corridor were a recurring theme. Many
ancillary recommendations to the corridor
were suggested throughout the planning
process and those recommendations
culminated into an overall reimaging of the
corridor as presented herein.
Due to the corridor’s length and differing
character, the corridor was broken into three
phases. Though the Fulton Road Corridor
is a project that could be competitive for
a USDOT BUILD Grant that could fund the
entire corridor, this plan broke the corridor
into smaller phases to allow for flexibility
and create more manageable projects to
fund and construct. A phasing map is shown
in Figure 30. Phase A encompasses the
traffic centric section of the corridor from
Broad Avenue to 21st Street and includes
the reconfiguration of the 25th Street
intersection. Phase B runs from 21st Street
to 12th Street and Phase C from 12th Street
to Tuscarawas Street.

Establish a Consistent Lane Configuration along Fulton Road
Currently south of 21st Street, parking lanes and lane widths vary along the corridor which creates
confusion for drivers. As shown in the Phase B and C schematic drawings (Figures 31-33), the proposed
improvements would delineate parking spaces along the corridor where needed (around Taggarts). In
locations where on street parking is not needed a two-way turning lane will be added to improve traffic
flow, and where appropriate, mountable stamped concrete medians to enhance corridor aesthetics.
The addition of a turn lane will create consistency along the corridor and improve safety.

Fig. 31 - Fulton Rd. Phase A

Fig. 32 - Fulton Rd. Phase B

Fig. 33 - Fulton Rd. Phase C
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Improve Streetscape, Pedestrian Facilities, & Create Cohesive Wayfinding
Along Fulton Road
In general, the Fulton Road Corridor is an uninviting place for pedestrians. The corridor lacks pedestrian
scaled amenities including defined wayfinding signage, benches, ADA ramps and streetscape elements.
Areas within Plain Township simply lack any pedestrian facilities altogether while areas in the south within
the Shorb Neighborhood have sidewalks in need of repair.
To aid in drawing visitors and residents to Downtown from the HOFV, streetscaping elements,similar to the
recent 12th Street streetscape improvements are proposed. These elements include increasing the street tree
canopy, City of Canton decorative lighting, enhanced wayfinding signage, benches and stamped concrete
pavers. These improvements along with general upgrades to the current sidewalks and ADA curb ramps
will provide a much improved pedestrian experience along the corridor.

Fulton Rd. Before
84

Fulton Rd. After

Reconfigure Fulton/25th/Harrison Intersection
With the prospect of increased traffic in and around the HOFV, improvements to the Fulton/25th/
Harrison intersection are needed to safely convey traffic. Due to the intersection’s location adjacent
to both the West Branch of the Nimishillen Creek and railroad, traditional intersection reconfiguration
options are limited. With 25th Street being a sizable collector of local traffic headed east and Harrison
Avenue routing traffic north, each leg of the intersection is necessary to convey traffic.
One concept considered was creating a “Peanut Roundabout” that would encompass the 25th and
23rd intersections along Fulton. The roundabout would allow all legs of the existing 25th and 23rd
intersections to remain while also calming traffic in the area. A sample of a peanut roundabout is
shown in Figure 34. The roundabout would provide an opportunity for a gateway entrance to the Fulton
Road corridor and the City of Canton itself, while also tying into the HOFV campus via the Pedestrian
Promenade proposed later in this document. Further traffic analysis and study is needed to determine
the footprint of the roundabout, traffic capacity/operations and right of way impacts.
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Implementation
Fulton Road is the most critical corridor connecting the HOFV to Downtown Canton. Improvements
to the corridor are needed today, and the majority of this project can begin as soon as funding is
available. The estimated preliminary cost for the Fulton Road improvements (including the peanut
roundabout) is $15-20M. The corridor could be broken into 3 phases as shown in Figures 3133 with the intersection of Fulton/25th Street being a 4th phase. This approach could aid with
implementation as it is unlikely that the entire corridor will be funded by one source. As a baseline
recommendation, the streetscaping and pavement upgrades to the corridor require no right-of-way
and would have no environmental impacts, allowing these phases of the project to be designed
and constructed when funding is available.
The potential roundabout at the Fulton/25th Street intersection would require further study to assess
impacts to both current and future traffic as well as the surrounding community. The study of this
intersection should occur as soon as the City feels there is a need and the project development
continued based on the availability of funding for design and construction.
Overall, the Fulton Road corridor’s project timeline mimics that of the Pedestrian Promenade of 3-7
years depending on funding.
This section outlines potential funding sources to consider for the Fulton Road corridor.
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USDOT BUILD GRANT
This is one funding source that may allow for funding
the majority of the corridor within a single grant source.
USDOT BUILD Grants will fund projects in urban areas
that meet grant criteria from $5M to $25M while requiring
a 20% local match. These funds are highly competitive
as projects compete on a national level for funding each
round. BUILD applications are evaluated based on merit
criteria including: safety, economic competitiveness,
quality of life, environmental protection, state of good
repair, innovation, partnership, and additional nonFederal revenue for infrastructure investments. With
Fulton Road acting as the spine between two major
generators of economic development, with known
safety concerns, partnerships from regional public/
private entities and the potential to link an intermodal
facility and autonomous shuttle along Fulton, this
project could be a competitive BUILD Grant applicant.

Transportation Alternatives (TA)/Surface
Transportation Block Grant (STBG) Program
Both of these programs would be viable candidates
to pursue funding for portions of the Fulton Road
corridor. The TA program funds pedestrian and bicycle
improvements including streetscape enhancements.
The STBG program is a highly flexible funding source
that could fund almost any aspect of the Fulton
Road corridor improvements. Both of these funding
sources are managed by the local metropolitan
planning organization (SCATS) and require a formal
application and approval to get onto the Transportation
Improvement Plan (TIP). Depending on other local
priorities even after acceptance onto the TIP, available
funding for the project may be 4 to 5 years out.
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PEDESTRIAN PROMENADE
TARGETED

The HOFV sits directly west of I-77 and is isolated
from the majority of the City of Canton. Immediately
east of I-77 sits McKinley Monument, The West
Branch Trail, Stadium Park Drive, and residential
neighborhoods along Fulton Road. Today there are
three ways to cross I-77 from the HOFV to connect
to the east: along Fulton Road, Harrison Avenue, or
12th Street. Of those three routes, only the Harrison
Avenue underpass has continuous pedestrian
facilities linking the HOFV to the east. The Fulton Road
underpass under I-77 has no pedestrian facilities
and the 12th Street underpass has sidewalk gaps,
narrow sidewalks, and is roughly 0.6 miles from the
HOFV. Even with the 10-foot-wide sidewalk along
Harrison Avenue, many of the larger events at the
HOF cannot handle the volume of pedestrian traffic
which forces Harrison Avenue to close to vehicular
traffic during major events. In the future as these
events increase in frequency with the success of the
HOFV as predicted within the Moderate or Forecast
Scenarios some improvements to pedestrian
connectivity will be needed.

Fulton Rd Underpass Looking West

Harrison Ave Underpass Looking West
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Another community connection issue is the visual barrier
I-77 presents. It hides the majority of the HOF site from
anyone traveling on Fulton Road or visiting the park. Park
users have a literal wall rising up to the west of them in
the form of I-77 with cross access only provided at the
previously described points.
Many places around the U.S. have begun planning various
strategies/projects to repair the community connections
that were severed by the interstate system 60 years ago.
These projects have ranged from placing the interstate in
tunnels under the urban area (Boston Big Dig) to capping
sections with buildings to continue the street and urban
fabric of the area (Columbus I-670). Other projects in
Colorado I-70, and Texas (Klyde Warren Park) have placed
parks and other public spaces over lowered interstate
sections to improve visual and physical connections
between parts of the community.
The concept of connecting the HOF site to the surrounding
community by downplaying or removing the I-77 barrier
was discussed with the steering committee, and four
concepts were explored at a very high level (more detailed
drawings of the concepts can be found in Appendix F):

1. Place I-77 in a tunnel from US-62 to 12th Street by
lowering it and capping a continuous section of it as
shown in Figure 35. Benefits would include direct
connection from the west side of I-77 to the park
and east side of the surrounding community both
physically and visually as well as the potential to recapture developable land. The downside would be a
cost of $500M or more and the removal of 100,000+
vehicles per day passing by the HOF and HOFV sites.
2. Place I-77 in a trench and cap 299’ sections of it
(Figure 36) to avoid infrastructure needed for a full
tunnel. This concept is similar to #1 but at a lower cost
of $300-500M.
3. Place I-77 on a series of bridges and raise it to allow
for physical and visual connections to the HOFV site
under the bridges (Figure 37). This concept would not
be as attractive as other concepts and would expose
backs of buildings on the HOFV site that are planned
to be hidden by I-77 between Harrison Avenue and
Fulton Road. Preliminary cost would be around $100M.
4. Expand the existing Harrison Avenue underpass of I-77
by putting 4 sections of I-77 on bridge structures for a
length of about 500’ (Figure 38). This would provide
more traffic/roadway capacity opportunity under
I-77 as well as room for pedestrian accommodations
and increased visual connections between the HOFV
site and the east side of I-77. Preliminary cost was
estimated at $20-25M.
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After discussion of the above concepts, the steering
committee asked for more detail and refinement of
Concept 4.

on Harrison Avenue as well as increasing the visibility of
the HOFV site by reducing the barrier effect of I-77 in this
area (Figures 39-40).

Concept 4 was named the pedestrian promenade during
the refinement process. The driver of this concept
became an opportunity to provide needed and enhanced
pedestrian facilities into the HOFV site from the east and in
particular a direct connection from the proposed parking
and intermodal site north of 23rd Street and west of Fulton
Road. Other benefits included an opportunity to open the
space under I-77 and provide additional roadway capacity

A final refinement of the alternative was the addition of
a phase 2 that would extend Harrison Avenue across the
park to the 23rd Street intersection with Fulton Road to
provide a completely new gateway to the area that does
not involve drivers interacting with the area around the
I-77/Fulton Road interchange (Figure 41).
The preliminary cost estimate for Concept 4 – Pedestrian
Promenade (phases 1 and 2) was refined to $12-$15M.

1
Fig. 35 - I-7 7 Tunnel (Concept 1)
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US 23 trench - Delaware, Ohio
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1
Fig. 37 - I-7 7 Bridge (Concept 3)

1
Fig. 38 - I-7 7 Pedestrian Promenade (Concept 4)
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Recommendations
A major focus of this plan was to connect residents
and visitors to the HOFV and to Downtown Canton.
Pedestrian improvements are recommended on
Fulton Road as part of the Baseline Scenario, as are
recommendations to construct a future intermodal
facility around the Fulton Road and 25th Street
intersection in the Moderate Scenario. The intermodal
facility would act as the hub for bus, shuttle, Uber/
Lyft, bicycle, and possibly transit users. Expansion
of the Harrison Avenue underpass into a pedestrian
promenade (Figures 40-41) would allow pedestrians
to access any mode of transportation necessary to
begin or end their journey to the HOFV or continuing
along Fulton Road to Downtown Canton.

d.

Fig. 41 - Pedestrian promenade (Phases 1 & 2)
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Recommendations (cont ’d)
Initial conceptual solutions for the promenade included
raising I-77 as well as lowering it into either a partially
covered or open trench, as outlined in the previous section
(Figures 35-38). Due to the complexity and cost of these
concepts, they were quickly replaced with a more feasible
concept that does not involve raising or lowering I-77.
The proposed pedestrian promenade along Harrison
Avenue would seek to provide an inviting connection for
pedestrians to access those assets and act as more than
just a walking trail but a grand entrance to the HOFV. The
promenade would be an experience all its own, with the
possibility of street vendors, street games, programmable
lighting under the I-77 bridge, and even programmable
space to host small events. Lengthening of the I-77 bridge
will also create a visual connection to and from the HOFV
to Fulton Road and the future intermodal facility that
currently doesn’t exist, encouraging visitors into the HOFV.
The current recommendation is to lengthen the current
I-77 bridge from a single 50’ span to a two span, 200’ long
bridge allowing the area under one span for vehicular
traffic and the second span for the pedestrian promenade.
Harrison Avenue would then be expanded to 4 lanes and
relocated to the new southern span of the bridge and its
current position would become the 24’ wide pedestrian
promenade. This configuration would allow for an eventual
uninterrupted pedestrian path from Fulton Avenue past
the multimodal facility/parking lot, across Nimishillen

Creek, intersecting the West Branch Trail, and directly to
the HOFV site without crossing the path of traffic.
To fully achieve this condition the portion of Stadium Park
Drive north of Harrison Avenue would need to be closed
(this condition was proposed as part of a recommendation
to relocate the I-77 NB offramp to the intersection of
Stadium Park Drive and Fulton Road necessitating the
closure of Stadium Park Drive in that area). An initial phase
related to the trail would be to keep a large crossing of
Stadium Park Drive for the promenade north of Harrison
Avenue (Figure 40). A later phase would be a closure of
the described section of Park Drive north to Fulton Road
(in conjunction with the I-77 ramp relocation described
above).

Street Games

Programmable
Lighting
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Fig. 42 - E xisting - Harrison Ave. underpass
looking west

The proposed Harrison Avenue improvements could
be completed in 2 phases, with Phase 1 being the
relocation and a connection that stops at Stadium Park
Drive similar to the exisitng connection (Figures 3940). Phase 2 would be an extension of Harrison Avenue
to Fulton Road by crossing the Nimishillen Creek and
the park to connect to Fulton Road at the current 23rd
Street intersection (Figure 41). This extension would
provide a new gateway to the HOFV site, intermodal
facility, and the park area while removing traffic from the
I-77 & Fulton Road interchange area (Figures 42-43).
Larger graphics showing different options for the
promenade concept can be found in Appendix F.
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Fig. 43 - Proposed - Pedestrian Promenade

With the extension of Harrison Avenue, safe
accommodation for the W. Branch Trail crossing of
Harrison Avenue would have to be considered. Options
discussed to remove interaction with vehicles on
Harrison Avenue would be to investigate a trail spur
that passes under the new Harrison Avenue/Nimishillen
Creek bridge or a trail spur that would climb up to I-77
and cross Harrison Avenue by utilizing a widened
portion of the new I-77 bridges. The I-77 option would
require full height barrier separating vehicle traffic on
I-77 from the trail. Another option would be widening
the I-77 bridge abutments to hold a prefabricated bike/
pedestrian bridge that could be set beside the I-77 bridge
providing separation for trail users.
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Implementation
This project is by far, the most complex of all the targeted recommendations and thus the most
challenging to implement. Implementation of the promenade will require continued public and
private stakeholder commitment, feasibility and environmental studies to establish project impacts
and scope, and a refined funding strategy. While this project is a moderate scenario recommendation
and ultimately, consideration of this project depends on the HOFV’s annual visitation levels or
community desire, it will take at least 3 to 7 years to implement if project funding was secured
today. That means if the promenade project waited for HOFV visitation levels to spike to around 1
million annual visitors, the promenade would then take an additional 3 to 7 years to construct. If
the steering committee believes lag time would be detrimental to community connectivity, regional
economic development, and the HOFV itself, work can begin now to reduce the lag time by pursuing
implementation in small steps. With this in mind, an implementation strategy was developed to
effectively complete studies now to aid in securing future construction funding as well as reducing
the lag time from when this improvement is needed based on visitation levels to when it is ultimately
implemented. Figure 44 shows a flow diagram of key steps in the implementation strategy for the
I-77 pedestrian promenade recommendation.

Strategy
Implementation Committee: An implementation committee of key local and regional stakeholders
should be created to exchange ideas and collaborate on this project as well as to maintain momentum
and keep all parties informed on progress with other targeted recommendations. Please reference
Section 7.1 for a discussion about the implementation committee. The implementation committee
should guide the project through initial preliminary studies to construction. Since the project is
within the City of Canton and not part of the state system, ultimately the City should lead the project.
SCRPC should take the lead on bringing the regional stakeholders that make up the implementation
committee together, as this project will affect the region as a whole and all will be needed to ensure
this project is a success.
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Strategy (cont ’d)
It is recommended that if the community sees positive
annual visitorship growth from the HOFV and the project
has strong momentum then the implementation committee
should proceed with their plan for implementation and
disregard specific visitor thresholds. At this point the
timeframe for the project is likely 2-5 years to completion.
Finding ways to maintain project momentum and reduce
lag time will be critical to success.
Feasibility and NEPA studies: As stated above, feasibility
and environmental studies are needed to truly assess the
impact of this project on the immediate area. Since this
project is a targeted recommendation of this plan and a
priority for the region, these studies should begin as soon
as possible. Costs to complete these studies will be low as
compared to the design and construction of this project and
will provide further detail on the impacts to the area. This
knowledge will help better define the scope of the design
and construction. Completion of these studies will also help
build momentum when competing for grant funding for this
project. These studies could take 1 to 2 years to complete,
hence reducing the lag time of implementing the project.
Funding Plan: The implementation committee should
create a detailed funding strategy to fund the design and
construction of the promenade project. The estimated
preliminary cost of the promenade project is between $12M
and $15M for both phases. No one source will likely fund the
entire project, so a series of sources and strategies needs
98
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Fig. 44 - Key steps in implementation strategy

Strategy (cont ’d)
to be considered. This will be a continuous process and project development steps can be completed as applicable
funding is secured. Public-Private Partnerships will be needed to complete this project as this project will directly
benefit the HOFV. The next section provides some ideas to consider that could be a part of the funding strategy.
Aligning multiple funding sources will be difficult, so the implementation committee will need to be flexible in its
approach to implementation. A phased construction approach may need to be pursued in order to balance progress
with available funding. Ultimately, the success of reducing the lag time between the need for this project and its
implementation will heavily rely on how quickly funding for the project can be secured. The faster funding is secured,
the greater the reduction in lag time. There are many outside factors that could impact this project timeline, so flexibility
from the implementation committee is paramount.
Preliminary Engineering, NEPA clearance, and Right-of-Way (ROW) Plans: Once the project scope has been
developed through the feasibility study, preliminary engineering can begin on the preferred alternative. This will refine
the engineering details and cost estimate of the project. In conjunction, the NEPA field studies and environmental work
will continue and conclude with environmental clearance in this step. Environmental clearance will be needed before
right-of-way acquisition can begin. Preliminary ROW plan/document work will also begin in this step.
Final Design and Right-of-Way (ROW) Plans: This step involves the completion of construction bid documents (plans)
to build the project as well as the final ROW plans and legal documents for acquiring the needed ROW and easements.
Right-of-Way Acquisition: Complete right-of-way acquisition and clear all utilities. This step can be completed once
environmental clearance has been issued.
Begin Construction: Once funding is secured for construction the project can be programmed and a project sale date
established. If all components of the project development have been completed and there will be a lag until project
construction funds are available, then short term funding options such as State Infrastructure Bank loans could be
explored to advance construction and reduce the lag time.
The projected construction timeframe for the project as currently configured is estimated at least 2 construction
seasons to complete both phases.
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Potential Funding Strategies
Almost all or a combination of sources listed in Section 6.3 could be a potential funding source
for parts of the Pedestrian Promenade. More specific and unique funding source strategies for this
project include:

Expand Tourism Development District
The Tourism Development District (TDD) is unique to the HOFV project. It is the only TDD in the State
of Ohio and currently encompasses the footprint of the future HOFV. The TDD allows an additional 2%
sales tax and a 5% admissions tax to be charged within its limits. Though the current limits encompass
the proposed HOFV, site limits can be expanded up to 600 acres in size. Revenue from the additional
taxes can be used for “fostering and developing tourism” within the district. Being that the promenade
would be directly adjacent to this district and could aid in fostering and developing tourism, there is the
potential for the promenade to be included within the district. Changing district boundaries would be
rigorous and would need the support of the County Commissioners, City of Canton and HOFV but the idea
should be explored to see if funding a portion of the promenade through this source is a viable option.

Explore Sponsorship Opportunities
With the promenade being a major ingress/egress of pedestrian traffic in the future there could be
opportunities for a private or corporate sponsor whose proceeds could help pay for the construction
or maintenance.
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Potential Funding Strategies (cont ’d)
Pursue Grant Funding Opportunities
There are grants to help fund some of the less expensive improvements including the promenade
itself through the Ohio Department of Natural Resources Recreational Trails Program and the
realignment and reconstruction of Harrison Avenue through Surface Transportation Block Grant
(STBG) or Ohio Public Works Commission Funds, but neither address the major cost of lengthening
the I-77 bridge. Though funds exist for bridge rehabilitation and expansion through ODOT, the current
bridge is relatively new and funding for bridge expansion through these sources is unlikely. The
most likely scenario to fund the I-77 bridge lengthening is through expansion of the Tourism
Development District, funding through partnerships or as part of a larger I-77 interchange project.

Leverage Opportunity Zone Investments

Due to the scale of this improvement, this project will likely be completed with some level of
public-private partnership. If that is the case, utilizing available opportunity zone investments as
a secondary funding source may be applicable. The promenade project would provide a catalytic
connection to the eastern portion of Fulton Road and aid in spurring future development along
the corridor which would make utlizing opportunity zone investments viabile.
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With multiple improvements planned along the
Fulton Road corridor, it is prudent to consider
changes to the built environment along the
corridor as well as investigating the current
zoning code that shapes design standards and
guidelines for future development. The HOFV
currently sits along the border of the City of
Canton to the east and Plain/Canton Townships
to the west. Fulton Road is currently lined with
suburban-style commercial, retail and multifamily residential uses east and west from the
HOFV. In 2018 the City of Canton revised the City’s
zoning code implementing overlay districts within
Targeted Investment Zones. These zones were
located around focus areas identified within the
city’s comprehensive plan. Portions of Fulton
Road are within the zones where these overlays
apply. The overlays encourage pedestrian scaled
building, limit drive access, promote mixed use
development at the street, and sidewalk dining.
To promote consistency along Fulton Road, similar
overlay districts were developed for Plain/Canton
Townships (Figure 45).

Wertz Ave

TARGETED

Demington
Ave

TOWNSHIP OVERLAY DISTRICTS

Future
Hall
of Fame
Village

Plain Twp 17th Street
Canton Twp

Fig. 45 - Overlay Districts Limits
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Recommendations
The Fulton Road overlay district proposed
within Plain Township lines Fulton Road from
its border with Canton to Homedale Avenue
within business or multi-family residential
districts. Even if the HOFV expansion is only
mildly successful, redevelopment can be
expected in this area. The current zoning within
this area is mostly General or Neighborhood
Business and the buildings are suburban-style
and auto centric with parking at the street,
set back buildings, no pedestrian facilities
and multiple drive access points at the street.

Sample Site Plan
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Fig. 46 - E xample Site Plan - Fulton Road Overlay

Overlay District Design Guidelines

1

2

Balance the needs of all users along the street. Provide wide
sidewalks, on-street parking (where feasible) and an appealing
streetscape to encourage pedestrian activity. Provide an engaging
streetscape consisting of amenities, such as street trees and street
furniture.
Encourage mixed-use development at a pedestrian scale. Mixed uses
can include a variety of retail, office, research and design, service,
housing and public facility uses all within close proximity.

To build off the HOFV project and recent City of
Canton overlay districts, the proposed overlay
would seek to encourage density and improve
the pedestrian experience in the area. Figure
46 shows a sample site plan within the overlay
district and some sample design guidelines
that would achieve these goals. While this
overlay district is specific to the Fulton Road
corridor within Plain Township, these design
guidelines and principles can be used in
other commercial areas of Plain Township or
Canton Township to encourage mixed use and
pedestrian scaled development if desirable by
the townships.
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Overlay District Design Guidelines

1

2

3

4

5
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Balance the needs of all users along the street. Provide wide
sidewalks, on-street parking (where feasible) and an appealing
streetscape to encourage pedestrian activity. Provide an engaging
streetscape consisting of amenities, such as street trees and street
furniture.
Encourage mixed-use development at a pedestrian scale. Mixed uses
can include a variety of retail, office, research and design, service,
housing and public facility uses all within close proximity.
Allow outdoor dining and temporary merchant space on the sidewalk
area provided that a minimum six-foot pedestrian right-of-way remains
unobstructed on the sidewalk.
Orient buildings towards the street and surrounding buildings. Ensure
the main entrance of a building faces the street and that no “blank walls”
exist along the front facade of the building.
Encourage joint driveway access and/or access to alleys behind
buildings. The reduction of driveways will improve safety and enhance
the streetscape.

Recommendations

Woodward Road Looking South at HOF V Site

$

Implementation

Areas currently zoned single-family residential
just west of the HOFV may also be considered
for future redevelopment if the HOFV is a
success. Most likely these uses will remain
primarily residential in nature but at a denser
scale. Current zoning in the area only allows
for two-family dwellings, a maximum of 5
dwellings per acre, and lacks the inclusion of
pedestrian facilities with new development.
Based on the potential for denser uses and
desire from residents in the area for improved
walkability, a pedestrian overlay district was
proposed within both Plain and Canton
Townships in the areas immediately around
the HOFV. This overlay would allow for denser
residential uses and encourage pedestrian
facilities with all new developments. This
overlay, similar to the mixed use overlay along
Fulton Road could be reused by the Townships
in other areas where pedestrian facilities are
encouraged.

To implement these districts, discussions between SCRPC and Plain/Canton Townships need to
take place to determine if the Townships are interested in the idea. If the districts are in line with
the Townships’ visions for the future of this area, overlay district language can be drafted to meet
the specific needs of the Townships. Sample overlay district language is included in Appendix D
to expedite conversations with the Townships.
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REGIONAL PARKING STRATEGY
TARGETED

The theme of parking and the need for additional parking arose from nearly every steering
committee, stakeholder or public meeting throughout the plan process. The general concern
is that there is not enough parking today for many events and much more is needed to
accommodate the future HOFV. With the potential influx of 3 million visitors, 10 times the annual
amount currently visiting the HOFV site, parking on a regional level needs to be addressed.
However, the parking issue cannot be looked at in the bubble surrounding the HOFV because
in that bubble parking issues have a much different context than the remainder of the region.

E xisting Conditions
Parking within the context of this study is a tale of two regions between the immediate area
around the HOFV and Downtown Canton. Both are drastically different in terms of parking
availability and current/future needs. The area around the HOFV has limited on-site parking
today and though the HOFV site will provide additional on-site spaces when complete, it will
not be enough to park all visitors and workers during events. Parking expansion immediately
outside of the HOFV is difficult because the HOFV is constrained by both I-77 to the east and
primarily low-intensity residential uses to the west. Couple the tight quarters where the HOFV
sits with additional high traffic event generators including McKinley High School, The Canton
Symphony, and Mercy Hospital, and this area will have increased parking needs in the future.
The Fairgrounds currently supplies overflow parking for events in the Hall of Fame
area. It is an open grass field and conditions are often challenging. This location
also requires a shuttle service. Contrast that with Downtown Canton which has
numerous parking structures, lots, and on-street parking spaces that frequently go
underutilized during the work week and are for the most part empty during weekends.
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Strategy
This contrast could provide an opportunity that reduces parking
stress around the HOFV while also attracting visitors downtown to
shop, eat and play. Distributing parking choice across the region
between the HOFV, Downtown Canton and the Fairgrounds is
a major goal of this strategy. By distributing parking regionally,
not only does the entire area benefit from the HOFV but less
surface parking and/or parking structures are created around the
HOFV site which would further isolate the HOFV from the region.

Downtown Parking Lot (McKinley & 4th)

To get visitors and residents to park downtown to visit the HOFV there
must be transportation that links people easily back and forth. That
is why the parking strategy must be coupled with multiple other
recommendations within this plan to make the idea of regional parking
a reality. Without encouraging and constructing connections to the
downtown, the excess parking that exists will remain underutilized.
The parking strategy is detailed into more immediate Baseline
Scenario needs and recommendations as well as a future Forecast
Scenario recommendations on the following pages.

Hall of Fame Parking Lot

The regional parking study mentioned as part of the Baseline Scenario
should be conducted through a partnership between SCRPC/SCATS
and the City of Canton as soon as possible as parking issues around
events occur today and further study is needed to define a strategy to
disperse parking traffic around the area. SCATS could fund the study
but a partnership with the City would offer additional resources to
allow the study to have maximum impact.
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Baseline Recommendations
The Baseline Scenario recommendations focus on conducting a regional parking study to determine usage rates,
turnover, and both private and public parking capacity throughout the area. This will help establish existing capacity
and occupancy rates (Figure 47). Future parking needs should be projected and compared to existing capacity in the
region. The study should also explore locations for Uber/Lyft layover lots and stops for an autonomous shuttle while
also considering the use
of smart parking technologies. The listing of baseline recommendations related to parking
Today
are shown in Figure 48.
Fig. 48 - Baseline recommendations

Majority of
Event Parking

Overflow
Event Parking
Little to No
Event Parking
Fairgrounds

77

Downtown
Canton

Fig. 47 - Existing Parking Distribution
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Future

Forecast Recommendations
The overall goal of the parking strategy is
to diversify parking choice and information
throughout the region (Figure 49). The
recommendations listed in Figure 50 are
various ideas that would help support will
help support the overall goal.

60%

Majority of
Event Parking

20%

Some
Event Parking

20%

Some
Event Parking

Fairgrounds

77

Downtown
Canton

Fig. 49 - Future Parking Distribution
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Collaborate with Visit Canton, ODOT, and other local stakeholders to create an
integrated parking system that can communicate parking information to a regional
ITS, local digital wayfinding system, or regional app. This information would reduce
congestion and, more importantly, direct users to locations of interest.
Ensure that Smart Parking standards are adopted by the City to provide consistency
of meter style, signage, and pay media. Consistency helps communicate cohesive
management and increases confidence in the overall parking environment.
With increased visitorship possible and a growing acceptance of rideshare and
autonomous vehicles in the future, locations within the study area need to be
identified to accommodate pick up and drop off of large volumes of rideshare users.
These locations could include the HOF Village, Market Square, The Canton Museum
of Art, and the Palace Theater.

Fig. 50 - Parking strategies
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Performance-based pricing is critical to maintaining availability among short-term
parking spaces. Set and adjust rates, based on occupancy patterns, to seek consistent
access for shoppers/diners. While this may result in higher meter rates in some
locations at some times, it is distinct from traditional meter-rate increases, which
tend to uniformly raise rates with little connection to demand levels.
Visitors willingness to utilize public transportation, pedestrian and/or bicycle
infrastructure is greatly dependent on the quality, convenience and reliability of the
travel experience. To reduce local vehicular trips based solely around re-parking, nonvehicular infrastructure access and appearance needs to be improved. Coordinated
communications are also needed around the variety of things to see and do within a
short distance, emphasizing that re-parking is unnecessary. Create wayfinding that
not only serves pedestrian seeking directions, but also generates pedestrian trips
by announcing proximate opportunity.

INTEGRATED VISITOR APP
TARGETED

With the potential for more and more visitors coming to the region, this study wanted to do
more than just physically connect people to place but also digitally connect visitors to all of the
region’s events and local assets. Through discussions with various stakeholders throughout the
planning process, we found many regional events that occurred over Enshrinement Week, yet
differing municipalities had no idea of the other’s events. With increased visitation, there will likely
be more frequent events year-round. Creating a place where all of these events throughout the
region could be easily advertised would allow for all of the events to attract more patrons. In
addition, the idea of increased visitorship means increased traffic congestion, need for public
transportation or Uber/Lyft usage and parking demand. To help organize and disseminate this
information, the concept of an integrated visitor app for the Greater Canton Region was developed.
The app would be the location to inform a visitor of where events were occurring, make
reservations for restaurants, identify the quickest route to your destination, locate available parking
spaces, provide availability of public transportation and could assist in scheduling your trip.
Organizing and maintaining the various incoming information will be a challenging endeavor
that will require strong regional leadership and oversight and most likely a third-party vendor to
create and maintain the app. A county-wide agency like Visit Canton would likely be in the best
position to lead this effort as they are linked to many of the initiatives and events around the area
and interact with all of the varying municipalities frequently. There would need to be a host of
partners to properly implement this app including, the HOFV, ODOT, SARTA, Stark Parks, the Akron/
Canton Airport, City of Canton, other municipalities and private establishments (restaurants, hotels).
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Case Studies
Currently, there are no apps within the United States that provide all of this information within one
app for a region. There are some examples of regional transportation apps and private entity apps,
including Walt Disney World that have portions of what this global app for the Greater Canton Region
could offer. To provide guidance to SCRPC and regional stakeholders we have included two case
studies to illustrate these apps, the first is the City of Columbus’s Central Ohio Transit Authority
(COTA) app which focuses on providing the user with varying transportation options and pricing
to reach a destination and the second is Walt Disney World’s My Disney Experience app which can
holistically plan every aspect of your Disney trip.

COTA Transit App
The COTA app is in its infancy; development began
in September 2018. COTA along with Smart Columbus
are designing the app, so riders will be able to
compare routes and transportation options, and plan
and pay for their travel. COTA officials are talking to
other transportation providers to see if they want to
become part of the system. That includes bike-sharing
and ride-sharing companies, taxi services and others.
Parking garages and meters also could be included
in the network. There are a few other cities across
the US that are developing or have just implemented
similar variations of what the COTA app will become
including Denver’s Regional Transit District (RTD) app.
If support for creating this app intensifies, SCRPC
should use COTA as an example and meet with them
to determine how best to begin implementing an app
in Canton.
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Denver ’s RTD App

Case Studies (cont ’d)
Walt Disney World ® My Disney Experience App
The My Disney Experience app allows a visitor
to plan every aspect of their Disney trip within
this app. Tickets to the park and shows can
be bought on this app along with dinner
reservations, wait time for rides and directions
to rides within the park. The app provides
real time updates and alerts the user when
ride wait times or reservations have changed.
While the My Disney Experience app is holistic
to the park, which operates much like a small
city, the challenge when providing a regional
app is the varying political subdivisions and
private entities that may or may not participate
in the app and getting each of them on the
same system. Disney is more easily able to do
this as everything offered is under the Disney
brand.

My Disney E xperience App
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7.
NEXT STEPS
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7.1

NEXT STEPS
Many of the next steps for individual projects have been laid out in the implementation matrix
(Section 6.2). The key step toward implementation will be identifying the triggers for those projects.
This study utilized visitorship levels as the overarching trigger for projects but there may be more
detailed community-based triggers that arise and present an earlier need for a particular project
and these cannot be discounted.
The immediate next step to ensure successful implementation of the recommendations is for SCRPC
to lead an effort to ensure the stakeholders involved in the study continue to meet and engage on
connecting the community to the HOFV. The collaboration and enthusiasm from all the stakeholders
who participated in this plan cannot be lost. SCRPC should continue to engage as appropriate
with the following list of key stakeholders to ensure that implementation of recommendations
progresses. These stakeholders are key to determining when visitorship and community factors
warrant moving recommendations forward. Further collaboration and partnership will be needed
in order to achieve the goals of this study.

•
•
•
•
•

Hall of Fame Village
FHWA
ODOT District 4
City of Canton
Plain/Canton Townships

•
•
•
•
•

Stark Parks
SARTA
Stark Community Foundation
Canton Chamber of Commerce
Visit Canton
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PUBLIC
MEETING
#1
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AGENDA

119

SIGN-IN SHEETS
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PRESENTATION SAMPLE
FHWA | Every Day Counts Grant
Overview
+ EDC Program Created to
Speed up Project Delivery
Address Challenges on Limited Budgets
+ Stakeholder Based Model
+ Strives to Make Innovation a Standard Practice that has
Statewide Impact
+ New Innovation Categories Every 2 Years
Round 4: 2017-2018 Connecting Communities
+ Goal: To Develop Transportation Systems that are
Inclusive and Interconnected Through Placemaking
+ Benefits:
Informed Decision Making
Increased Connectivity
Enhanced Health and Safety
Plan Must Follow Goals of EDC Grant
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Example Project
Long Street Bridge - Columbus Ohio

Hall of Fame Study Goals
Enhance
Connectivity

Leverage
Development

Embrace
“Smart” Technology

Transit Circulator
Bike/Ped
Complete Streets
Greenways
Inter-community

Autonomous Shuttles
Directional Apps
Smart Parking
Variable Signage
Traffic Management

Engage the
Community
Public Forums
Community Surveys
Stakeholder Interviews
Social Media
Event Outreach

Infill Redevelopment
Smart Growth
Mixed Use District
Local Attractions

Encourage
Implementation
Decision Matrix
Funding Strategies
Scenario Planning
Project Prioritization
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Hall of Fame Study Schedule
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Phase 1
Define
Dec 2017 - Feb 2018

Phase 2
Assess
Jan 2018 - Mar 2018

Phase 3
Recommend
Apr 2018 - July 2018

Phase 4
Implement
July 2018 - Fall 2018

+ Study Area Limits
+ Goals & Objectives
+ Scope of Plan
+ Major Stakeholders
+ Steering Committee

+ Previous Studies
+ Current/Future Land Use
+ Traffic Counts
+ Multimodal Network
+ Regional Assets
+ Future Planned Projects

+ Build Scenarios
+ Community Connections
+ Ingress/Egress Access
+ Economic Impacts
+ Wayfinding
+ Parking

+ Strategic Plan
+ Decision Matrix
+ Funding Plan
+ Grant Sources
+ Regulatory Tools &
Incentive
+ Joint Economic
Development Agreements

+ Study Limits Encompass Multiple Communities in the Area

Brunnerdale Ave

- Secondary Study Area by Census Tract
(For Market Study & Land Use Analysis)

Belden Village

38th St
Whipple Ave

+ Primary - For Physical Improvements
+ Secondary - For Land Use and Market Analysis
+ Goals are:
- To Focus Improvements in Surrounding Neighborhoods
most Impacted by HOF Expansion

E. Maple St



+ Segregated into Primary and Secondary Study Area

- Link to Downtown Canton

St

St
Portage

- Primary Study Area
(For Physical Improvements)



 Malone

University

Meyers
Lake

12th St

t
awas S
Tuscar



Nimishillen
Creek

N

Market Ave

Legend

Applegrove St

Main

Study Limits

HOF Land Use &
Connectivity Study Limits

Downtown
Canton





Faircrest St
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PUBLIC
MEETING
#2
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AGENDA

132

SIGN-IN SHEETS
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PRESENTATION SAMPLE
Deﬁning Subareas
>'E

,<^ͲdŚĞĂŶƚŽŶ
ŽŶŶĞĐƚŝŽŶ
WƌŽƉŽƐĂů

Incorporating Past Plans

+ Past Recommendations discussed with SCRPC Staff and
Recommendations with Continued Relevance were
Carried Forward and added to Subarea Recommendation
Maps.

ƌƚ͕WůĂĐĞŵĂŬŝŶŐ

,ĂůůŽĨ&ĂŵĞ>ŽŽƉ͗^ŚƵƚƚůĞƌŽƵƚĞƐĞƌǀŝŶŐ
ĨĂĐŝůŝƚŝĞƐŝŶǀŝůůĂŐĞ;ǁŽŶΖƚďĞƐŚƵƚĚŽǁŶ
ĚƵƌŝŶŐĞŶƐŚƌŝŶĞŵĞŶƚǁĞĞŬͿ͕,ĂůůŽĨ&ĂŵĞ
ŵĂŝŶƐƚĂƚŝŽŶ;ƐŚƵƚƚůĞƉĂǀŝůŝŽŶ͕sŝƐŝƚĂŶƚŽŶ
ŬŝŽƐŬ͕ďŝŬĞƐŚĂƌĞͿ

^ƚĂĚŝƵŵWĂƌŬŽƌƌŝĚŽƌ͗ZĞƉůĂĐĞŚĞĂĚͲŝŶ
ƉĂƌŬŝŶŐŽŶ^ƚĂĚŝƵŵWĂƌŬƌ͘ǁŝƚŚŵƵůƚŝͲƵƐĞ
,ĂůůŽĨ&ĂŵĞ>ŽŽƉ͗ƌƚŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƚŝŽŶƐ;>sE͕ ǌŽŶĞƚŽĐƌĞĂƚĞĂďƵĨĨĞƌďĞƚǁĞĞŶǁĂůŬŝŶŐ
ƚƌĂŝůƐͬƚƌĂǀĞůůĂŶĞƐ;KŶͲƐƚƌĞĞƚƉĂƌŬŝŶŐ͕
ƚŽďĞƐƉƌĞĂĚŽǀĞƌŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ͕,K&sŝůůĂŐĞ͕
ƉĞĚĞƐƚƌŝĂŶĐƌŽƐƐŝŶŐƐ͕ďƵƐůĂŶĞƐͬƐƚŽƉƐ͕ĨŽŽĚ
ĂŶĚĂůŽŶŐŵĂŝŶƌŽƵƚĞƐͿ
ƚƌƵĐŬƉĂƌŬŝŶŐ͕ŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƚŝǀĞŬŝŽƐŬƐ͕ďŝŬĞƐŚĂƌĞ
ƐƚĂƚŝŽŶƐͿ

WĂƌŬŝŶŐ

ŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂů

ŝŬĞƐ͕dƌĂŝůƐ͕WĞĚĞƐƚƌŝĂŶƐ

^ƚĂĚŝƵŵWĂƌŬŽƌƌŝĚŽƌ͗/ŶĐůƵĚĞƌĞƚĂŝů

^ƚĂĚŝƵŵWĂƌŬŽƌƌŝĚŽƌ͗ZĞĂůŝŐŶtĂƐŚŝŶŐƚŽŶ
ůǀĚ͘ǁŝƚŚ^ĐŚƌŽǇĞƌǀĞ͕͘ĂĨƚĞƌǁŚŝĐŚĂŶZs
^ƚĂĚŝƵŵWĂƌŬŽƌƌŝĚŽƌ͗ZĞƉĂǀĞtĞƐƚƌĂŶĐŚ ƉĂƌŬ;ǁŝƚŚůĂƵŶĚƌŽŵĂƚ͕ĐŽŶǀĞŶŝĞŶĐĞƐƚŽƌĞ͕
dƵƐĐĂƌĂǁĂƐŽƌƌŝĚŽƌΘŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ>ŽŽƉ͗
dƌĂŝůǁŝƚŚĐŽŶĐƌĞƚĞŽƌĂƐƉŚĂůƚ͕ĂĚĚůŝŐŚƚŝŶŐĂƚ ĞƚĐ͘Ϳ͕ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇŐĂƌĚĞŶ͕ĂŶĚƌĞĐĨĂĐŝůŝƚǇĂƌĞ
ZĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉ^ŚŽƌď
ƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚŽŶtĂƐŚŝŶŐƚŽŶůǀĚ͕͘ƌĞůŽĐĂƚĞ
ƉĞĚĞƐƚƌŝĂŶůĞǀĞů
ĞŶƚƌĂŶĐĞŽĨDŽƚŚĞƌ'ŽŽƐĞ>ĂŶĚŽĨĨ^ĐŚƌŽǇĞƌ
ǀĞ͘

^ƚĂĚŝƵŵWĂƌŬŽƌƌŝĚŽƌ͗ƌƚŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕
dƵƐĐĂƌĂǁĂƐŽƌƌŝĚŽƌΘŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ>ŽŽƉ͗ĚĚ
ŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƚŝǀĞƚĞĐŚ͕ǀŝƌƚƵĂůͬĂƵŐŵĞŶƚĞĚƌĞĂůŝƚǇ
ƐŚƵƚƚůĞƐƚŽƉƚŽDĐ<ŝŶůĞǇ,ŝŐŚ^ĐŚŽŽů
ŵŽďŝůĞĂƉƉƐ

ŽŝŶͲĚĞƉƚŚĐĂƉĂĐŝƚǇͬƚƵƌŶŽǀĞƌĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐĨŽƌ
ƉĂƌŬŝŶŐ

ŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ͗ŝƌĞĐƚǀŝƐŝƚŽƌĨŽĐƵƐƚŽDĂƌŬĞƚ^ƚ͘
DĂƌŬĞƚ^ƋƵĂƌĞƚŽďĞŽǁŶƚŽǁŶΖƐƉƵďůŝĐ
;ŚŝƐƚŽƌŝĐĂƚƚƌĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ͕ƐŚƵƚƚůĞƐƚŽƉƐ͕ďŝŬĞƐŚĂƌĞ
ƐƉĂĐĞĂŶĐŚŽƌ
ƐƚĂƚŝŽŶƐ͕ƐŚĂƌƌŽǁƐͿ

WĂƌŬŝŶŐŵĞƚĞƌƐƐŚŽƵůĚďĞĂŵĂǆŝŵƵŵŽĨϰ
,K&DĂŝŶ^ƚ͘ƚŽďĞůŽĐĂƚĞĚŝŶƚŚĞŚĞĂƌƚŽĨ
ŚŽƵƌƐ͕ƉĂƌŬŝŶŐĐƌĞĚŝƚƐƐŚŽƵůĚďĞŐĂŝŶĞĚďǇ
,K&sŝůůĂŐĞ͕ĂƌƌǀĞ͘сƐŚŽƉƐĂŶĚ
ƐŚŽƉƉŝŶŐͬĚŝŶŝŶŐĚŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ͕ĚĞŵĂŶĚͲďĂƐĞĚ
ƌĞƐƚĂƵƌĂŶƚƐŽŶďŽƚŚƐŝĚĞƐŽĨƚŚĞƐƚƌĞĞƚ
ƉƌŝĐŝŶŐ

ĚĂƉƚŝǀĞƌĞƵƐĞ͕ĨŽŽĚƚƌƵĐŬƐ͕ĂŶĚƐŵĂůůŬŝŽƐŬƐ
ĞĚŝĐĂƚĞĚďŝŬĞůĂŶĞƐŽŶϭϮƚŚ^ƚ͘
ĂƐĂĚĚŝƚŝŽŶĂůĨŽƌŵƐŽĨƌĞƚĂŝů

ŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ
ĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚWůĂŶ

^ZdͲ^ŵĂƌƚŝƚǇ
^ƚĂƚĞŵĞŶƚ

+ Reviewed all Relevant Past Plans and Gathered
Recommendations within Study Area.
- The Canton Connection Proposal (HKS Study)
- Canton Downtown Development Plan
- Canton Comprehensive Plan
- SARTA Smart Cities Application
- SCATS Transportation and Land Use Study
- SCATS - Year 2040 Transportation Plan
- I-77/US 62/Fulton Road Interchange Feasibility Study
- Plain Township Master Plan
- Stark Parks Trail and Greenways Plan

^ŚƵƚƚůĞ

^d^Ͳ
dƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚĂƚŝŽŶĂŶĚ
>ĂŶĚhƐĞ^ƚƵĚǇ

^d^ͲzĞĂƌϮϬϰϬ
dƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚĂƚŝŽŶ
WůĂŶ
D^Ͳ/ŶƚĞƌĐŚĂŶŐĞ
^ƚƵĚǇ

WůĂŝŶdŽǁŶƐŚŝƉ
DĂƐƚĞƌWůĂŶ

ƌĞĂƚĞŵŽƌĞĞĨĨŝĐŝĞŶƚďƵƐĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŽƌƐƚŽ
ĂŶƚŽŶĂŶĚůĞǀĞůĂŶĚΖƐĂŝƌƉŽƌƚƐ;ƌĞŐŝŽŶĂů
EdKEŝƚǇ/ĐŽŶǁŝůůďĞ
ĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŽƌĂŶĚ,K&ǆƉƌĞƐƐƌŽƵƚĞƐͿ͕ƚƌĂŶƐŝƚ
ƐĞĂƐŽŶĂůͬŝŶƚĞƌĐŚĂŶŐĞĂďůĞĂƌƚƉŝĞĐĞƐ
ƉĂĐŬĂŐĞƐͬƉĂƐƐĞƐĨŽƌƵƐĞŽŶůĞǀĞůĂŶĚ͕ŬƌŽŶ͕
ĂŶĚĂŶƚŽŶƉƵďůŝĐƚƌĂŶƐŝƚ

ĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

dƵƐĐĂƌĂǁĂƐŽƌƌŝĚŽƌΘŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ>ŽŽƉ͗
WƌĞƐĞƌǀĞŚŝƐƚŽƌŝĐĂůůǇǀĂůƵĂďůĞƉŽƌƚŝŽŶƐŽĨ
ƌŽĂĚǁĂǇ;>ŝŶĐŽůŶ,ŝŐŚǁĂǇͿĂŶĚĂƌĐŚŝƚĞĐƚƵƌĞ͕
ŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ͗WƌĞƐĞƌǀĞŚŝƐƚŽƌŝĐǀĂůƵĞ͕ĞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇ ĞƉůŽǇŝŶĨƌĂƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞͲďĂƐĞĚƐĞŶƐŽƌƐĂŶĚ
ƌĞĐŽŶĨŝŐƵƌĞdƵƐĐĂƌĂǁĂƐ^ƚ͘ďͬǁ^ƚĂĚŝƵŵWĂƌŬ
ĂĚǀĂŶĐĞĚĂƚĂŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚĂůŐŽƌŝƚŚŵƐ
DĂƌŬĞƚ^ƚ͘ĂŶĚůĞǀĞůĂŶĚǀĞ͕͘ĐŽŶŽŵŝĐ
ƌ͘ĂŶĚŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ;ƐůŽǁĚŽǁŶƚƌĂĨĨŝĐ͕ƌĞĚƵĐĞ
;ĂůůŽǁƐĂĚĂƉƚĂƚŝŽŶƚŽĐŚĂŶŐĞƐŝŶĚĞŵĂŶĚ͕
ĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚƐƚƌĂƚĞŐǇƚŽďƵŝůĚŽŶĞǆŝƐŝƚŝŶŐ
ƚŽϰƚƌĂǀĞůůĂŶĞƐ͕ŝŵƉƌŽǀĞ
ƚƌĂĨĨŝĐ͕ĞƚĐ͘Ϳ
ŝŶĨƌĂƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞ;ŝ͘Ğ͘ŚŝƐƚŽƌŝĐƐƚŽƌĞĨƌŽŶƚƐͿ
ƐŝĚĞǁĂůŬƐͬƐƚƌĞĞƚƐĐĂƉĞƐͿ͕ƌĞĚĞƐŝŐŶdƵƐĐĂƌĂǁĂƐ
^ƚ͘ƌŽĂĚĨŽŽƚƉƌŝŶƚƚŽĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞƉĞĚĞƐƚƌŝĂŶ
ĂĐƚŝǀŝƚǇ
^ƚĂďŝůŝǌĞƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚŝĂůďůŽĐŬƐŶĞĂƌŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ͕
ǆƚĞŶƐŝŽŶŽĨϭϮƚŚ^ƚ͘ŽŶƚŽϭϯ ƚŚ^ƚ͘ƚŽĐŽŶŶĞĐƚ
ĚĞŵŽůŝƐŚĂďĂŶĚŽŶĞĚďƵŝůĚŝŶŐƐĂŶĚŝŵƉŽƐĞ
ƚŽƐŽƵƚŚĞŶƚƌǇŽĨ,K&sŝůůĂŐĞǀŝĂŽĂƌĚ^ƚ͘
ƐƚƌŝĐƚĞƌĐŽĚĞĞŶĨŽƌĐĞŵĞŶƚ;ĨŽĐƵƐŽŶƌĞŶƚĂů
ĂŶĚ,ĂƌƌŝƐŽŶǀĞ͘
ƉƌŽƉĞƌƚŝĞƐͿ

ZĞĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶŽĨ&ƵůƚŽŶZĚ͘ƚŽƌĞƉůŝĐĂƚĞ
^ƚĂĚŝƵŵWĂƌŬƌ͘ǁŝƚŚƚŚĞŵĂƚŝĐƐƚƌĞĞƚĚĠĐŽƌ

ZĞŵŽǀĞƉĂƌŬŝŶŐĂƚDĂƌŬĞƚ^ƋƵĂƌĞ

ůĞĂƌůǇĚĞĨŝŶĞĞĚŐĞƐͬŚŝĞƌĂƌĐŚǇŽĨŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ͕ ^ŵĂƌƚŐƌŝĚ;ďŝŽͲĚŝŐĞƐƚĞƌ͕ƐŽůĂƌĂƌƌĂǇ͕
ůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶĂůůǇĐŽŶĐĞŶƚƌĂƚĞĞǀĞŶƚƐĂŶĚĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ ŚǇĚƌŽŐĞŶͿ͕ďŝŽͲĚŝŐĞƐƚĞƌƐǇƐƚĞŵƚŽƌĞĐǇĐůĞ
ƐŽůŝĚǁĂƐƚĞĂŶĚƉŽǁĞƌďƵƐĞƐĂŶĚŐƌŝĚ
ǁŝƚŚŝŶƚŚĞĞĚŐĞƐ

ZĞůŽĐĂƚĞZĞĨƵŐĞŽĨ,ŽƉĞ

WĞƌŵĂŶĞŶƚůŝŐŚƚĚŝƐƉůĂǇŝŶ^ƚĂĚŝƵŵWĂƌŬ

^ŵĂƌƚƉĂƌŬŝŶŐŝŶŽǁŶƚŽǁŶĂŶƚŽŶ

ŽŶĐĞŶƚƌĂƚĞƌĞƐƚĂƵƌĂŶƚƐƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌƚŚĂƚƉĞŽƉůĞ ƌĞĂƚĞŵƵůƚŝŵŽĚĂůƚƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚĂƚŝŽŶƐǇƐƚĞŵ
ĂĐƚƵĂůůǇǁĂŶƚƚŽĞĂƚĂƚ
;ƉĞĚĞƐƚƌŝĂŶĂĐĐĞƐƐ͕ďŝŬĞǁĂǇƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘Ϳ

^ZdĂŶĚƚŚĞŝƚǇΖƐƚƌĂŶƐŝƚŶĞƚǁŽƌŬƐǁŝůů
ŽƉĞƌĂƚĞĂƐĂƐŝŶŐůĞĞŶƚŝƚǇĨŽƌŵŽŶŝƚŽƌŝŶŐ

^ƚƌĞĞƚůŝŐŚƚƐ͕ůĂŶĚƐĐĂƉŝŶŐ͕ĞƚĐ͘ƐŚŽƵůĚďĞ
ƚŚĞŵĞĚŽƌĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚƚŚĂŶŽƵƚƐŝĚĞŽĨ
ŽǁŶƚŽǁŶĂƌĞĂ

WƌŽŵŽƚĞƌĞĂƌͬƐŝĚĞͲǇĂƌĚƉĂƌŬŝŶŐ

ĞǀĞůŽƉƐŝŐŶĂƚƵƌĞƌĞƐƚĂƵƌĂŶƚĂƚƐŝƚĞŽĨ
ĨŽƌŵĞƌŽǁŶƚŽǁŶŝĐĞƌŝŶŬ

ZĞƋƵŝƌĞƉĞĚĞƐƚƌŝĂŶƉĂƚŚƐ

ƵƚŽŶŽŵŽƵƐǀĞŚŝĐůĞůŽŽƉͲϭϮƉĂƐƐĞŶŐĞƌ͕
ďĂƚƚĞƌǇĞůĞĐƚƌŝĐƐŚƵƚƚůĞ

ĐƚŝǀĂƚĞǀĂĐĂŶƚƐƚŽƌĞĨƌŽŶƚƐǁŝƚŚǁŝŶĚŽǁ
ĚŝƐƉůĂǇƐ

ZĞĐƌƵŝƚ'ĞƌǀĂƐŝƚŽŽƉĞŶƐĂƚĞůůŝƚĞďĂƌĂŶĚ
ƌĞƐƚĂƵƌĂŶƚ

EĞǁƚƌĂŝůƐͬĐŽŶŶĞĐƚŽƌƐĂůŽŶŐΕϭϮƚŚ^ƚ͘Et͕
ĂƌĞĂŶĞĂƌDĂŚŽŶŝŶŐZĚ͘E͕ĂŶĚĂůŽŶŐ/Ͳϳϳ
;ŵĂƉŚĂƐŵŽƌĞĚĞƚĂŝůͿ

WŽůŝĐǇĨŽƌĂĐĐĞƐƐŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚƚŽƉƌŽǀŝĚĞ
ĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞůĞǀĞůŽĨĂĐĐĞƐƐĨŽƌĞĂĐŚƌŽĂĚ͕
ĂĐĐĞƐƐŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚĂŶĚƚƵƌŶůĂŶĞƐ;^ŚƵĨĨĞů
ďĞƚǁĞĞŶ&ƌĂŶŬĂŶĚtĂůĞƐͿ

ZĞůŽĐĂƚĞZŝƚĞŝĚĂŶĚƌĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉĂƐ
ŵŝĐƌŽďƌĞǁĞƌǇǁŝƚŚƌŽŽĨƚŽƉĚŝŶŝŶŐ

ŽŶǀĞƌƐŝŽŶƚŽĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚĞĨƵĞůƐ;ĐŽŵƉƌĞƐƐĞĚ
ŶĂƚƵƌĂůŐĂƐ͕ŚǇĚƌŽŐĞŶͿ

ŽŶĐĞŶƚƌĂƚĞĂƌƚŝƐƚŐĂůůĞƌŝĞƐĂŶĚƐƚƵĚŝŽƐ
ŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ

ƐƚĂďůŝƐŚĂŶĂŶĐŚŽƌŝŶŐďĂŬĞƌǇĂŶĚƐƚŽƌĞĂƚ
ϭϮϬϱƚŚ^ƚƌĞĞƚ

dƌĂĨĨŝĐŝŵƉĂĐƚƐƚƵĚŝĞƐŵĂŶĚĂƚŽƌǇĨŽƌůĂƌŐĞ
ĞŶŽƵŐŚĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚƐ

ZĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉZĞŶŬĞƌƚƵŝůĚŝŶŐĂƐŶĞƌŐǇ,Y

ZĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞǆŝƐƚŝŶŐĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůĂƌĞĂƐĂůŽŶŐ
ĂƐƚŽŶ^ƚ͘

ϰͲůĂŶĞǁŝĚĞŶŝŶŐŽĨ&ƌĂŶŬZĚ͘;ĂĚĚƚƵƌŶůĂŶĞƐ
ĂŶĚƐŝŐŶĂůƐĂƚĐƵƌƌĞŶƚůǇƵŶƐŝŐŶĂůŝǌĞĚ
ŝŶƚĞƌƐĞĐƚŝŽŶƐͿ͕ϯͲůĂŶĞǁŝĚĞŶŝŶŐŽĨKƌŝŽŶ
;WŝƚƚƐďƵƌŐƚŽůĞǀĞůĂŶĚͿ͕ϰͬϱůĂŶĞǁŝĚĞŶŝŶŐŽĨ ĐƋƵŝƌĞĂŶĚĚĞǀĞůŽƉϭϮďůŽĐŬƐďĞƚǁĞĞŶ
ŚĞƌƌǇĂŶĚtĂůŶƵƚĂƐĂŵƵŶŝĐŝƉĂůƉĂƌŬ
ƉƉůĞŐƌŽǀĞ;tŚŝƉƉůĞƚŽ&ƌĂŶŬͿ͕ϯͲůĂŶĞ
ǁŝĚĞŶŝŶŐŽĨ^ƚƌĂƵƐƐĞƌ;&ƌĂŶŬƚŽtĂůĞƐͿ͕ϯͲ
ůĂŶĞǁŝĚĞŶŝŶŐŽĨWŽƌƚĂŐĞ;WŝƚƚƐďƵƌŐƚŽ
ŚĂƌůŽƚƚĞͿ

ƌĞĂƚĞŽŶĞͲĐĂůůͬŽŶĞͲĐůŝĐŬƚƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚĂƚŝŽŶ
ĐĞŶƚĞƌ

^ƚƌĞŶŐƚŚĞŶĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇŝĚĞŶƚŝƚǇƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ
WůĂŝŶdǁƉ͘^ŝŐŶƐĂŶĚƐŝŐŶĂƚƵƌĞĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐ

ĚƵĐĂƚĞƉĞŽƉůĞŽŶĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞƚƌĂŶƐŝƚƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƐ

ŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞĐŽŚĞƐŝǀĞďƌĂŶĚŝŶŐĂƌŽƵŶĚ,K&
ǁŝƚŚŝŶĂŶƚŽŶ͕WůĂŝŶ͕ĂŶƚŽŶdǁƉ͘

ĂƚĂƚƌĂĐŬŝŶŐĂŶĚŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ
ĐƌŽǁĚƐŽƵƌĐŝŶŐ;ƐŵĂƌƚƉŚŽŶĞƐ͕ƐŽĐŝĂůŵĞĚŝĂ
ĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ͕ŵŽƚŝŽŶĂŶĂůǇƚŝĐƐͿ͕ ĐĞŶƚƌĂůŝǌĞĚ
ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶĐŽůůĞĐƚŝŽŶĂŶĚŵĂŶĂŐĞŵĞŶƚ
ƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ

ƐƐĞŵďůĞŬĞǇƉĂƌĐĞůƐĨŽƌĨƵƚƵƌĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ
/ŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶƐĞƌǀŝĐĞƐ;Ğǆ͘dƌĂǀĞůƚŝŵĞƐͿĂƚ
ĂƐŵĂƌŬĞƚͲƌĂƚĞŚŽƵƐŝŶŐ͕ŵŽƌĞŵĂƌŬĞƚƌĂƚĞ
ŝŶƚĞƌĐŚĂŶŐĞŶŽĚĞƐ
ŚŽƵƐŝŶŐ

ŶŚĂŶĐĞĂŶĚƐƵƉƉŽƌƚĚĞƉůŽǇŵĞŶƚŽĨůŽǁͲ
ĂŶĚǌĞƌŽͲĞŵŝƐƐŝŽŶďƵƐĞƐ͕ĚĞƉůŽǇĐůĞĂŶĨůĞĞƚ
ǀĞŚŝĐůĞƐ

ĐĐĞůĞƌĂƚĞĨĂĐĞůŝĨƚĂůŽŶŐŽƵƌƚǀĞ͘ƚŽŝŶĐůƵĚĞ
ƵƐƌĂƉŝĚƚƌĂŶƐŝƚĐŽƌƌŝĚŽƌƐ;ďƵƐƉƵůůͲŽĨĨůĂŶĞƐ͕
ŝŵƉƌŽǀĞĚƐŝŐŶĂŐĞĂŶĚĐůĞĂŶƵƉĂƌŽƵŶĚ
ƐŚĞůƚĞƌƐ͕ƉĞĚĞƐƚƌŝĂŶĂŶĚďŝŬĞĨĂĐŝůŝƚŝĞƐͿ
/ŵƉĞƌŝĂůZŽŽŵ

dĞĐŚŶŽůŽŐǇ

,K&ŝƚǇ'ƵŝĚĞƉƉ;ƉƌŽǀŝĚĞŝŶƐƚĂŶƚ
ĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬ͕ĐŝƚǇĂƚƚƌĂĐƚŝŽŶƐͬŚŝƐƚŽƌǇͬĨŽŽĚͬĂƌƚ Ϳ͕
'W^͕ƉƵƐŚŶŽƚŝĨŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐĂůĞƌƚǀŝƐŝƚŽƌƐŽĨ
ŶĞĂƌďǇĂƚƚƌĂĐƚŝŽŶƐ

EĞǁƐŝĚĞǁĂůŬƐ͕ƐƚƌĞĞƚůĂŵƉƐ͕ĂŶĚĐƵƌďƐ
KĨĨĞƌŽǁŶƚŽǁŶĚĞůŝǀĞƌŝĞƐ͕ůŽǇĂůƚǇƉƌŽŐƌĂŵƐ͕ ƐŚŽƵůĚďĞŝŶƐƚĂůůĞĚŽŶƉƌŽŵŝŶĞŶƚƌŽĂĚƐ
ŶŐŝŶĞĞƌŝŶŐƐƚƵĚǇĂƚ&ƵůƚŽŶZĚ͘Θ^ƚĂĚŝƵŵ
ƉƌŽŵŽƚŝŽŶĂůĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐ;ĚƵƌŝŶŐƚŚĞŝƌǁŽƌŬŝŶŐ ;&ƵůƚŽŶĨƌŽŵϵƚŚƚŽϰƚŚ͕DĐ<ŝŶůĞǇĨƌŽŵϭϮƚŚ
WĂƌŬƌ͘
ƚŽϲƚŚ͕DĂƌŬĞƚĨƌŽŵϭϮƚŚƚŽϲƚŚ͕ϯƌĚ^t
ŚŽƵƌƐͿ
ĨƌŽŵĞĐŝůƚŽ,ŝŐŚͿ

^ƚĂƌŬWĂƌŬƐWůĂŶ
/ƚĂůŝĐƐсƌĞƉĞĂƚĞĚ
ƌĞĐŽŵŵĞŶĚĂƚŝŽŶ
ǁŝƚŚŝŶĂƚŚĞŵĞ

ŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ>ŽŽƉƚŽďĞĐŽŵĞƐĞůĨͲŐƵŝĚĞĚ
ǁĂůŬŝŶŐƚŽƵƌ

dŚĞŵĂƚŝĐĚĞƐŝŐŶ͗ĨŽŽƚďĂůůƐͬŚĞůŵĞƚƐ
ŝŶĐŽƌƉŽƌĂƚĞĚĞǀĞƌǇǁŚĞƌĞ;ůŝŐŚƚƉŽůĞƐ͕ƚƌĂƐŚ
,ŝƐƚŽƌŝĐͲůŽŽŬŝŶŐĂŶĚƉŽƚĞŶƚŝĂůůǇĂƵƚŽŶŽŵŽƵƐ ĐĂŶƐ͕ƐŚƵƚƚůĞƐƚŽƉƐ͕ĞƚĐ͘Ϳ͕ĨŽŽƚďĂůůĨŝĞůĚŚĂƐŚ ŵƉůŽǇĞĞƐƐŚŽƵůĚďĞƌĞƋƵŝƌĞĚƚŽƉĂƌŬŽƵƚƐŝĚĞ ƌĞĂƚĞƐƚŽƌĞĐůƵƐƚĞƌƐĨŽƌŶĞĞĚƐŽĨŽǁŶƚŽǁŶ
ǆƉĂŶĚďŝŬĞƐŚĂƌĞƉƌŽŐƌĂŵ
ŵĂƌŬƐĂƐĐƌŽƐƐǁĂůŬƐ͕ǁĂǇĨŝŶĚŝŶŐĂŶĚ
ƚƌŽůůĞǇͬƐŚƵƚƚůĞ
ǁŽƌŬĞƌƐ
ŽĨƚŚĞƉƌŝŵĂƌǇŽǁŶƚŽǁŶĨŽĐƵƐĂƌĞĂ
ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶĂůƐŝŐŶƐ͕ŶĂŵĞŝŶƚĞƌƐĞĐƚŝŽŶƐĂĨƚĞƌ
ƉůĂǇĞƌƐ

ZŽĂĚǁĂǇƐ͕ĂƌƐ

ŵďƌĂĐĞhďĞƌͬ>ǇĨƚĂƐĂǁĂǇƚŽĞǆƉĂŶĚ
ƚƌĂŶƐƉŽƌƚŽƉƚŝŽŶƐ

hƐĞďƌŝĐŬŽƌƐŝŵŝůĂƌŽŶƌŽĂĚŝŶƐŝĚĞƉƌŝŵĂƌǇ
ŽǁŶƚŽǁŶĂƌĞĂ͕ĂƚĞǀĞƌǇŝŶƚĞƌƐĞĐƚŝŽŶĂĚĚϰ
ŐĂƚĞĞŶƚƌǇĐŽůƵŵŶƐ;ůŝŬĞĂƚϱƚŚEtĂŶĚ
ĞǀĞůŽƉϰϬϭDĂƌŬĞƚĨŽƌ^ƚĂƌŬ^ƚĂƚĞ
ŽƵƌƚͿ

ǆƚĞŶĚh^ϯϬ;dƌƵŵƉǀĞ͘ƚŽ^ZϭϭͿ

ĞǀĞůŽƉďĞĞŚŝǀĞƐƉĂĐĞĨŽƌǁĞďĚĞƐŝŐŶĞƌƐĂŶĚ
ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ'ĞŶzƉƌŽĨĞƐƐŝŽŶĂůƐ

DĂũŽƌƌĞĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶŽĨh^ϲϮ;ĞĂƐƚŽĨ
ZĞŽƌŝĞŶƚsy/ĂǁĂǇĨƌŽŵŶĞǁĐĞŶƚƌĂůƐƋƵĂƌĞ
ĂŶƚŽŶͿ
/ŵƉƌŽǀĞϭϮƚŚ^ƚ͘ŽƌƌŝĚŽƌĂŶĚDĂŚŽŶŝŶŐZĚ͕͘ ĞŐŝŶĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĨŽƌϭϲ
ĐŽŶƚĞŵƉŽƌĂƌǇĚŽǁŶƚŽǁŶƌŽǁŚŽƵƐĞƐŝŶƚŚĞ
ŝŵƉƌŽǀĞǀĞƌŚĂƌĚZĚ͘ĂŶĚtŚŝƉƉůĞǀĞ͘
ůŽƚŝŵŵĞĚŝĂƚĞůǇĞĂƐƚŽĨsy/
ŝŶƚĞƌƐĞĐƚŝŽŶ
ƌĞĂƚĞŵŝǆĞĚƵƐĞǌŽŶŝŶŐĚŝƐƚƌŝĐƚ;ĂƐƚŽŶ^ƚ͘
ŽƌƌŝĚŽƌ͕tŚŝƉƉůĞĂŶĚůĞǀĞůĂŶĚǀĞƐ͘Ϳ͕
tŝĚĞŶŝŶŐ͕ŝŶƚĞƌƐĞĐƚŝŽŶ͕ĂŶĚƐĂĨĞƚǇ
ŝŵƉƌŽǀĞŵĞŶƚƐŽŶ^ZƐϰϯ͕Ϯϰϭ͕ϲϭϵ͕ĂŶĚϴϬϬ ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞŵŝǆĞĚƵƐĞĂŶĚŝŶĐůƵƐŝŽŶĂƌǇǌŽŶŝŶŐ
ĐŝƚǇǁŝĚĞ
DŽĚŝĨǇƌĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶƐƚŽƌĞĚƵĐĞƐĞƚďĂĐŬ
^ƚĂƌŬŽƵŶƚǇΖƐĨŝƌƐƚƌŽƵŶĚĂďŽƵƚƐ͕ŵƵůƚŝƉůĞ
ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŵĞŶƚƐ͕ƌĞƋƵŝƌĞŶĞǁĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚƚŽ
ďƌŝĚŐĞĂŶĚƌĞƐƵƌĨĂĐŝŶŐƉƌŽũĞĐƚƐ;ůŽĐĂƚŝŽŶƐŶŽƚ
ĂĚĚƐƚƌĞĞƚƐĐĂƉŝŶŐĂŶĚŽƚŚĞƌƐŝƚĞĚĞƐŝŐŶ
ƐƉĞĐŝĨŝĞĚͿ
ĞůĞŵĞŶƚƐ͕ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĚĞŶƐŝƚǇ

EtYƵĂĚ͗ůƚϭ;ŶĞǁďƌŝĚŐĞĐĂƌƌŝĞƐ/Ͳϳϳ^
ĞǆŝƚƌĂŵƉƚŽ&ƵůƚŽŶZĚ͘ŽǀĞƌh^ϲϮͿ͕ůƚϮ
;ƐĞƉĂƌĂƚĞĚ/Ͳϳϳ^ĂŶĚh^ϲϮĞǆŝƚƌĂŵƉƐͿ

WƵƌĐŚĂƐĞĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂůůǇƐĞŶƐŝƚŝǀĞƉƌŽƉĞƌƚŝĞƐ
ƚŽƉƌĞƐĞƌǀĞŽƉĞŶƐƉĂĐĞ͕ƉƵƌĐŚĂƐĞƉƌŽƉĞƌƚŝĞƐ
ƚŽƚŚĞŶŽƌƚŚǁĞƐƚĨŽƌĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ
ƉƵƌƉŽƐĞƐ͕ƉƵƌƐƵĞůĞĂŶKŚŝŽ&ƵŶĚƐĨŽƌ
ďƌŽǁŶĨŝĞůĚƌĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ

^YƵĂĚ͗ƌĞĂůŝŐŶ/ͲϳϳEĞǆŝƚƌĂŵƉƚŽ
ŝŶƚĞƌƐĞĐƚ&ƵůƚŽŶZĚ͘ĂƚWĂƌŬƌ͕͘ƌĞĂůŝŐŶ
,ĂƌƌŝƐŽŶǀĞ͘ƚŽƌĞŵŽǀĞŝƚĨƌŽŵ&ƵůƚŽŶ
ZĚͬ͘ϮϱƚŚ^ƚ͘ƐŝŐŶĂů͕ĞǆƚĞŶĚϮϯƌĚ^ƚ͘ǁĞƐƚ
ƵŶĚĞƌ/ͲϳϳƚŽĐŽŶŶĞĐƚƚŽ,K&sŝůůĂŐĞ

ĚĚĐŽŶƐĞƌǀĂƚŝŽŶĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚƌĞŐƵůĂƚŝŽŶƐƚŽ
ǌŽŶŝŶŐƌĞƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶƚŽƉĞƌŵŝƚŝŶƉůĂĐĞŽĨ
ƚƌĂĚŝƚŝŽŶĂů͕ƵŶƐƵƐƚĂŝŶĂďůĞĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ
ƉĂƚƚĞƌŶƐ͕ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞŐƌĞĞŶƐƚŽƌŵǁĂƚĞƌ
ŝŶĨƌĂƐƚƌƵĐƚƵƌĞ͕ĞƐƚĂďůŝƐŚƌŝƉĂƌŝĂŶƐĞƚďĂĐŬƐ
ĂůŽŶŐǁĂƚĞƌǁĂǇƐ͕ĂĚĚƌĞŶĞǁĂďůĞĞŶĞƌŐǇ
ŽƉƚŝŽŶƐŝŶƚŽǌŽŶŝŶŐƌĞƐŽůƵƚŝŽŶ

EYƵĂĚ͗ůƚϭ;ŶĞǁĞŶƚƌĂŶĐĞƌĂŵƉƚŽh^ϲϮ
ĨƌŽŵWĂƌŬƌ͘ŝŶƐƚĞĂĚŽĨŬĞĞƉŝŶŐƚŚĞ
&ƵůƚŽŶZĚ͘ƌĂŵƉ͕ĚŽƵďůĞůĞĨƚƚƵƌŶůĂŶĞƐĨƌŽŵ
&ƵůƚŽŶZĚ͘ƚŽWĂƌŬƌ͕͘ĂĚĚŽŶĞůĂŶĞƚŽE
WĂƌŬƌ͕͘ƌŝŐŚƚƚƵƌŶŽŶůǇŽŶƚŽ&ƵůƚŽŶZĚ͘ĨƌŽŵ
WĂƌŬƌ͘Ϳ͕ůƚϮ;ƌĞĂůŝŐŶ^WĂƌŬƌ͘ƚŽ
/ŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĞůĚĞƌůǇŚŽƵƐŝŶŐŽƉƚŝŽŶƐ
ŝŶƚĞƌƐĞĐƚ&ƵůƚŽŶZĚ͘ǁĞƐƚŽĨĞǆŝƐƚŝŶŐ
DĂƌĂƚŚŽŶ'ĂƐ^ƚĂƚŝŽŶ͕ŶĞǁŝŶƚĞƌƐĞĐƚŝŽŶŽŶ
WĂƌŬƌ͘ĚŝǀĞƌƚŝŶŐƚŽh^ϲϮĂŶĚ/ͲϳϳE͕
EWĂƌŬƌ͘ǁŽƵůĚďĞŽŶĞͲǁĂǇďĞƚǁĞĞŶ
&ƵůƚŽŶZĚ͘ĂŶĚŶĞǁŝŶƚĞƌƐĞĐƚŝŽŶ͕ĚŽƵďůĞůĞĨƚ
ƚƵƌŶůĂŶĞƐĂŶĚƌŝŐŚƚƚƵƌŶŽŶůǇ;ƐĞĞĂďŽǀĞͿ
/ŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚĚĞƐŝŐŶƐƚĂŶĚĂƌĚƐƚŽĞŶƐƵƌĞ
ĞĂƵƚŝĨǇůĞǀĞůĂŶĚǀĞ͕͘tŚŝƉƉůĞǀĞ͕͘
ĐŽŵƉĂƚŝďŝůŝƚǇďĞƚǁĞĞŶĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂů
DĂƌŬĞƚ^ƚ͕͘ƚůĂŶƚŝĐůǀĚ͕͘ĂŶĚŽůƵŵďƵƐZĚ͘
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚƚŽƚŚĞŶŽƌƚŚǁĞƐƚĂŶĚƚŚĞ
ŽƌƌŝĚŽƌ͕ƐƚƌĞĞƚƐĐĂƉĞĂůŽŶŐtŚŝƉƉůĞǀĞ͘
ƉƌĞĚŽŵŝŶĂŶƚƌĞƐŝĚĞŶƚŝĂůůĂŶĚƵƐĞƐ
ŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƚŝŽŶŽĨƉƵďůŝĐƐĂŶŝƚĂƌǇ
ƐĞǁĞƌĂŶĚǁĂƚĞƌƐĞƌǀŝĐĞŝŶĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚĂƌĞĂƐ
ŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞŵƵƚƵĂůĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ
ĂŐƌĞĞŵĞŶƚƐŝŶĂƌĞĂƐǁŚĞƌĞĂŶŶĞǆĂƚŝŽŶŵƵƐƚ
ŽĐĐƵƌ͕ƉƌŽŵŽƚĞĞĐŽŶŽŵŝĐĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚŐƌĂŶƚƐ
ĨŽƌŝŶĚƵƐƚƌŝĂůĂŶĚĐŽŵŵĞƌĐŝĂůƵƐĞƐ
ŽĚĞĞŶĨŽƌĐĞŵĞŶƚĞĨĨŽƌƚƐƐŚŽƵůĚďĞ
ŝŶĐƌĞĂƐĞĚĂŶĚŽƵŶƚǇŚŽƵƐŝŶŐƌĞŚĂď
ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵƐĞŶĐŽƵƌĂŐĞĚ
ŶĂůǇǌĞĨĞĂƐŝďŝůŝƚǇŽĨĚĞǀĞůŽƉŝŶŐ
DŝĚĚůĞďƌĂŶĐŚͬĂƐƚŽŶͬKĂŬǁŽŽĚ^ƋƵĂƌĞĂƌĞĂ
ǁŝƚŚĂǀĂƌŝĞƚǇŽĨůĂŶĚƵƐĞƐ
ŽŶƐŝĚĞƌůĂŶĚďĂŶŬŝŶŐĚĞůŝŶƋƵĞŶƚƉƌŽƉĞƌƚŝĞƐ
ƐƚĂďůŝƐŚĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇĐĞŶƚĞƌŶĞĂƌĨŽĐĂůƉŽŝŶƚ
ŽĨdŽǁŶƐŚŝƉ
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Scenario Planning
Intro to Scenario Planning:
+ Asks the Question, “What do you Think Might Happen?”

Not, “What Would you like to see Happen?”

+ Seek to ﬁnd “given or baseline” recommendations to Establish Alternative Scenarios
+ Scenarios can be Based on Various Factors including: Development, Legislative Changes, Environmental Concerns, etc.
Scenario Plan Development

Scope Project
Set up Process
Review Data
Understand
Politics

Identify
Trends &
Issues

Identify & Rank
Driving Forces
by Importance
Build
Scenarios

Establish
Criteria
Identify
Stakeholders
& their Goals
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Potential
Futures

Desired
Futures

Analyze Goals
& Objective
Overlaps,
Prioritize

Evaluate
Scenarios

Develop
Preferred
Plan

Scenario Planning
What Factor will Most Inﬂuence Future Transportation & Land Use Decisions in the Region?
Hall of Fame Village Factors

Village Build Out Progress?

HOF Village Proﬁtability?

Total Annual Visitorship?

Outside Factors

Downtown Revitalization?

Smart Tech Integration?
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Scenario Planning
Hall of Fame Village Scenarios
+ Want to Develop 3 to 5 Scenarios for the Study Area Based on Future Hall of Fame Village Visitation

Baseline Scenario
HOF Village Attracts Visitors at Current Level (300k/Year)
Moderate Scenario
HOF Village Attracts 3 to 5 times Current Visitation Levels (1 to 1.5 Million/Year)
Predicted Scenario
HOF Village Attracts Close to Anticipated Amount of Visitors (3 Million/Year)
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BOARDS/STATIONS
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140

141

PUBLIC
MEETING
#3
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SIGN-IN SHEETS
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PRESENTATION SAMPLE
Decision Matrix – Prioritizing Recommendations

Recommendations

+ What We Have:
- Over 50 area Recommendations
- 3 Scenarios Housing Recommendations Based on Future
HOF Visitors
+ What We Need:
- To Prioritize Recommendations within Scenarios to Guild SCRPC

Scenarios

- Create an Implementation Plan to Fund Target Recommendations
+ How to do it:
- Create a Decision Matrix Based on Criteria that Meets Project
Goals
- Rank Recommendations Based on Criteria
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Baseline

Moderate

Forecast

Prioritized Recommendations
Decision
Matrix

Criteria Weightings
Recommended Weightings

Weighted on a scale of 1 to 5
1 = Least important
5 = Most important

Scenario
Criteria
Project Cost
Political Priority
Project Readiness
Public Desire
Economic Impact
Connectivity Enhancement
Traffic Impact
Quality of Life Benefit
Visitor Benefit
Transformative Project

Baseline

Moderate Forecast
4
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
3
4
5
5
5
5
2
3

2
3
2
3
5
5
5
5
5
4
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Example Baseline Scenario Results
Baseline Scenario
Code
D10

FR4
D14
D6
G3

Establish Market Square as Downtown’s Public Space Anchor (Add events, etc.)
Create an integrated visitor website (or app) that provides real-time updates on
traffic, parking, current events, dining options, and leisure activities, etc. for the
Greater Canton Region that can easily be used by visitors to help relay important
information
Create Cohesive Wayfinding Along Fulton
Identify Specific HOF Shuttle/Uber/Lyft Parking Lots Downtown
Improve Streetscape and add Digital Wayfinding for Pedestrians & Cars Along Major
Corridors
Improve Streetscapes & Consider Road Diets Along McKinley Ave.
Improve Streetscape and Pedestrian Facilities Along Fulton
Continue to promote and brand SARTA as an efficient, safe, and cost-effective
means of transportation in the region
Establish an Overlay District within Plain Twp. similar to the City of Canton's to
Create a Consistent Look & Feel to the Corridor
Preserve Historic Character of Market & Cleveland Corridors
Upgrade Pedestrian Facilities (ADA Ramps, Walk Maintenance)
Expand bike share to more locations within Stark County

P1
D11
D9
FR2
H11, P9
H4
H8
P6
H2, P3

Upgrade Portions of Fairgrounds Parking to use as Flex Lot for Events/Workforce
Remove Parking at Market Square
Improve Streetscape & Signage along Court Ave.
Establish a Consistent Lane Configuration along Fulton Road
Construct Bike Facilities along 13th St.
Create Walking Route for Western Residents to HOF Village
Establish a Landscaped Buffer around Athletic Fields (assume right of way is needed)
Pave West Branch Trail within Park
Improve Stadium Park Drive Pavement

G1
FR5
D2
D1
D4
FR3
G5
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Recommendation

Criteria and Weightings

4
3

4
5

3
4

3
4

5
4

5
2

3
1

Quality
of Life
Benefit
5
5

4

3

2

3

5

5

3

2

5

5

4
5

4
3

3
5

4
2

3
3

4
3

3
4

3
4

5
5

4
2

3

4

3

4

2

3

3

4

4

4

3
3

4
4

2
2

4
4

2
2

4
3

2
2

4
4

3
4

4
4

5

3

5

1

2

3

3

3

4

3

5

3

4

2

4

2

2

3

3

3

5
4
4

3
2
3

4
4
3

3
4
2

3
1
2

1
3
3

1
2
3

3
4
3

4
4
3

3
1
3

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

5
4
2
3
4
3
4
3

5
3
4
3
1
3
2
2

4
3
2
3
3
3
3
2

3
3
3
3
4
5
2
2

2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1

1
2
4
3
4
1
1
2

2
1
4
2
1
1
1
2

2
3
2
3
4
5
2
1

2
3
3
2
1
1
3
2

2
3
2
2
1
2
1
1

Project
Cost

Political Project
Priority Readiness

Public
Desire

Economic Connectivity
Impact Enhancement

Traffic
Impact

Visitor
Benefit

Transformative
Project

5
5

2
5

Total
Score
149

147
145
144
131
125
125
125
122
117
116
113
111
106
105
105
102
96
95
79
70

Targeted Recommendations – Fulton Road Corridor
Broad to 21st Street

21st to 12th Street

12th to Tuscarawas Street
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BOARDS/STATIONS
Pedestrian Promenade

Promenade Plan View

Overview Map

on

Roa

d

Road

Dr.

Future
Hall
of Fame
Village

4

m Park

2

Stadiu

1

3

Fulton

Fult

Future
Intermodal
Facility

Widened Pedestrian
Crossing for Events

77

Promenade Attributes
77

1 Lengthen I-77 Bridge (from 50’ to 200’) to Allow for Promenade
2 Remove Hillside and Regrade East of New Bridge Span

13th Street

Mercy
Hospital

3 Create 24’ Wide Pedestrian Promenade to Connect HOF Village to
Park and Future Intermodal Facility
4 Allow for 4 Travel Lanes Along Park Drive

Existing
Pedestrian Promenade - Looking West

Proposed
Pedestrian Promenade - Looking West
1
2
3
4

Promenade Enhancement Ideas
To establish the Promenade as more than just a walkway, pedestrian scaled amenities must also be considered.

Programmable Lighting

148

Outdoor Games

Seating & Landscaping

149

APPENDIX B
SURVEY

150

COMMUNITY SURVEY

151

152

153

154

155

156

157

158

VISITOR SURVEY

159

160

APPENDIX C
DECISION
MATRIX
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Baseline Scenario
Tier Code
D8

Tier 1

G1

FR5
G8

D3
FR3
G5

FR4

Tier 2

D11
D5
G3
P1
D9
FR2

Tier 3

H9, P6
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H3
H6
P4

Criteria & Weightings

Transformative
Project

Total
Score

5

5

149

2

5

5

147

3

3

5

4

145

3

4

4

5

2

144

2

4

2

4

3

4

125

4

2

3

2

4

4

4

125

5

1

2

3

3

3

4

3

125

3

4

2

4

2

2

3

3

3

122

5

3

4

3

3

1

1

3

4

3

117

4

2

4

4

1

3

2

4

4

1

116

4

3

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

113

Upgrade Portions of Fairgrounds Parking to use as
Flex Lot for Events/Workforce

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

111

Establish a Consistent Lane Configuration along
Fulton Road

5

5

4

3

2

1

2

2

2

2

106

2

4

2

3

1

4

4

2

3

2

105

3

3

3

3

2

3

2

3

2

2

102

4

1

3

4

1

4

1

4

1

1

96

3

3

3

5

1

1

1

5

1

2

95

4

2

3

2

1

1

1

2

3

1

79

Project
Cost

Political
Priority

Project
Readiness

Public
Desire

Economic
Impact

Connectivity
Enhancement

Traffic
Impact

5

5

3

5

4

4

4

2

1

5

dining options, and leisure activities, etc. for the

4

3

2

3

5

5

3

Create Cohesive Wayfinding Along Fulton
Conduct a Regional Parking Study that analyzes

4

4

3

4

3

4

5

3

5

2

3

3

4

2

4

3

4

2

5

3

5

Recommendation
Establish Market Square as Downtown’s Public
Space Anchor (Add events, etc.)
Create an integrated visitor app that provides realtime updates on traffic, parking, current events,
Greater Canton Region that can easily be used by
visitors to help relay important information

existing and future inventory and usage rates as
well as Identifies Specific HOF Shuttle/Uber/Lyft
Parking Lots
Improve Streetscapes & Consider Road Diets
Along McKinley Ave.
Improve Streetscape and Pedestrian Facilities
Along Fulton
Continue to promote and brand SARTA as an
efficient, safe, and cost-effective means of
transportation in the region
Establish an Overlay District within Plain Twp.
similar to the City of Canton's to Create a
Consistent Look & Feel to the Corridor
Preserve Historic Character of Market & Cleveland
Corridors
Upgrade Pedestrian Facilities (ADA Ramps, Walk
Maintenance)
Expand bike share to more locations within Stark
County

Remove Parking at Market Square

Construct Bike Facilities along 13th St.

Create Walking Route for Western Residents to
HOF Village
Establish a Landscaped Buffer around Athletic
Fields (assume right of way is needed)

Pave West Branch Trail within Park

4

4

3

3

5

5

3

Quality of Visitor
Life Benefit Benefit

2

Moderate Scenario
Tier Code

Tier 1

G2

G6

FR7, H8
D4
H4

Tier 2

D10
P2
FR1

Tier 3

G4

H2, P3

Criteria & Weightings

Project
Cost

Political
Priority

Project
Readiness

Public
Desire

Economic
Impact

Connectivity
Enhancement

Traffic
Impact

2

3

1

3

4

4

3

3

1

3

4

2

4

2

2

3

3

3

Develop Pedestrian Promenade under I-77

2

2

Redesign Tuscarawas St. to Slow Down Traffic &
Encourage Pedestrian Activity

3

Recommendation
Install infrastructure and encourage the adoption

of Smart Parking both on street and within public
parking lot/garages

Develop a comprehensive digital wayfinding
system (from airport to downtown and points in
between) to aid in guiding visitors to their
destinations and promote local attractions
Create Intermodal Facility for Bus Shuttle, Bike
Share, Uber/Lyft, Future Light Rail
Enhance Cherry & Market Ave.
Streetscape/Signage to Establish Southern
Downtown Gateway

Add Roundabout & Realign Stadium Park Drive
South of 7th to Better Align to Ramp
Study Roundabout Reconfiguration of
Fulton/25th/Harrison Intersection
Within neighboring townships, ensure zoning
codes specify sidewalk construction within new
developments around the HOF Village
Establish/Improve Walking Route from Fairgrounds
to McKinley High School/HOF

4

4

3

3

5

5

3

Quality of Visitor
Life Benefit Benefit

Transformative
Project

Total
Score

5

5

2

4

5

5

4

145

3

4

4

5

3

135

3

5

2

3

5

4

130

4

3

3

1

4

4

4

125

1

5

3

5

2

3

4

4

125

4

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

116

3

3

3

3

2

4

4

2

3

2

113

4

2

1

3

1

4

4

3

3

3

110

5

1

1

2

3

3

2

4

3

1

103

4

2

4

3

1

3

1

3

3

1

96
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Forecast Scenario
Project
Cost

Political
Priority

Project
Readiness

Public
Desire

Economic
Impact

Connectivity
Enhancement

Traffic
Impact

Need Autonomous Loop Shuttle Connecting
Downtown to HOF & Airport

2

4

1

2

2

5

D6, H5

Encourage SkyLift Development from Downtown
to HOF Village

3

4

2

1

2

FR8, H10

Realign Hall of Fame Drive to Fulton/23rd Street
Intersection - 23rd Street Extension

3

3

2

2

1

3

2

Explore unique branding for SARTA or shuttle
loops/routes connecting the HOFV to other
attractions

4

1

4
1

Tier Code

Recommendation

Tier 2

Tier 1

4

D7, H7, P5

Tier 3

FR9, H11 Reconstruct I-77/Fulton Road Interchange
G7
D2
H1
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Criteria & Weightings

Consider Workforce Parking Lot at Former CVSR
Parking Lot
Consider Parking Deck and Pedestrian Bridge over
I77 for HOF Workers

4

3

3

5

5

3

Quality of Visitor
Life Benefit Benefit

Transformative
Project

Total
Score

5

5

2

3

3

4

4

125

4

2

1

4

5

110

1

4

4

2

3

2

103

1

1

4

4

3

3

2

101

3

1

1

4

2

3

4

2

98

3

4

1

3

2

2

3

1

1

87

1

1

1

2

3

2

3

1

2

73

APPENDIX D
SAMPLE
OVERLAY
TEXT
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Sample Overlay District Language

Sample Overlay District Language

SA

M

PL

E

Below is sample mixed-use and pedestrian overlay district language based on recommendations detailed
within the Hall of Fame Land Use & Transportation Study. This language is meant to provide a starting point
for SCRPC, Plain and Canton Townships to begin discussions to consider the addition of these overlay districts
within their respective zoning codes. This language HAS NOT been reviewed by either Plain or Canton
Township and should NOT be used as draft language unless accepted by Plain or Canton Township’s Trustees.
This language is strictly an example meant to provide an idea on how an overlay district might be regulated.

1
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Sample Overlay District Language
DEFINITIONS
Architectural Articulation - The division of a building façade into distinct sections; the materials, patterns,
textures, and colors that add visual interest to a building or facade; areas with higher levels of articulation are
typically more inviting pedestrian environments.
Façade Coverage - The percentage of lot width (or development site area width) that must be covered by the
building’s front façade.
Habitable Space - A space in a building which is used or designed to be used for living, sleeping, eating or cooking
for residential uses, but not including garages, bathrooms, utility, storage and laundry rooms, halls or closets. For
commercial spaces, habitable space is designed to be used for working space, retail displays or dining.

E

Liner Building - A building specifically designed to mask a parking lot or a parking structure from a frontage.
Mixed Use - The use of a lot or building with two or more different land uses including, but not limited to,
residential, commercial retail or office, in a single structure or a group of physically integrated structures.

PL

Screening - Decorative fencing, evergreen vegetation or landscaped earth berms maintained for the purpose of
concealing from view the area behind such fences, evergreen vegetation or berms. When fencing is used for
screening, it shall not be less than six nor more than eight feet high, unless otherwise provided.

SA

M

Transparency - The ability to see through, with clarity, and to allow in light through the use of a glass window,
door or storefront.

2
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Sample Overlay District Language

OVERLAY

Plain Tw
p
City of C
anton

Roa

d

PL

Purpose

MIXED-USE

ton

Wertz Ave

FULTON ROAD
DISTRICT

Ful

Future
Hall
of Fame
Village

Broad Ave

SA
M

The purpose of the Fulton Road Mixed-Use Overlay
District is to advance recommendations focused
on revitalizing the Fulton Road Corridor originally
envisioned within the Stark County Regional
Planning Commission’s Hall of Fame Land Use and
Transportation Study. The Fulton Road Corridor
is characterized by primarily Mid- to Late- 20th
Century, auto-oriented suburban development
that has resulted in an uncoordinated pattern
of buildings and parking lots along a busy
thoroughfare. Much of this development is now
aged, out-dated, underutilized and no longer
consistent with modern development standards
in terms of building placement, architectural
quality and overall site design. The future Hall of
Fame Village (HOFV) project lies just to the east
of this district and is poised to develop a mixed
-use village that includes an expanded Hall of
Fame museum, an expanded stadium field, and
entertainment area, hotels, restaurants, offices,
medical research facilities and other similar uses.
To capitalize on this development and serve as
an extension of the HOFV, the goal of this district
is to encourage a dense, mixed-use district that
can support high quality, pedestrian friendly and
economically viable development.

77

E

Where land is classified into an overlay zoning
district as well as a base zoning district, the
regulations governing development in the overlay
district shall apply in addition to the regulations
governing the underlying base district. In the event
of an express conflict between the standards of
the overlay zoning district and the base district,
the standards governing the overlay district shall
control.

Mixed Use Overlay
Boundary

Demington
Ave

Relationship of Overlay Districts to Base
Districts

Pedestrian
Overlay
Boundary
Plain Twp 17th Street
Canton Twp

Figure 1 - Overlay District Map

Boundaries
The limits for the Fulton Road Mixed-Use Overlay District are shown above.
3
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Sample Overlay District Language
Uses
All permitted uses within the underlaying zoning district are permitted as part of the overlay district unless
specifically prohibited below. Additional permitted uses within the overlay district are also listed below to
promote mixed use development.
Additional Permitted Uses
-

Mixed use - Any combination of permitted commercial and residential within the same structure(s)

Prohibited Uses
Single family and two-family dwellings (residential uses within mixed use projects are permitted)

-

Car washes

-

Drive-thru, drive-in, drive-up facility for food and beverage sales or financial institutions.

-

Internet café and/or skilled games.

-

Automobile, truck, trailer, and farm implement sales, service, and storage.

PL

Building Placement

E

-

SA
M

1. Setback - To form a distinct street edge and define the border between the public space and the private
space of the individual lot, new buildings should be set back a minimum of 20 feet from the back of curb
on Fulton Road. The maximum building setback is 30 feet from the back of curb. This approach promotes
active streets and provides visual interest to the pedestrians.
2. Frontage - New buildings shall be designed to cover at least 80% of the lot frontage. If the remaining
portion of the frontage is not required for vehicular or pedestrian access to the lot, a decorative enclosure
wall or gate shall be installed along the remaining frontage. The enclosure wall or gate design shall be
designed in a manner which meets the purposes and goals of this section (See figure 4).

Building Design and Use

1. Orientation - Buildings shall relate to and be oriented towards the street.
2. Entrances - The main entrance of a building or other structure must face the street and be clearly
articulated through the use of architectural detailing. Secondary rear entrances may also be permitted.
Front entrances may not be closed off in favor of rear entrance.
3. Upper Floors - Residential, office, and institutional uses may be located above the first floor of a
commercial building.
4. Service Areas - Service areas (loading docks, shipping/receiving) and utility service connections shall be
located at the back of the building.
5. Ground Floor - The first floors of all buildings shall have a habitable space, housing office,
commercial or institutional uses, within the first 20 feet of building depth fronting the street.

4
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Sample Overlay District Language
6. Blank Walls - Blank walls or roof planes longer than 30 feet shall be avoided along the streetscape.
A blank wall is a facade that does not add to the character of the streetscape and does not contain
transparent windows or doors or sufficient ornamentation, decoration or articulation. Architectural
articulation required.
Window Transparency

E

1. Ground Floor - For buildings designed primarily for commercial retail uses, the street-level front façade
shall be designed with a storefront window system comprised of a minimum of 70% clear window glass
providing an unobstructed view into the interior of the storefront to a minimum of 4 feet.
Landscaping Standards

Streetscape Design

M

PL

1. Building foundation landscaping is required for all façades of all primary structures unless the façade is
directly adjacent to a patio or plaza. Any portion of a façade not directly adjacent to a permitted paved
area shall incorporate at least one deciduous or evergreen shrub per each linear foot of the façade,
planted at the minimum spacing on center per industry standard for the species. Foundation planting
beds shall be a minimum of 5 feet in width as measured from the foundation. Raised planters may be
used if architecturally integrated with the adjacent façade. At least 50% of the landscape bed shall be
covered in living plant material.

SA

1. Function & Appearance - Street design shall balance the needs of all users, and streetscape design is
critical to this balance. The streetscape shall consist of sidewalks and amenities, such as street trees,
decorative lighting and street furniture. Providing wide sidewalks and an appealing streetscape
encourages pedestrian activity.
2. Sidewalks - Construction of walkways must conform to Stark County Standards. However, the Township
can approve the overall design of walkways and the streetscape. Therefore, flexibility exists as it relates to
the design of these areas. Example street design standards are outlined in the City of Canton’s streetscape
typology, streetscape design guidelines and urban catalog documents.
3. Outdoor Merchandise - Merchandise may be displayed on the sidewalk, provided that a minimum sixfoot pedestrian right-of-way remains unobstructed.
4. Outdoor Dining - Outdoor dining shall be permitted in any yard area and on the sidewalk area provided
that a minimum six-foot pedestrian right-of-way remains unobstructed on the sidewalk. All outdoor dining
areas shall be enclosed with an ornamental fence no more than 3 feet high. Other forms of enclosures
may be considered and approved by the Township.

5
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E

Sample Overlay District Language

PL

Figure 2 - Existing Fulton Road Corridor

Walk

Tree
Lawn

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Tree Walk Business
Lawn

SA

Business

M

Existing Right-Of-Way

Fulton Road Mixed Use Steet Design

Figure 3 - Future Fulton Road Typical Section

Vehicular Access

1. Preferred Access - Vehicular access shall be provided from a side street, rear alley, or shared parking lot
connection wherever possible, and avoided on Fulton Road if possible. Curb cuts on Fulton Road shall
be minimized in quantity and width. When feasible, vehicular access shall be provided in a shared drive
location along a shared property line.
2. Fulton Road Access - If/when access from Fulton Road is provided, it will be necessary to coordinate with
the Stark County Engineer and the Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) to identify required curb
cut width and other access requirements.

6
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Sample Overlay District Language
Parking Location
1. Prohibited Locations - Off-street parking, loading, and associated drive aisles shall not be located between
a building façade and the street, unless otherwise specified herein.
2. Preferred Locations - Parking lots shall be located to the side or rear of the primary structure. The
minimum setback for a parking area or drive aisle is 5 feet from the edge of sidewalk. The intervening
space shall be designed with one of two options, depending on the parking lot setback:

PL

E

a. Option 1 Street Wall - Where a surface parking lot or vehicular use area is located within 10 feet
of the sidewalk, a low masonry street wall or wrought iron-style fence treatment shall be installed
between the property line and edge of parking (See Figure 4). This area shall be landscaped,
including low-rise shrubs and flowers to further visually buffer the parking area. A masonry street
wall shall be designed to be architecturally compatible with the primary structure, and physically
integrated with the façade where possible. Openings for pedestrian connections to the public
sidewalk are permitted. A wall or fence shall be 24” to 36” in height.

SA

M

b. Option 2 Continuous Hedge Treatment - Where a parking lot or vehicular use area is located
greater than 10 feet from the sidewalk, a continuous evergreen hedge treatment shall be installed
within 5 feet of the parking lot edge (See Figure 5). The landscape treatment shall include
evergreen shrubs. A street wall treatment meeting the requirements of Option 1 may be used as
an alternative to this treatment.

Figure 4 - Street Wall Example

Figure 5 - Continiuous Hedge Example

7
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Sample Overlay District Language
Parking structure/deck design
1. Screening - Screening of structured parking and/or enclosed parking by a liner building along principal
and secondary street frontages shall be utilized to disguise a parking structures.

SA

M

PL

E

2. Liner Building - Height of Liner Building shall be equal or greater than the height of the parking
structure. Frontage buildout of liner building shall be equal or greater than the width of the structured
or enclosed parking it screens, less permitted openings.

Figure 6 - Liner Building Example - El Paso, Texas

8
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Sample Overlay District Language
ACCESSORY STRUCTURES & SERVICE FACILITIES
Mechanical Equipment
1. Screening - All mechanical equipment and building-mounted utilities shall be screened from view
from the public right-of-way.
2. Rooftop Mounting - Rooftop mounting of mechanical equipment is preferred, and shall be
screened with an architecturally integrated rooftop parapet/utility well design extending at least
to the height of the equipment, and wrapping all façades of the building.

Dumpsters and Service Areas

PL

E

3. Location - Ground-mounted or façade-mounted mechanical equipment is not permitted on a
street-facing façade. Ground mounted or façade-mounted equipment shall be located to the
side or rear of the primary building, and setback from the front façade a minimum of 20 feet.
Ground-mounted equipment shall be screened from view of the public-right-of way or adjacent
properties with an architecturally integrated wall or fence treatment or with fully opaque
evergreen landscaping extending at least to the height of the equipment. (See Figure 7)

SA

M

1. Dumpsters and other solid waste receptacles shall be located behind the primary structure and
shall be fully screened with a fence or wall treatment designed to coordinate in material and
color with the primary structure. Enclosures shall be surrounded by a landscape bed extending a
minimum of 3 feet on all sides, excepting for service access, and include a mixture of evergreen
and deciduous shrubs creating a continuous landscape treatment around the sides and rear of
the enclosure. Dumpster enclosures shall have fully operable gates and shall be closed when
not being serviced. Gates shall be oriented away from the public street right-of-way whenever
possible. (See Figure 8)

Figure 7 - Utility Screening Example

Figure 8 - Dumpster Screening Example
9
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Sample Overlay District Language
Signs
1. Wall Mounted Signs - Associated with a storefront window system shall be incorporated into
an architecturally integrated sign band feature located above the storefront. Wall signs may
be internally or externally illuminated. Internally illuminated wall signs shall be designed with
individually mounted channel-style letters. Internally illuminated wall-mounted cabinet signs are
prohibited. Exterior illuminated wall signs shall utilize an aesthetic light fixture coordinated with the
building architecture.

3. Roof-Mounted Signs - Are prohibited.
4. Pole-Mounted or Pylon-Style Signs - Are prohibited.

E

2. Canopy or Awning Signs - Are permitted if associated with an individual storefront space. Awning
signs shall not be internally illuminated. Signs mounted to a structural canopy shall be designed
with individually mounted channel-style letters. Internally-illuminated canopy mounted cabinet
signs are prohibited.

PL

5. Changeable Copy and Electronic Animated Signs - Are prohibited.

6. Building-Mounted Projecting Signs (Blade or Pendant Style) - Shall be located within 6 feet of the
primary entrance of the tenant space to which the sign is associated. Projecting signs may extend
above a public sidewalk, but shall be located at least 8 feet above grade.

M

7. Storefront Windows - May incorporate window signs no greater than 20% of the area for any
individual window pane. For corner buildings with secondary street frontage, storefront
transparency shall extend to a minimum of 10 feet on the secondary street façade.

SA

8. Monument Signs - Are limited to 6 feet in height. Pole-mounted signs are prohibited.
Monument signs shall be set back from the public right-of-way a minimum of 8 feet. This
setback does not apply if the sign is attached to and architecturally integrated with the
façade of the primary structure.

9. Monument-Style Signs - Shall be designed with a solid, aesthetic masonry base that
visually coordinates with the associated primary structure.

10. Mounted Signs - May be internally or externally illuminated. Exterior light fixtures
may be attached to the sign structure if the fixture is coordinated with building-mounted
light fixtures and oriented in a downcast direction. Ground-mounted light fixtures shall be
shielded from view with landscaping.

Site Lighting

Figure 9 Example Site
Light

All pole mounted lighting fixtures within parking areas shall be consistent throughout
the corridor, utilizing the same fixture, pole, and arm types, or similar as approved by the
Zoning Commission (See Figure for an example of approved fixture types, poles, and arms.).
The maximum pole height shall be 15 feet when any yard or property abuts a residential
district, lot in a recorded subdivision, or any lot used for residential purposes however, if the
abutting residential properties are zoned for a commercial use, or planned for a commercial
use by the Plain Township Comprehensive Plan, the standard pole height requirements shall
apply.
10
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Sample Overlay District Language

The illustration to the right provides
an example of a mixed-use site plan
along the Fulton Road Corridor
and highlights the major design
guidelines of the District.

Sample Site Plan
5
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Mixed Use Development
Sample Site Plan

2

1
4

Overlay District Design Guidelines

SA

1

2

3

4

5

Balance the needs of all users along the street. Provide wide
sidewalks, on-street parking (where feasible) and an appealing
streetscape to encourage pedestrian activity. Provide an engaging
streetscape consisting of amenities, such as street trees and street
furniture.
Encourage mixed-use development at a pedestrian scale. Mixed uses
can include a variety of retail, office, research and design, service,
housing and public facility uses all within close proximity.
Allow outdoor dining and temporary merchant space on the sidewalk
area provided that a minimum six-foot pedestrian right-of-way remains
unobstructed on the sidewalk.
Orient buildings towards the street and surrounding buildings. Ensure
the main entrance of a building faces the street and that no “blank walls”
exist along the front facade of the building.
Encourage joint driveway access and/or access to alleys behind
buildings. The reduction of driveways will improve safety and enhance
the streetscape.

Figure 10 - Sample Mixed Use Site Plan
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Sample Overlay District Language

Boundaries
The boundaries of the pedestrian overlay district
are detailed on the map to the right.

SA

1. Street lights shall be located between
the curb and the sidewalk.
2. Light poles shall be spaced 100 feet
apart or as otherwise approved or
required by the Zoning Commission.

3. Street light location shall be
coordinated with adjacent parcels to
achieve even spacing throughout the
corridor unless otherwise approved or
required by the Zoning Commission.

Broad Ave

M

Within any new development pedestrian facilities
shall be provided within the public right-of-way
in accordance with Stark County Subdivision
Regulations, Section 610.1.B.1. All walks shall
include American Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant
curb ramps at intersections and mid-block
crosswalk locations.

Street Lighting

d

PL

Pedestrian Facilities

Roa

Wertz Ave

ton

Plain Tw
p
City of C
anton

Ful

The purpose of this district is to encourage
pedestrian mobility within neighborhoods directly
adjacent to the HOFV project to provide access to
the HOFV and to improve the resident’s quality of
life.

Mixed Use Overlay
Boundary

77

E

Purpose

Demington
Ave

PEDESTRIAN OVERLAY DISTRICT

Pedestrian
Overlay
Boundary

Future
Hall
of Fame
Village

Plain Twp 17th Street
Canton Twp

Street Trees
1. Street trees shall be equally spaced.
2. Street trees shall be planted at a
minimum rate of one tree per 40 feet
of frontage.

Figure 11 - Overlay District Map

3. A minimum of one street tree shall be required per parcel.
4. Tree location shall be coordinated with adjacent parcels to achieve even spacing throughout
the corridor or as otherwise approved or required by the Zoning Commission.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
OVERVIEW
MAPS
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APPENDIX F
I-77
PROMENADE
CONCEPTS
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PROMENADE RENDERING: OPTION 1

6
2

4
7

1

1
2
3
4

Lengthen I-77 bridge (from 50’ to 200’) to allow for promenade
Create 24’ wide pedestrian promenade to connect HOF Village
to park and future intermodal facility
Explore alternate West Branch Trail crossing options

3
5
6
7

5

Allow for 4 travel lanes along Harrison Ave. extension
Future intermodal facility
Create 12’ multi-use path

Add access from intermodal facility to roadway
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PROMENADE RENDERING: OPTION 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2

3

5

Lengthen I-77 bridge (from 50’ to 200’) to allow for promenade
Realign I-77 exit ramp
Create 24’ wide pedestrian promenade to connect HOF Village
to park and future intermodal facility
Explore alternate West Branch Trail crossing options
Remove Stadium Park Dr.
Allow for 4 travel lanes along Harrison Ave. extension
Future intermodal facility
Create 12’ multi-use path

7
8

1
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4
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I-77 COVERED TRENCH CONCEPT
Plan and Profile
along IR77
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Section at HOF
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Plan and Profile
along Fulton
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Section at
Hospital Parking
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I-77 OPEN TRENCH CONCEPT
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I-77 RAISED BRIDGE CONCEPT
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Section at HOF

Section at HOF
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I-77 150-FOOT SPANS
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